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Project Report

By the Water
A Play by Sharyn Rothstein
Performances held at Wellesley High School on January 24-26, 2019
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02481

Direction & Technical Supervision by Brian McManimon

Production personnel including all actors, designers, stage managers, technicians and
dramaturgs were enrolled students at Wellesley High School during the
2018-2019 academic school year.

This project documents the conceptualization, research, implementation and reflection of the
production process of By the Water at Wellesley High School from October 2018 through
January 2019 by Brian McManimon and the students involved in By the Water. The document
includes character and visual production research, historical context and significance, and the
evaluation of the play as a vehicle for speaking to larger social issues beyond the local
community, as well as documentation of the production period and post-production evaluation.
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I. Preliminary Information
Playscript Approval Form

MASTER’S THESIS PROJECT
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK)

Student Name Brian McManimon

Anticipated Production Dates January 24-26, 2019

SCRIPT TITLE BY THE WATER
PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer] SHARYN ROTHSTEIN
NUMBER OF ACTS___1______APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME___1____HOURS__30___MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN_____4_____WOMEN_____3_______CHILDREN_____________OVER 40____________
ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR______________ ROLES COULD DOUBLE______7________
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST______7_______
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: THE PRODUCTION WILL BE DOUBLE CAST WITH EACH CAST PERFORMING IN TWO
OF THE FOUR PERFORMANCES.

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea) double click on grey box; select checked to mark or use a pen
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER

DIALECT COACH

SPECIALTY HIRE (specify what kind)

ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)______________
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? NO

If so, which?

Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? NO

If so, which?

SCENERY/PROPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)
UNIT SET?

✔YES

HISTORICAL PERIOD: NO

NO

NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 4

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION: STATEN ISLAND, NYC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
THE ENTIRE SET WILL OPERATE ON A REVOLVING STAGE PLATFORM TO QUICKLY TRANSITION TO AND FROM
THE VARIOUS LOCATIONS. OUR OTHER MAJOR CHALLENGE WILL BE BUILDING A HOME THAT VISUALLY
LOOKS AS THOUGH IT WAS DESTROYED BY THE OCEAN AND WINDS OF HURRICANE SANDY WHEN IT STRUCK
NEW YORK.
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS: 25 (plus set dressing)

PERIOD: 2012

✔NO
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS?
YES
DESCRIBE: FINDING THE PROPS WILL NOT BE THE ISSUE. OUR MAJOR CONCERN WILL BE DISTRESSING THEM
SO THEY APPEAR AS THOUGH THEY WERE WATER DAMAGED.
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WEAPONS OR FIREARMS?
DESCRIBE:

YES

✔NO

HOW MANY_____________

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER: 1-2 PER CHARACTER
HISTORICAL PERIOD: N/A
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

SEASON: LATE FALL/EARLY WINTER

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED?

YES

✔NO

HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:
I have not done this play before. This will be a new experience for myself and my school with regards to doing a dramatic play that
pertains to real-life events and developing characters, locations, and dramaturgical information from real events and people.
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
Our school has rarely produced plays that fulfill the philosophical concept of “theatere as a mirror for reality” and considering
that this play speaks to the impact of how climate change and a natural disaster impacts the family in the story, it would open the
door for us to do some legitimate dramaturgical work to prepare for a play. It would be a unique opportunity for us to use a play
within our drama season that can be our own response to the events we see in the political and scientific news, as well as how these
major changes and events drastically impact the lives of everyday people.
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
The lone drawback to this play is that there are only seven character roles in the play, thus limiting the number of students that
can perform. We are open to the idea of producing the show with two different casts of seven (pending auditions) so that move
students can be part of the process.
PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

SUBMITTED BY: (Printed Name) BRIAN MCMANIMON

Date Submitted: OCT. 15, 2018

(Signature)

Thesis Chair Approval:

Date Approved :

Thesis Committee Members Approval:

Date Approved :

Graduate Coordinator Approval:

Date Approved :
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Graduate Committee and Option Approval Form
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Permission of the Hiring Authority at the Venue
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Synopsis of the Play
Sharyn Rothstein’s By the Water begins after Hurricane Sandy ravaged through New
York City, and focuses in particular on the coastal borough of Staten Island, New York. We are
introduced to Marty and Mary Murphy who have returned to their home after mandatory
evacuations to examine the colossal damage and attempt to clean up and rebuild. The
Murphy’s two sons, Sal and Brian, arrive at different points in the week following the storm to
help their parent’s cleanup the family home. Sal has moved away from Staten Island to
Manhattan in search of individual success and his own happiness with his wife, Jennifer. Brian
meanwhile has just been released from twenty-nine months in prison due to his connection
with a drug ring and is trying to change his life for the better.
Everyone in the family have strong opinions regarding what should happen to Murphy
home after the storm. Marty has no intention of moving away from the only place he has called
home; Brian wants to help the family rebuild; Mary is caught in between the tension but would
rather be closer to her friends than in an abandoned neighborhood, and Sal is convinced that
another hurricane will hit again and thinks they should move inland like many others. The
tension between the family members only grows with time, but regardless, Marty refuses to
listen to his family and declares they will stay and rebuild. Marty’s declaration pits him squarely
against Sal and propels Brian, Mary, and others in the community to choose a side.
As the story progresses, long-standing tension remains between the two sons over Sal
turning in his own brother for a connection to a robbery and a drug ring. After dinner their first
night, we discover the growing animosity Brian has towards Sal for being the person that turned
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him into the police, an act that eventually sends him to jail, rips the family apart, ostracizes Sal
from his own brother and father, and places Mary in the role of peacemaker. While Sal tries to
move on, Brian remains trapped in his past and cannot find the ability to ever forgive him.
Andrea and Philip Carter come to visit the Murphy’s almost a month after the storm hits
after they move to New Jersey after their home is completely destroyed. During their visit, they
attempt to persuade their close friends, Marty and Mary, that they should move with them to
Montclair, New Jersey and accept the insurance bailout to start rebuilding their lives and move
on. While Marty is adamant about staying and tries to persuade the Carters and the rest of
their community to stay and rebuild, Mary quietly considers the idea of moving inland to stay
close with the Carters. While silent about it, it is clear that Andrea’s idea to move is having an
effect on Mary. As the Carters and the Murphys visit, Philip and Andrea’s daughter, Emily,
returns home and finds herself sitting on the shore with Brian. While they both find themselves
at home with their family for very different reasons, they reveal lingering romantic feelings for
the other from their youth, but when Emily realizes Brian still cannot be trusted as he lies to her
about another relationship, she leaves him with the possibility of never seeing him again.
While Brian tries to rebuild his relationship with Emily and Marty leads his campaign to
save the town, Sal convinces Mary to meet with a real estate agent as she considers the idea of
moving. While they wait, they reminisce about the family’s complicated past, Marty and Sal’s
relationship, Sal’s marriage, grandkids, and the aftermath of the storm. As they wait, Mary
second guesses Sal’s intentions on moving but after much persuasion, Mary gives in, but only if
the new home has exactly what she wants.
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Aggravated by the community quickly considering moving away from the town, Marty
starts a campaign to boycott the government bailouts and instead, stay to rebuild the town. He
needs eighty to ninety percent of the town to petition with him, but as he campaigns, the
community sees Marty the obstacle in the way of receiving the desperately needing bailouts.
Even his son Brian, who has supported Marty and the family with the cleanup, questions his
father’s methods. As Brian and Marty discuss the plan, Sal returns home, dumbfounded that
Marty is the one behind the campaign and confronts his father. Their confrontation escalates
into a full argument, revealing Marty seeing Sal incapable of being a “community-man” and
Brian and Marty’s collective resentment towards Sal for turning “sending Brian to prison.” Sal
immediately leaves in the middle of the night with concrete beliefs he is not wanted in the
family because of the past and questions why he should even care about his childhood home
anymore when the family does not care about him.
The following morning, Andrea and Philip visit the Murphy’s again and confront Marty
about his growing campaign that could leave the town in financial catastrophe. This
confrontation leads to Marty revealing the explosive reason for not wanting to move: The
Murphy’s are broke; Marty refinanced the mortgage under Sal’s name in a last-ditch attempt to
save the home and Sal has no idea about it. Mary, overwhelmed and disgusted with Marty,
abruptly leaves as Philip stays behind and tries to console Marty and offer financial help. When
Marty refuses the help, Philip turns the table and threatens to reveal Marty’s history of past tax
fraud, accounting maneuvers, and now the mortgage crisis to the entire community if he does
not stop his crusade to save the town.
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That same night, Brian and Emily meet again on the back porch after having escaped
their fighting parents, but things have changed between the two. While they have both been
home helping their parents, Brian and Emily have secretly been seeing each other. As they sit
on the destroyed porch at the Murphy’s, Brian finally opens up to Emily, committing to being
more honest to her and hopes she might give him a second chance. While Emily initially tries to
deflect saying she only used him for sex during a moment of weakness after her divorce, Brian
eventually convinces her as he hopes to be like his father one day saying, “I’d like to make
someone happy. Not even a lot of people. Just one person” (Rothstein 42).
Later that night, Mary returns as Marty continues to work on the house and the two
erupt into an argument years in the making. Mary spent many years following in Marty’s
shadow and never spoke for herself or her life ambitions. Now she is mixed with rage towards
Marty for his destructive behavior that could destroy the family and fears how this could impact
Sal, not knowing exactly what her husband did. Mary calls Sal and asks him to come home and
as he returns, he overhears the end of the argument and learns that not only is the house in his
name but also the mortgage payments are five months behind, effectively destroying his credit.
Sal explodes at Marty for what he did and reveals he has been sending Mary money for years
(much to the chagrin of his wife, Jennifer and unbeknownst to Marty) to cover his parents
financial struggles. Conflicted, Sal tells them that the financial help he provided has chipped
away at his marriage and that Marty’s selfish move to save his house may have destroyed Sal’s
credit, Jennifer’s attempt at buying a home, starting Jennifer’s business, and potentially their
marriage. Complicating the moment, Brian returns and learns what Marty did to the family and
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especially Sal. The argument ends with a wounded Marty telling Sal the house is his to control
and as Marty and Brian exit, Sal sits alone in the destroyed house he now owns threatening to
abandon it.
Heightened emotions have faded for now, but tension remains between the entire
family. After sitting alone for hours, Mary comforts Sal, telling him Marty is disbanding his
campaign to save the town. After asking about Jennifer, Sal reveals how Jen is not only furious
with both Sal and Marty, but she has also told him not to come home while she figures out
what to do next. While Mary is thankful for all Sal has done for her and Marty, she can see the
massive emotional toll Sal has paid to help them and the neglect he has endured from Marty
and Brian. When Marty eventually comes in, Mary leaves in disgust with her husband, but
hopes Marty and Sal can resolve their long-standing feud. As Sal reveals he is going to let his
father keep his home, Marty finally reveals how he has always admired Sal’s courage and that
he has always loved him, words that Sal has been waiting for years to hear from his father.
Eventually, the family sits down for dinner at a make-shift table where things remain
awkward, but progress has been made as they reminisce about the past, the future, and begin
trying to heal the many wounds in the family. Even as the sun rises the next day, uncertainty
remains in Marty and Mary’s marriage, but Marty makes a desperate plea to Mary to not only
take him back but commits to fixing his errors and would even be willing to leave their home if
it means saving his marriage. Seeing how wounded her husband is, Mary seems willing to give
him a second chance as they go for a walk on the beach together in the morning sunrise.
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Project Parameters
The Wellesley High School Drama Society will produce Sharyn Rothstein’s play By the
Water on January 24-26, 2019, in the Little Theater at Wellesley High School (our performing
arts studio theater). The production will mark the first play to be produced in the month of
January after previously being produced on the first weekend of June, which will pose new
challenges and benefits for our student performers and technicians.
The play was shifted out of June and into late January in an attempt to eliminate student
stress and anxiety caused by producing a show days before final exams began. This change also
allows our performing arts season to end a month earlier than it has in years past, giving ample
time for end-of-year maintenance and preparation time for spring summer events. By moving
the show, we are able to provide a performance opportunity for all of our students in grades 912 (while the June play was limited to grades 9-11 due to graduation) and to eliminate the
stress of performing a show while prepping for final exams. It also gives us an opportunity to
cast students in either the January show or the March show and mitigate the difficult casting
decision of trying to cast all students who auditioned.
The cast will include actors in the seven scripted roles with one male and one
female character understudy. Each of the understudies will be provided with a performance
opportunity during the Saturday matinee performance. The role they perform will be
determined during rehearsals.
All of the design and technical roles will be filled by students within the Wellesley High
School TECH program. Designers and stage managers will be staffed by juniors and seniors in
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the program with select underclassmen to serve as associate designers in the various
production disciplines. Anyone in the school is eligible to assist on the show in a backstage
capacity, and students are welcome to help regardless of time commitment (with the exception
of tech week, performances, and strike when attendance is mandatory). Challenges for the
production are primarily tied to scheduling concerns which include:
•

Scheduling around choral events and rehearsals with the choral specialist

•

Scheduling around a cappella ensemble concerts and rehearsals with the choral
specialist

•

Scheduling around the One Acts Festival in coordination with the Acting IV and
Theatrical Production & Design classes

•

Effectively scheduling enough rehearsal time, tech work calls, and other show needs
around the school calendar of events

As its own separate (but related) challenge, there has been a detrimental precedent
passed down over the past six years that included eliminating cuts from the audition process
and requiring all students to be cast in two or three productions each season. This precedent
has led to shows with multiple casts that split performances and did not allow every student to
get equal rehearsal and performance time. Following my former colleague’s departure at the
end of the 2017-2018 school year, our department made the conclusion that this model was
not sustainable for a large department for the following reasons:
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•

Financial challenges for supporting each student across multiple casts specifically
around costumes, microphones for musicals and performance rights without funding
outside of ticket sales.

•

Single shows with duplicate casts did not provide unique and beneficial learning
opportunities for students and has led to numerous students leaving the
department due to inadequate opportunities.

•

The former model limited our options to perform a wide variety of plays as we were
constantly looking for plays with twenty-five or more roles.

We have made an attempt to include smaller shows in the season while balancing it
with other opportunities for underclassmen performances (i.e. Junior and Senior Directing
Festivals, Senior project short plays), so the collective hope is that this show will help
strengthen the program for years to come.
From a budgeting and materials perspective, our program has numerous resources for
us to pull from with regards to platforms and flats, a full stock of lighting and audio equipment,
a costume wardrobe, and flexible seating risers. The key production expenses include:
•

Performance rights

•

Additional scenic materials

•

Properties

•

Costumes for specific characters of age and socio-economic status

•

Cyclorama for the Little Theater (Design pending)
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•

Custodial overtime fees for weekend technical rehearsals and performance dates

Over the past six years, I have worked with the school and on our various shows to build
a strong supply of stock scenic pieces, props, lighting equipment, costumes, tools, etc. so that
future productions do not have to absorb large expenses for each production. In turn, this
strategy has recycled multiple scenic pieces from previous shows, lowered our overall
production cost for each show, and improved the overall production quality. We have also built
partnerships with the Wellesley Education Foundation (WEF) and Wellesley Parents of
Performing Students (Wellesley POPS) to process numerous grant requests over the past five
years to purchase theater speakers, LED stage lighting, seating risers, and scenic construction
tools.
From a social/emotional learning perspective, our collective goal for the school year for
the drama and tech programs includes bridging a gap that has unintentionally evolved between
the acting and tech students over time. Throughout the rehearsal process, I will be working very
closely with my student director, stage managers, and seniors to schedule multiple
opportunities for cast and crew bonding days to help build a close-knit company, echoing the
family spirit found in By the Water. My colleague and I began this process in during our fall
musical production of Monty Python’s SPAMALOT where we saw a stronger arts community
develop over the course of rehearsals and performances, along with a greater appreciation for
what each person did on the shows. My goal is to continue that work on By the Water and on
future shows to come.
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Project Schedule

DEC2018
SUN
MON
DEC2018
16
SUN
16

23
23
30
30

BY THE WATER Rehearsal Schedule
TUE

WED

THU

17
MON

18
TUE

19
WED

20
THU

21
FRI

22
SAT

3-6pm
Pot Luck
17
Read Thru
3-6pm
Pot Luck
Read Thru
24

3-6pm
Blocking Sc. 1-2

3-6pm
Block Sc. 3-4

19

3-6pm
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Evaluation of the Play as a Production Vehicle
Wellesley, Massachusetts is an affluent town west of Boston that prides itself on
academic excellence and rigorous standards for public education in addition to its long history
of performing arts programming in the community. In keeping with that tradition, the Wellesley
High School Performing Arts Department, in particular the acting and technical programs, are
executing a review of the program to understand its strengths, its weaknesses, and how we can
use our programming and classes to bolster the experiences our students have. By the Water
will be used as a vehicle in this capacity and will provide our audiences with an example of a
modern dramatic play that speaks to current events and situations during a new performance
slot in our season.
For the 2018-2019 school year, the high school performing arts department is going
through a transition as a new drama director is taking over from an established predecessor. As
part of this transition, the program is going through its own changes which most notably
include an attempt to artistically balance our production season to include musical, comedic,
and dramatic productions. In the past, we have predominantly produced musical and comedic
productions, so the programming shift to include more dramatic works became a major change
for the 2018-2019 school year.
With the inclusion of two small cast dramatic plays this season (one being By the Water
and the second being an original festival play submission), we are reintegrating dramatic plays
into our season that has been dominated by nine musicals and eight comedies over the past
five years. We are also instituting more effective casting goals for all of our productions to
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ensure students have a unique and educational experience in each show, the experience does
not limit their rehearsal or performance time and by doing so, everyone has ample time on and
off stage to bring the productions to life.
Artistically speaking, the inclusion of dramatic works such as By the Water into our
season will not only have direct impacts on this year, but it will help us reset and lay the
groundwork for years to come. By introducing a dramatic play now, we can set a new standard
for smaller, more intimate productions in our studio theater that allow us to select drama
seasons that are impactful and engaging with reasonable and pedagogically designed casting
goals.
With this in mind, By the Water was chosen to be part of our season because it features
a realistic family-centered drama that evokes the real-life struggles and challenges following a
natural disaster. It also speaks to the relevant and recent reminders of natural disasters in the
world while intimately examining the human toll and the impacts of climate change. I hope to
use this production as a way to peel open the walls of the Murphy home for audiences to
witness the emotional tragedy that unraveled in the days after Hurricane Sandy hit the Tri-State
Area and for our actors to dive deep into the work of portraying complicated real people
without having to develop a comedic caricature of a character. Instead, we can focus on what is
real, what is the truth, and what each moment in the play really looks and feels like.
This production will also open up the opportunity for students to participate in
dramaturgical work to enhance our character development, research, and design methods on
our shows. By doing so, the actors and designers on the show will be developing a full visual
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board with show’s designs and associated research that will live in the space during the
duration of the rehearsal process. It will not only serve as a visual reminder for the world of the
play, but it also will be a living and breathing resource for the entire company, something that
we can continue to reference and add to throughout the process. Once the show officially
opens, the plan is to display the creative and dramaturgical work from the show in the lobby
outside of the theater to give our audience a glimpse of what we have been working on. If
items cannot be printed (i.e. news videos, music, interviews, etc.), we have created a Facebook
group for the entire cast and crew to post their findings, and there is a chance it could be used
as part of the sound design of the show or even part of the lobby dramaturgical display.
One major goal for me personally is to give our design and tech students more freedom
to develop the visual look of the production without as much hands-on guidance from me,
something that will be different compared to previous productions where I have had a
tendency to micromanage. While I will be there to assist when needed, this will be an
opportunity for me to spend more time working as the director not only for the actors in
rehearsals, but also try to be a clear and effective communicator to our tech team. I strongly
believe that the students of any school should be the ones to create the shows without the
direct influence of parents, adults, etc. because when they get the chance to execute, I have
found that they deliver exceptional work and more importantly, they grow as students and
artists.
On an emotional and human level, I chose this show because of the socio-economic
difference between Staten Island and Wellesley, Massachusetts. When comparing the affluent
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community our students live in to a community like Staten Island and in particular, the bluecollar characters that they have to portray, my intention is to have them look into the souls of a
character who with financial struggles, who have gone through a divorce, who have made
catastrophic life-altering decisions, and who in the end, still find ways to power through each
and every day. My hope is that when the show finally opens, our actors embrace the complex
nature of this historic event and display incredibly empathy towards these everyday people
who survived this catastrophic event.
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Concept Statement
At its core, Sharyn Rothstein’s By the Water is an intimate and complicated family
drama that revolves around the life-or-death decisions regarding how to survive after you lose
everything but each other. While Hurricane Sandy provided the physical destruction of the
family home, the character of Marty Murphy has slowly been laying the seeds for family turmoil
for months prior to the natural disaster as he loses his job, falls behind on his mortgage
payments, and secretly “gifts” the home to his son, Sal, who Marty is proud of but wants him to
move closer to home versus staying in Manhattan.
As the play unfolds, we see how Marty embodies that of the tragic hero. He falls from
being a charismatic, trustworthy, and community man into a family disgrace with a dark and
twisted past that puts his entire family in jeopardy financially while emotionally pitting each
family member against him in a moment of catastrophe.
The play is encapsulated by the idea of rebuilding, not only in the physical sense with
regard to the destruction from Hurricane Sandy, but the rebuilding of emotional turmoil in the
lives of each character as the rebuild their family unit. Each character over the course of the
play finds themselves collapse at one point and as the plot progresses, we see how each person
picks themselves up and slowly rebuilds their lives, marriages, homes, and futures.
While using the metaphor of “rebuilding” to guide the direction of the play, my
intention is to use the core elements of Greek Tragedies established by Aristotle’s The Poetics in
developing the play and its characters. In the play, we see an admirable tragic hero who falls
from prosperity as a result of his own hubris, multiple incidents that use the “cause and effect”
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approach to move the plot forward, hamartia, catastrophe, and anagnorisis are all displayed in
the arc of the tragic hero. In the end we hope to establish a cathartic moment for audiences at
the end when there is a glimmer of hope that the family will eventually make amends and
move forward together. The difference between the ancient Greek model and our modern day
model is we put the tragic hero in the shoes of a struggling blue-collar man from 2012 who only
wants to do good but unfortunately sees his world collapse around him.
Technically speaking, my intent is to use the design elements to visually assist in the
depiction of “rebuilding” the Murphy home. While in concept it appears easy, the main
challenge will be how the play can move efficiently from scene-to-scene while visually
displaying the changes in the cleanup and rebuilding process in the Murphy home without
interruptions. The goal for the final scene is a home that is relatively put back together (i.e.
cleaned, but a semblance of a kitchen table has been scrounged together and the family is
together), yet the home itself still has months of repairs to still be completed before its finally
back to normal. While the family will be physically rebuilding throughout the course of the play,
we want to include small milestones to depict the small moments of hope, such as visits with
friends or a family dinner. In addition to the visual elements, our sound design team will also
use original news and video footage from the event to not only mark each moment in time, but
also help depict how long the recovery process takes throughout the course of the show. By
using 2012 calendar milestones such as Halloween, the 2012 Presidential Election, and winter
snow storms, it will help convey to our audiences a clearer timeline and help share the grief and
frustration that our characters feel in the moment.
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II. Pre-Production Analysis
Initial Event and Conflict Framing Analysis
•

Event
o Hurricane Sandy hits New York City and destroys the Murphy family home on
Staten Island, forcing Marty and Mary Murphy to make the difficult decision of
either rebuilding their home or accepting an insurance bailout and moving out.

•

Protagonist
o Marty Murphy

•

Inciting Incident
o Sal returns to Staten Island to help his parents, Marty and Mary, cleanup their
home after it is destroyed by Hurricane Sandy.
o Upon his return, Sal questions why his parents will not consider leaving the
home and accept the insurance bailout to rebuild their lives somewhere else.
Mary casually turns down Sal’s idea while Marty aggressively dismisses the
legitimate suggestion.

•

Complications
o Brian arrives shortly after Sal to help his parents with the cleanup, however
there is immediate tension between the two brothers.
§

Sal and Brian have not spoken to each other in three years after Sal told
police about Brian’s involvement in a drug ring and a robbery.
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§

Sal was ostracized by the family for turning in Brian to police, especially
by Marty and Brian.

o Sal continues to believe Marty and Mary should accept the insurance bailout,
relocate, and not rebuild on the island so close to the ocean. Marty, Mary, and
now Brian all oppose this.
o Philip and Andrea Carter (close friends of Marty and Mary) tell the Murphy
family that they have already moved to Montclair, New Jersey, allowing them to
be closer to their daughters and grandkids after their home was completely
destroyed. However, they are hoping to receive the insurance bailout from the
government since their home was destroyed.
o Marty begins a campaign to save the town as he tries to convince families to stay
and rebuild, something Andrea and Philip plead Marty not to do.
o Sal brings Mary to talk with a real estate agent about buying new home without
Marty or Brian’s knowledge, sparking division within the family and their
marriage.
o Sal and his wife, Jennifer, have been sending Mary money to help his parents
after Marty’s poor financial choices. Marty does not know about this until Sal
reveals this to him at the end of the play.
o After Philip and Andrea plead with Marty a second time, Philip threatens to
blackmail Marty if he does not stop his campaign and reveal his past of tax
evasion, bankruptcy, and financial fraud.
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•

Crisis/Climax
o Marty reveals that he and Mary are broke, are behind on mortgage payments on
this house, and he placed the house in Sal’s name to protect the home from
being possessed. He also reveals that he will not accept the insurance bailout
because his financial frauds would be discovered and he would lose his home.

•

Denouement
o Mary threatens to leave Marty if he does not resolve all of the family financial
issues, especially involving Sal “owning” the house.
o Marty tells Sal that the house is in his name and he is five months behind on his
mortgage payments. Sal screams back at him in frustration that he does not
want the house as the “gift” Marty describes it as and wants to get rid of it,
which would force his parents to leave.
o Sal later changes his mind and will let his parents stay in the house, under the
condition that Marty resolves the issues with the bank and bring his mortgage
payments up to date.
o Marty finally accepts how poorly he has treated Sal over the years and tells him
how much he truly loves his son. It is the first time Marty has said that to Sal in
years.
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o The Murphy family has dinner together for the first time together in relative
harmony, however tension still exists between Marty and Mary as the future of
their marriage is in question still.
o Sal reveals he and Jennifer are moving to Brooklyn and delaying her business
start-up plan. Brian reveals he and Emily Carter have rekindled their relationship
and are moving in together. Brian and Sal have mended their relationship for the
better.
•

Final Event
o Marty wakes up in the early morning following family dinner to find himself still
in a deeply fractured marriage of his own making. While Mary holds power to
forgive her husband, Marty makes a commitment to her to correct his wrongs,
even willing sacrifice the home he loves so much if it means keeping his marriage
intact.
o Mary invites Marty to go on a walk to the beach with her, sparking hope that
their marriage may heal one day.
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Previous Actions
The events listed below took place prior to the start of the play and are referenced in
the dialogue between the characters throughout the play.
•

Hurricane Sandy made landfall in New York City causing catastrophic damage.
o STAGE DIRECTIONS. The storm ravaged home of Marty and Mary Murphy, on the
eastern coast of Staten Island, New York. After Hurricane Sandy.
(Rothstein 5)
o STAGE DIRECTIONS. The stage is the ravaged remains of a house. The house is
the home of Marty Murphy and his wife, Mary. When the hurricane hit,
the Murphy’s had lived in this house for 34 years…(Rothstein 7)

•

Marty and Mary evacuated before Hurricane Sandy made landfall and stayed in a hotel
during the course of the storm.
o SAL. What are you - ? I thought you were just cleaning it out…you didn’t tell me
you were moving back.
MARY. It’s not exactly front page news: “Married couple moves home.”
SAL. You’re staying here.
MARTY. Where else should we stay?
SAL. At the hotel.
MARTY. Your mother hated that hotel. And it wasn’t cheap…
MARY…I’m never going back there. In fact, I’m never going to another hotel as
long as I live. (Rothstein 9)
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•

Hurricane Sandy is the second hurricane to hit New York in the last two years (Fall 2011
and Fall 2012).
o SAL. Mom. This is the second hurricane in two years. You stay here, you’ll have
another one just like it to deal with.
MARY. You don’t know that.
SAL. Yes I do! You shouldn’t be living here, five, six feet about sea level.
(Rothstein 11)

•

Marty inherited the home from his father and helped build parts of it as a kid (or so he
claims).
o MARTY. You know my father built this house with his own two hands,
SAL. No, he didn’t. Grandpa bought this house from a developer.
MARTY. But he built the back deck. I know ‘cause I did most of the heavy lifting.
SAL. Weren’t you like 10?
MARTY. You shoulda seen me at 10. Like an ox, I was…And the garage. We built
the garage too.
SAL. You hired someone to build the garage. I remember. (Rothstein 10-11)

•

Brian was sentenced to prison for twenty-nine months for his involvement in a drug ring
and robbery.
o BRIAN. Look, I just got out. 29 months for being a fuck-up. That’s actually what
the judge called me. What did Mom ever do to deserve a delinquent like
me? (Rothstein 14)
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o MARTY. So me wanting to stay in my house is the same as you breaking into
somebody’s SUV and ripping out their stereo system? (Rothstein 29)
o SAL. …The two of you…You always got each other’s back. Even when you were at
your worst, stealing shit from little old ladies so you could get your pills
and your H and all the other crap, he was still defending you.
(Rothstein 32)
•

Brian has found an apartment in Manhattan and is working as a short-order cook at an
Olive Garden.
o MARTY. …Brian never worked a day in his life.
SAL. And that worked out great for him, didn’t it?
MARY. He’s doing really good now. That’s all that matters. Which you’d know, it
you’d see him –
MARTY. That’s right. He’s a chef. In Manhattan!
SAL. At an Olive Garden.
MARTY. So what it’s an Olive Garden? It’s still in Manhattan. (Rothstein 11)

•

Sal was the person who was confronted by police about Brian and told them where they
could find his brother.
o SAL. Every time the phone rang, she jumped out of her skin. She was talking
about you to strangers on the street: “My son’s not doing well.”
BRIAN. (Sarcastic.) So that’s why you did it, for Mom?
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SAL. Yeah, maybe I did –
BRIAN. When the cops came to you with that bullshit story –
SAL. I’m not the reason you got locked up, okay? Let’s be clear on that.
BRIAN. Of course I’m clear. I had twenty-nine months to get “clear.”
SAL. They came to me. To my door. What was I supposed to do?
BRIAN. I don’t know. How ‘bout shut it?
SAL. (Laughs, bitter.) I’m so tired of you and Dad always looking at me like I
personally put you away.
BRIAN. If you hadn’t told ‘em where I was –
SAL. If you hadn’t been there! You think what I did to you was so bad? What do
you think it’s like, watching your brother just…disintegrate?
(Rothstein 33)
•

A major undefined event took place between Brian and Emily that impacted their
relationships and involved everyone in the Murphy and Carter families.
o MARTY. I’m surprised she still talks to you, Emily. After what you put her
through.
BRIAN. We were young.
MARTY. Not that young.
BRIAN. It was her choice.
MARTY. You sure about that? (Rothstein 30)
o MARTY. We’ve been friends for…
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PHILIP. A long time.
MARTY. We raised our kids together.
PHILIP. I know.
MARTY. We’ve been through heaven and hell. When Andrea caught you
cheating? When you couldn’t even show your face in church? Who
helped you through that?
PHILIP. You stood by me. All the way.
MARTY. When Brian and Emily…
PHILIP. It broke my heart. It was terrible, for all of us, but we moved on.
(Rothstein 40)
•

Sal married his wife, Jennifer, and currently live in Brooklyn. Sal is working as an ad
manager and Jennifer is trying to start a public relations firm.
o MARY. We gotta have faith, Sal. That’s all we’ve got. Where’s Jennifer?
SAL. At work.
MARY. It’s a Saturday. Isn’t it a Saturday?
SAL. Weekends are really busy for her.
MARY. We haven’t seen her in a while. I thought, because of the storm…
SAL. She wanted to come. She’s working.
MARY. I just don’t know how you’re going to have children…(Rothstein 10)
o BRIAN. How’s Jenn?
SAL. She’s okay. Trying to start her own firm, so she’s working a lot.
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BRIAN. P.R.
SAL. Right.
BRIAN. Public Relations.
SAL. Yeah. (Rothstein 13-14)
o SAL. I’m not getting into this with you –
BRIAN. What about your wife? You put her first?
SAL. Every day.
BRIAN. Maybe that’s the problem. (Rothstein 15)
•

Sal called Brian to have him come out to the house to help Marty and Mary.
o SAL. Forget it. I shouldn’ta even called. Shoulda let you come out on your own, 9,
10 months from now when everything was already done.
BRIAN. I was gonna come out on my own.
SAL. Sure. (Rothstein 15)

•

Sal and Marty have always had a complicated relationship dating back to childhood.
o MARY. …I don’t know why some parents and some children don’t get along. It
was never easy for you and your dad like it was for him and Brian. But
that doesn’t mean he doesn’t love you. If you ask me, it means he loves
you more. Because he’s had to work for it.
SAL. Wow. I wish I could say that makes me feel better. (Rothstein 27)

•

Emily Carter has divorced her husband and is back home to help her parents (Philip and
Andrea) cleanup after the storm.
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o ANDREA. And you’re still married?
SAL. Yeah, of course.
ANDREA. You never know these days. All three of our girls got divorced.
MARY. It wasn’t meant to be.
ANDREA. Sure, but what does that say about us?
PHILIP. That we’re shmucks for paying for three weddings.
ANDREA. You know, Sal, Emily’s on her way in. She’s coming over to see the
disaster for herself. You two could get together. (Rothstein 17)
•

Brian and Emily Carter dated when they were teenagers, but their relationship fell apart
due to Brian be dishonest with Emily, even though she still has feelings for him.
o BRIAN. You still think about me?
EMILY. I was going to visit you, but I could never decide what shoes to wear.
Heels felt too…oh-la-la. Sneakers just seemed too casual…Too, “Just
dropping in on an old friend for visiting hours. Happens every day.”
BRIAN. An old friend?
EMILY. You know what I mean.
BRIAN. I thought about you too.
EMILY. Yeah?
BRIAN. We were young, huh?
EMILY. And stupid.
BRIAN. And this beach.
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EMILY. We defiled this beach.
BRIAN. Yeah we did.
EMILY. It was a great place to be a young, stupid teenager. You still see her,
when you look at me? You still see that girl in a push-up bra with nothing
to push up, with her big hair and her newly straightened teeth?
BRIAN. I still see her.
EMILY. Tell her I say hi. (Beat) The whole town’s picking up. It’s like my
childhood’s just gonna be washed away. My parents are moving to
Montclair. So there won’t be any reason to come back her. I won’t see
you again. Unless, you know…(She is very close to him).
BRIAN. I’ve been seeing someone
EMILY. Oh. Okay –
BRIAN. I lied to you because – I guess because that’s just what I do.
EMILY. Right.
BRIAN. I’m trying to change that. I am. But…
EMILY. Old habits.
BRIAN. No. It’s because I’m a fuck-up. I’m trying not to be.
EMILY. Well you didn’t have to tell me. Or you coulda told me after. So, I guess
that’s…an improvement or something.
BRIAN. Yeah. (Beat.) We could still…
EMILY. (Laughs, bitter.) Yeah, I’m used to being treated like crap, so why not do
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it some more?
BRIAN. I didn’t mean –
EMILY. They’re leaving. My parents. It’s for the best. When things are this
bad…you should just leave. (She stands.) Sorry I didn’t visit you. I guess
the sneakers would’ve been just fine (She leaves). (Rothstein 25)
o MARTY. I’m surprised she still talks to you, Emily. After what you put her
through.
BRIAN. We were young.
MARTY. Not that young.
BRIAN. It was her choice.
MARTY. You sure about that? (Rothstein 30)
•

Philip and Andrea Carter have lost their home and all personal memories as a result of
the storm.
o SAL. How is your house?
PHILIP. What house?
SAL. No. Really?
ANDREA. He’s exaggerating. It’s still there, just a shell. We had water right up to
the ceiling.
MARY. Oh gosh.
ANDREA. And the roof. We’re missing half of it.
MARY. Gosh gosh gosh.
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ANDREA…It was our home…It’d be a big cost, to rebuild. (Rothstein 18)
•

Marty is five months behind on the mortgage payments for their house and has placed
the home under Sal’s name in order to protect it.
o SAL. So I own this house.
MARTY. (small) You own part of it.
SAL. Who owns the rest?
MARTY. (Almost impossible to say.) I’m behind. On the mortgage.
(A terrible pause.)
SAL. You’re fucking kidding me.
MARTY. It’s just a couple payments –
SAL. Are you fucking kidding me? What’s a “couple”? What’s a “couple” Dad?
MARTY. Three months.
SAL. Three months.
MARTY. Four, if you count December…
SAL. It’s January. (Marty shrugs. Sal is completely overwhelmed.) Were you
gonna tell me, or just wait for the bank to figure it out and take me to
court?
MARTY. I was gonna tell you, when we were solvent, I was gonna tell you.
SAL. You know what this does to me? To my marriage? Jenn’s trying to start a
business! Next week she’s gonna walk into the bank and they’re gonna
tell her, what? Sorry, your credit score’s basically zero?
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MARTY. They won’t do that.
SAL. WHAT PLANET DO YOU LIVE ON? (Rothstein 45-46)
•

Marty executed tax fraud, was caught by the IRS, and was forced to pay back what he
owed due to a scam at the supermarkets he used to run.
o BRIAN. I want…I want the kind of life you’ve got.
MARTY. You can have it. ‘Cause what did I ever do? I got married, had kids,
worked my ass off in three grocery stores. You want a life like this, you
can have it. But you gotta fight for it, kiddo. (Rothstein 31)
o MARY. That’s what he’s counting on. And don’t you say “despite everything” to
me. He’s a good man
EMILY. Of course he is.
ANDREA. No one’s saying he’s not.
MARY. Everybody messes up. It’s human nature. He paid back every cent he
owed. With his blood, sweat, and tears, he paid back what he owed.
ANDREA. I know that, Mary.
MARY. And it wasn’t all his fault. The IRS was after him. It was entrapment.
ANDREA. It was a terrible thing, the whole ordeal. (Rothstein 35)
o PHILIP. …And when the IRS closed your stores? Who was there for you? Who
told the whole town it was just a trumped-up charge, even though I knew
you’d been running that coupon scam for years. I knew. But things are
different now. (Rothstein 40)
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•

Philip cheated on his wife, Andrea, and Marty helped him work through that crisis.
o MARTY. We’ve been friends for…
PHILIP. A long time.
MARTY. We raised our kids together.
PHILIP. I know.
MARTY. We’ve been through heaven and hell. When Andrea caught you
cheating? When you couldn’t even show your face in church? Who
helped you through that?
PHILIP. You stood by me. All the way. (Rothstein 40).
MARTY. When Brian and Emily…
PHILIP. It broke my heart. It was terrible, for all of us, but we moved on.
(Rothstein 40)
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Given Circumstances
Geographical/Date
By the Water takes place between the night of October 29, 2012 when Hurricane Sandy
hit New York City, and January 2013 on the Staten Island home of Marty and Mary Murphy. The
majority of the play’s scenes take place around the Murphy home, including the living room,
kitchen, or back porch throughout a change in the seasons between fall 2012 and winter 2013.
Additional scenes take place at other locations in Staten Island including a real estate office and
the beach. The change in seasons for New York and the growing concern of climate change
which seems to fuel the debate regarding the devastation of a northern hurricane serve as
underlying fears for the characters in the play.
The geographic location of the play factored in the destructive nature of Hurricane
Sandy in numerous ways including to the low topography of Staten Island (and New York), the
low continental shelf (i.e. ocean floor) of New York Harbor, the high storm surge, and the
astronomical high tide. To begin with, the physical topography of the greater New York City
area finds itself in low-lying areas that are susceptible to flooding in the case of a storm surge
(highlighted in Fig. 2) and are in areas that are already close to sea level (Fig. 1). Specifically to
Staten Island, residential area in the borough expanded into low lying wetland areas over the
course of the 20th century, putting numerous residents in areas that were high-risk flood zones
to begin with and were made worse due to flooding from the storm.
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Fig. 1. NYC Elevation Map

Fig. 2. NYC Flood Hazard Mapper, NYC Department of City Planning
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Storm surge is the abnormal rise in sea level where the winds from a hurricane or similar
storm push sea water towards the shore, causing a temporary rise in sea level and potential
flooding depending on how high above sea level the shore is. In the case of Hurricane Sandy,
Staten Island (as well as New York and New Jersey) were hit especially hard due to the low
topographic levels of the area causing mass flooding in low lying regions. The timing of the
storm also had a massive impact on its destructive force. At the time of the hurricane making
landfall, New York Harbor was already experiencing a normal astronomical high tide, so with
the added storm surge from Hurricane Sandy, the sea level became that much higher (also
known as the storm tide), decimating the shore line of boroughs like Staten Island and forcing
many into mandatory evacuations due to flooding.
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Fig. 3. Wind and Pressure Components of Hurricane Storm Surge, NOAA/National Hurricane
Center

Fig. 4. Storm Surge vs. Storm Tide, NOAA/National Hurricane Center
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Settings Progression Chart
Scene

Location

Approximate Date / Time of Day

Pro.

Each character in their homes

October 29, 2012

News footage playing

Late at night
Hurricane Sandy hits New York

Sc.

Murphy home

October 31, 2012

1

Living room/Kitchen

Early morning
Mary and Marty clean up after returning home
due to mandatory evacuation

Sc.

Murphy home

One Week Later

2

Living room/Kitchen

Mid-day

Sc.

Murphy home

November 3, 2012

3

Kitchen

Late at night

Sc.

Murphy home

Early December

4

Living room/Kitchen

Morning

Sc.

Beach

Early December (Same day as Scene 4)

5

Boardwalk Bench

Early Afternoon

Sc.

DeFuzzio Real Estate Office

Early December (but the following day)

6
Sc.

Late Morning
Murphy home

Same night as Scene 6
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7

Kitchen

Nighttime

Sc.

Murphy home

Early January

8

Living room/Kitchen

Late Afternoon

Sc.

Murphy home

Same day as Sc. 8

9

Back Porch

Early Evening

Sc.

Murphy home

Same day as Sc. 8

10

Living room/Kitchen

Late at night

Sc.

Murphy home

Same day as Sc. 8

11

Living Room

Midnight

Sc.

Murphy home

Mid-January

12

Kitchen

Nighttime

Sc.

Murphy home

Early morning after Scene 12

13

Kitchen

Dawn
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Economic
The economic situation at play is simple: thousands of primarily blue collar families in
Staten Island (as well as in New York City and its surrounding areas) came back to see their
homes destroyed or washed away after Hurricane Sandy made landfall and they either have to
begin the long and expensive road to reconstruction or seek out insurance help to cover their
losses and move on. The Murphy’s are faced with the same dilemma: they must decide if they
should make the financial plunge to stay and rebuild or to accept insurance help, move away
from their home, and start over.
The financial crisis that unfolds in scene eight are created before the play even begins
when Marty Murphy is caught with tax evasion from the Internal Revenue Service and to cover
losses in his supermarket job, he refinances the mortgage on his home and places it in his son,
Sal’s, name.
MARTY. We can’t go anywhere else.
PHILIP. Of course you can –
MARTY. WE CAN’T.
PHILIP. Why?!
MARTY. BECAUSE WE’RE BROKE. We’re flat broke. (Beat)
MARY. Marty…
PHILIP. That’s why, if you sell the house –
MARTY. We can’t sell it. We don’t own it.
ANDREA. What do you mean you don’t own it?
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MARTY. I put it under Sal’s name. So the Feds…(Beat. Marty can’t look at his wife.)
PHILIP. So he’ll get the money. He can give it to you.
MARTY. He won’t.
ANDREA. Of course he will.
MARTY. I’m behind on the mortgage.
ANDREA. Mortgage?
MARTY. I borrowed against the house to put the money in the stores and then…He
doesn’t know he owns it. (Rothstein 28)

To add insult to injury, Marty has done all of this financial maneuvering and no one
knows about it, including his wife, Mary, or his son, Sal, who is now financially responsible for
the Murphy home. By extension, Sal’s wife, Jennifer, is now financially impacted by Marty’s
decisions and by doing so, Marty has isolated himself from the rest of the family and their
friends and has left his son and daughter-in-law in a massive economic disaster of his own
making.
SAL. So I own this house.
MARTY. (small) You own part of it.
SAL. Who owns the rest?
MARTY. (Almost impossible to say.) I’m behind. On the mortgage.
(A terrible pause.)
SAL. You’re fucking kidding me.
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MARTY. It’s just a couple payments –
SAL. Are you fucking kidding me? What’s a “couple”? What’s a “couple” Dad?
MARTY. Three months.
SAL. Three months.
MARTY. Four, if you count December…
SAL. It’s January. (Marty shrugs. Sal is completely overwhelmed.) Were you gonna tell
me, or just wait for the bank to figure it out and take me to court?
MARTY. I was gonna tell you, when we were solvent, I was gonna tell you.
SAL. You know what this does to me? To my marriage? Jenn’s trying to start a business!
Next week she’s gonna walk into the bank and they’re gonna tell her, what?
Sorry, your credit score’s basically zero?
MARTY. They won’t do that.
SAL. WHAT PLANET DO YOU LIVE ON? (Rothstein 45-46)

Even in the face of complete collapse, Marty still finds a way to cover up for his mistakes
with broken promises that he will find a way to fix everything so no one is hurt, even though
the damage is already done. Unfortunately for Marty, the hole he dug for himself in his
marriage and financially with Sal and his wife, Jennifer, may not be forgivable, especially after
years where Sal is never listened to or Mary is given a true voice in the future of the family.
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Political
In the world of the play, Marty Murphy holds strong political ties to the town as well as
power amongst the citizens of his town when it comes to community issues and projects. On a
community level, the show devolves into a situation where Marty and few others are opposing
the majority of the town that wants to move on and accept the insurance and government
funded buyouts.
Marty’s political history in the town have caused strains on his marriage, his family, and
his friends. Within the town he has gone through the ebbs and flows of falling in and out of the
community’s good graces, all from his involvement as a fiercely active volunteer in local affairs.
Without ever holding a public office, Marty is known as a man who people could trust, a
comforting face in the community, and someone who would stop at nothing to protect his
community. After Sal tries to team up against Marty to try and convince him to move, Brian
comes to Marty’s defense saying, “Before he fucked it all up with the IRS, Dad was on every
community board ever invented. Always raising money for charity. He was like the Bono of
Staten Island (Rothstein 14).” While Brian is strongly influenced by Marty’s opinions and hopes
to change his life and model it after his father, he has no idea of Marty’s destructive choices
and the ways he has deteriorated his relationship with Sal. In addition to the family, the
community recognizes Marty’s powerful influence in the community and even after all the good
he has done, Andrea finds herself begging Mary to help change Marty’s mind to think about
everyone’s future versus just his own.
ANDREA. He’s a man of position, Marty. Despite everything.
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EMILY. Mom –
MARY. Despite everything.
ANDREA. The Shriners. The volunteer fire department. These people listen to him.
MARY. That’s what he’s counting on. And don’t you say “despite everything” to
me. He’s a good man
EMILY. Of course he is.
ANDREA. No one’s saying he’s not.
MARY. Everybody messes up. It’s human nature. He paid back every cent he
owed. With his blood, sweat, and tears, he paid back what he owed.
ANDREA. I know that, Mary.
MARY. And it wasn’t all his fault. The IRS was after him. It was entrapment.
ANDREA. It was a terrible thing, the whole ordeal. (Rothstein 35)
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Social
The social structure in By the Water is divided between the generational gap of Marty,
Mary, Andrew, and Philip and their children Sal, Brian, Emily. While the character of Jennifer
Murphy (Sal’s wife) does not appear on stage, her presence looms large over Sal’s numerous
complicated decisions.
The older generation falls in line with that of their community: heavy influence of
Christianity, holding on to their homes that they have built over decades, and have a strong
belief in marriage and building a family. They are focused on the community and their collective
group of family and friends over their individual needs in most cases. In the play, Mary and
Marty heavily pressure Sal and Jennifer about wanting grandkids while also openly judging their
decision to move from Staten Island.
MARY. We haven’t seen her in a while. I thought, because of the storm…
SAL. She wanted to come. She’s working.
MARY. I just doing know how you’re going to have children.
SAL. Mom. (Rothstein 10)

In this moment, Sal had just returned to the Murphy home days after the storm and the
first thing he is pressured on while home is having kids while the city and their home is in
shambles. Even when he’s alone, Mary continues to pressure him when they are on their own,
but in a different way where she tries to show him the joy of having kids. While she is trying to
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be playful in a tense moment as she considers moving to a new home, the pestering nature she
imposes on Sal still strikes the same nerve as before.
SAL. Yeah. [Jennifer] makes me happy.
MARY. Things are okay, with you two? It’s not that I’m not happy having you here, but
four days –
SAL. Things are great.
MARY. Good. Of course nothing makes you laugh like children.
SAL. Mom… (Rothstein 26)

In the Carter household, Philip and Andrea both have cynical and/or sarcastic views of
Emily’s marriage and divorce, in addition to her two sisters that were also married and then
divorced. Andrea, who recognizes Emily’s poor behavior from her past, refuses to watch her
repeat her past and even tries to setup Sal (who is married to Jennifer) with Emily on a visit
while they are both home.
ANDREA. And you’re still married?
SAL. Yeah, of course.
ANDREA. You never know these days. All three of our girls got divorced.
MARY. It wasn’t meant to be.
ANDREA. Sure, but what does that say about us?
PHILIP. That we’re shmucks for paying for three weddings. (Rothstein 17)
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While the parents, especially Andrea, are concerned for their daughter’s futures, Andrea
plays the role of a blunt matchmaker even when it is beyond the bounds of her responsibility.
Even though Andrea knows Sal is happily married (and is the son of her close friend sitting
across the table), she still tries to find someone for Emily to happily be with that satisfies her.
ANDREA. Let me give you [Emily’s] number. I know she’d like to see you. She’s been very
lonely. (Sal and Mary exchange a look).
MARY. Andrea, he’s married!
ANDREA. Things change… (Rothstein 18)

While heavily criticized by their parents on their life decisions, the younger generation
of Brian, Emily, Sal, and by extension, Jennifer, are each living in complicated moments in their
individual lives. Sal and Jennifer, while married, are pressured by Mary into having kids, Jennifer
is focused on expanding her public relations firm, and Sal is constantly at odds with the family
for moving out of Staten Island and being the leading reason for Brian spending time in prison.
Brian, who has made the severe self-destructive decisions in the group, is still beloved
by Marty who blames Sal for his brother’s recent struggles. While Brian is now living on his own
in Manhattan and rebuilding his life, he is not judged or questioned in the same way as Sal
when it comes to where he lives or how he lives his life. Instead, his parents support his
personal growth and contradicting themselves right in front of Sal (Rothstein 11).
Brian and Sal share a tense relationship due to the tumultuous past between each
other. Brian insults the path that Sal has gone on to achieve a master’s degree and become a
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digital advertiser while Brian was locked away in prison for a crimes that Sal revealed to police.
While both are prideful individuals, they begin the play at odds at each other’s path to success
and instead, belittle each other like kids for what the other has or has not achieved.
SAL. Who said I’m miserable?
BRIAN. Your face said it. Your fucking shoulders say it.
SAL. I’ve been under a lot of stress, at work.
BRIAN. You sell internet ads.
SAL. I manage people who sell internet ads. And don’t start with me – you’re a short
order cook at Olive Garden.
BRIAN. And I like it. So you can stop acting like all I do is throw slop on a plate and
add a little parsley. Because it’s cooking. It’s actual cooking, it’s fucking hard
work and I like it. And by the way, some of us, we don’t have that many options.
SAL. Yeah, and why is that?
BRIAN. You oughta know. (Rothstein 15)

Emily on the other hand has become an emotional shell of who she wants to be.
Between her damaged teenage relationship with Brian, a marriage ending recently in divorce,
and now her insecurity from the fallout of her divorce, she is a character that has looked for the
best life in all the wrong places and has the track record to repeat that trend again, all while
displaying self-deprecating image of herself in front of others. Emily may be looking for
happiness in her mind, but underneath she is looking for any way out of Staten Island.
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EMILY. What a mess. (Responding to the beach destruction)…
EMILY. I was just thinking this is like, the physical embodiment of my marriage. Like if
my marriage looked like something, this would be it…
EMILY. I thought he was my ticket out. The last train coming. I should’ve taken the bus.
I’m glad I ran into you. (to Brian). (Rothstein 24)

While she is trying to escape her home for a better life, she has made poor choices,
some that have drastically altered the course of her life. Her teenage relationship with Brian
ended in an unscripted family debacle between the Murphys and Carters, leading to Brian being
scorned by both families. In particular, Andrea’s strong personality and unwavering opinions
come out in a blistering and quick exchange during the only scene Andrea and Brian share
together years after the event took place
ANDREA. Brian. It’s good to see you
BRIAN. You too, Andrea.
ANDREA. How was prison?
EMILY. Jesus, Mom!
(Later)
ANDREA. You’re gonna go make out.
EMILY. What?! Mom.
ANDREA. I’m not a fool, Emily.
EMILY. And I’m not a teenager.
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ANDREA. That’s right. You’re a recent divorcée. It’s even worse. You might as well be
wearing a sign on your forehead that says, ‘Somebody, please, take advantage of
me.’
EMILY. Let’s go make out. (Brian and Emily exit).
ANDREA. You better keep your hands where I can see them! Both of you!
MARY. Really, Andrea?
ANDREA. I’m sorry, sweetheart. But I think we all know that’s not a good idea.
(Rothstein 36)
While Andrea certainly has strong negative opinions about Brian, his past with Emily,
and the multi-family debacle between the Carters and Murphy’s (all of which is never explained
in the play), Marty finds himself always protective of Emily, her past, and concerned about her
interactions with his own son.
MARTY. I’m surprise she still talks to you, Emily. After what you put her through.
BRIAN. We were young.
MARTY. Not that young.
BRIAN. It was her choice.
MARTY. You sure about that? (Rothstein 30)

In the social standing of the two families, Emily is constantly being worried for. Andrea
and Mary are concerned with her weight, Marty constantly brings up to Brian about the choice
she was forced to make as a teen when they dated, all while Philip tries to suppress that
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heartbreaking moment. She is the character everyone cares for, tries to find success for her,
and yet all she wants to do is leave. Weirdly enough, Brian may end up being her way out and,
in the end, there is a chance she may end up happy with him.
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Religious
While Christianity is referenced to in specific moments throughout the play, the use of
“faith” in a broader concept is used more often as a way to support each another as difficult
moments are confronted. In a greater sense, religion is part of a generational shift where the
older generation of Marty, Mary, Philip, and Andrea may be more active in their religious circles
versus the younger characters who have begun to replace religion with science. That small but
simple conflict between religion and science not only fuel many of the discussions within the
Murphy household, but it plays a role in the political and social conflicts in the play where
decisions are made using religion and faith as a foundation instead of science. In many ways, Sal
has abandoned his religion and replaced it with science much to the chagrin of his parents.
MARTY. It’s something you people do.
SAL. Who’s “you people”?
MARTY. Your generation. You people who only care about your jobs, about climbing
higher and higher, who have no connections, no responsibilities –
SAL. Just because I don’t go to church –
MARTY. Don’t go to church. Don’t even know where the nearest church is!
SAL. Y’know what I believe in? Science. You replace “faith” with “fact” and suddenly
everything makes a lot more sense –
MARY. You can’t replace faith, Sally. It doesn’t work that way (Rothstein 21).
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Even when Mary has no intention of acknowledging Sal’s dismissive views on faith as
her tries to reason with her using science to explain the storm, Mary remains strong in her
convictions and devoted to her faith and believes that she was saved from the storm by God
versus by chance.
SAL. Mom, I know this is hard. But think about what happened when that storm hit.
MARY. Don’t.
SAL. If you’d been there –
MARY. I said stop.
SAL. A thirty-foot wave –
MARY. You don’t think I think about that. You don’t think I wake up at night, thinking
about that?
SAL. Then why – ?
MARY. Because God spared us! Maybe He did it so we could come back and rebuild.
SAL. Mom –
MARY. Don’t shake your head at me (Rothstein 27)

While Marty’s patriarchal opinion of his community is interconnected through the
church and he berates the people of Sal’s generation for lacking religious convictions, Mary
takes a different approach. Mary believes that every moment and obstacle is put in front of her
for a reason and puts her life into a greater power, believing that the only reason she is alive is
because of her faith. Her Christian faith is not about the institution or the building that houses
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the religion, but the simple belief in a greater power. Even though Sal does not see eye-to-eye
with her on religion, he learned to respect her views than argue with her on it.
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Polar Attitudes

MARTY MURPHY
Start of the Play
Marty refuses to leave the Murphy home even after the destruction and in doing so,
attempts to convince the community to stay too.
a. MARTY. They’ll come back…Everybody’ll come back (Rothstein 8).
b. MARTY. This is where we belong, Sal. This is where everyone knows us: We’re Marty
and Mary Murphy. We have history here. Besides, we’ve survived storms like this
before (Rothstein 12).
End of the Play
Marty gives Mary equal power in the decision to keep the house and rebuild or move
and leave the home behind. He also realizes he needs to immediately change his behavior and
his actions if he wants his marriage to stay intact.
a. MARTY. I’ve been wanting to tell you for a while, about the house. But how do you
tell somebody you did something…how do you tell somebody you love…
(Rothstein 49).
b. MARTY. We don’t have to stay here you know, on the Island. We could go anywhere
we wanted (Rothstein 53).
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MARY MURPHY
Start of the Play
Mary has suppressed her arguments and disagreements with Marty to keep the family
intact, while becoming a person devoted to her faith. Instead of creating conflict, she has gone
along with Marty’s wishes regardless of the impact.
a. MARY. We gotta have faith, Sal. That’s all we’ve got (Rothstein 10).
b. MARY. When has she ever not done exactly what he wants her to do
[Brian about Mary] (Rothstein 13).
End of the Play
After vocalizing her disdain for Marty after his reckless financial and family decisions,
she demands honesty, equality, and better treatment from Marty. She has also gained power
over the future of their marriage when Marty has to regain Mary’s trust or she will leave him.
a. MARY. No. I’ve been listening to you for thirty-eight years. Listening and listening
and listening…What I can’t say bullshit? Because Mary doesn’t curse? Well
Mary’s cursing now. It’s BULLSHIT. ALL BULLSHIT” (Rothstein 44).
b. MARTY. You think…you think you could ever forgive me?
MARY. I don’t know. I just don’t know (Rothstein 52).
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SAL MURPHY
Start of the Play
Sal is focused his life, marriage, and career, and does not recognize the importance of
the Murphy home and the community he grew up in. He also has deeply wounded relationships
with his brother and father.
a. SAL. What are you - ? I thought you were just cleaning it out…you didn’t tell me you
were moving back” (Rothstein 9).
b. SAL. You are lucky. Incredibly lucky. How many times can you be so lucky…Mom, this
is the second hurricane in two years. You stay here, you’ll have another one just
like it to deal with (Rothstein 11).
c. MARY. I don’t know why some parents and some children don’t get along. It was
never easy for you and your dad like it was for him and Brian (Rothstein 27).
d. SAL. (bitter) I’m so tired of you and Dad always looking at me like I personally put
you away (Rothstein 33).
End of the Play
Sal took a greater look at the Murphy family and their wishes versus doing only what he
thought was right. By doing so, he gained a better appreciation of their home and even became
nostalgic for the home that was destroyed.
a. SAL. I’m not making you move. I’m not making you move. I called the bank. I’ll pay
back what you owe, but you’re gonna have to work out some loan modification
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going forward. I can give you enough for the next few months, but after
that…(Rothstein 48)
b. BRIAN. “You’re not gonna miss it? This town? All the people we grew up with?
SAL. Yea I’m gonna miss it. I already do (Rothstein 52).
c. MARTY. I’ve been waiting to tell you for a while, about the house. But how do you
tell someone you did something…how do you tell somebody you love…(Sal looks at
Marty. It means a lot. It means everything) (Rothstein 49).
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BRIAN MURPHY
Start of the Play
After a young adult life of poor choices, drug use, and a destroyed relationship with
Emily, Brian hopes to make amends and slowly rebuild his life and his image. Unfortunately, he
still holds on to his resentment towards Sal and remains someone that cannot be trusted.
a. BRIAN. Look, I just got out. 29 months for being a fuck-up. That’s actually what the
judge called me (Rothstein 14).
End of the Play
After a chaotic journey, Brian is hoping to build a strong relationship with Emily and gain
her trust as they move in together. In addition, Brian finally forgives Sal for the past, recognizing
his brother had no other alternatives and Brian has changed because of it.
a) BRIAN. They are if I marry Emily. We’re thinking of getting a place together
(Rothstein 51).
b) BRIAN. You know I never really thanked you, for what you did. Mostly cause I fucking
hated you, so a thank you never really felt appropriate, but…(Rothstein 52).
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PHILIP CARTER
Start of the Play
Philip remains pragmatic when it comes to the decision to move to Montclair and is
making the decision together with his wife, Andrea. He also has a close friendship with Marty,
Mary and the boys dating back decades.
a. PHILIP. Truth is, it’s been nice staying in Monclair, with Joy and the kids.
(Rothstein 18)
b. ANDREA. It was our home. It’d be a big cost, to rebuid…You never know how much
they’re gonna cover” (Rothstein 18).
End of the Play
As Marty’s campaign unravels, Philip becomes frustrated that Marty is selfishly looking
at the situation in his attempt to save the town and would be willing to turn against him to
protect Andrea and his family.
a. PHILIP. I’m sorry, Marty. But I can’t let you do it…I can’t let you hold the whole town
hostage ‘cause you’re in a terrible position. We’re all struggling now. We all need
some help right now. (Rothstein 39)
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ANDREA CARTER
Start of the Play
While the hurricane destroyed her home and many memories she photographed,
Andrea was quick to see the positive side of living near her daughters and grandkids, even at
the expense of moving away from the Murphys.
a. ANDREA. It’s all gone. Every picture I ever took. (Rothstein 16)
b. PHILIP. Truth is, it’s been nice staying in Montclair, with Joy and the kids…
ANDREA. It’s been nice. Every morning, a hug from Max, a hug from Sophie.
(Rothstein 18)
End of the Play
Andrea struggles to retain her friendship with Mary and Marty (especially Marty) as they
risk losing the insurance bailouts and friendships in the midst of a natural disaster. She hopes
that the Murphy’s can respect their choice but is forced to confront Marty on their need for the
bailout and about Mary’s displeasure with staying.
a. ANDREA. You’re gonna ruin [the bailout] for everyone! (Rothstein 37)
b. ANDREA. She’s not happy here, Marty. She’s being strong, toeing the line for you.
That’s what she’s done her whole life. And she’ll stay here, as long as you want
her to, but I love that woman almost as much as you do, and I’m telling you: It’s
not what she wants (Rothstein 35).
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EMILY CARTER
Start of the Play
Emily struggles with her self-identity as she recovers from a divorce in the face of a
judgmental mother (Andrea). In addition to being abandoned by her husband, she is now living
on her own seeking a new version of happiness but now that she is spending more time with
her parents, she anxiously is looking to run away from Staten Island and never return.
a. EMILY. What a mess…I was thinking this like, the physical embodiment of my
marriage. Like it my marriage looked like something, this (the beach) would be it.
(Rothstein 24)
b. EMILY. I wouldn’t have listened anyway. I thought he was my ticket out. The last
train coming. I should have taken the bus. (Rothstein 24)
c. EMILY. You better be telling me the truth. It’s no fair leading a girl on, not when her
life looks like this beach. (Rothstein 24).
End of the Play
While she openly self-deprecates her current emotional and romantic reality in front of
Andrea, Mary, and Brian, she knows and finally recognizes that she deserves better. While she
resisted the idea at first, she eventually opens up to a new and potentially healthier
relationship with Brian as she plans to move in with him, knowing she is taking a calculated risk
of running away and hopefully happiness with him.
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a. EMILY. No…I get it, you thinking…I mean I basically threw myself at you, talking
about the beach and the past and my crappy divorce, but…it was just for sex,
okay? You and me, we always…it was always good. (Rothstein 41)
b. EMILY. My mother’s gonna kill me (Brian smiles. He kisses her). (Rothstein 42)
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JENNIFER MURPHY (does not appear onstage)
Start of the Play
Jennifer and Sal do not want kids at the moment and are frustrated by Mary continuing
to pressure them on building a family and having kids for her own selfish reasons.
a. MARY. “I just don’t know how you’re going to have children.”
SAL. Mom.
MARY. She’s always working.
SAL. Mom. Would you stop changing the - ?” (Rothstein 10)
End of the Play
Jennifer is furious that Sal has been helping his parents financially even after all of
Marty’s financial issues that he created.
a. SAL. It’s gonna push back Jenn’s plans but, if we dig into our savings…Jenn’s mad.
Furious. (Rothstein 48)
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Dialogue Analysis
Overall, the dialogue in By the Water is what it is: conversational dialogue between
members of the Murphy family and their family friends, the Carters. The dialogue is not rooted
in eloquence or poetic nature, but instead relies on its brutal honesty and realism. Across the
board, each character shares similar characteristics such as having an urban New York dialect,
come from a hardworking, blue collar background and speak not of eloquence, but in the
proverbial “salt of the Earth.”

Character Dialogue Analysis: MARTY MURPHY
Marty speaks as though he knows all of the answers, regardless of whether or not he is
actually correct. His words stem from emotional roots versus thinking about what he says
before the words come out of his mouth. Both he and his wife, Mary, make comments that
come from a place of love and caring for their kids (even if he fails to show it outwardly) and
the people around them, a tactic he often uses to justify any of his unpopular decisions. In the
midst of an argument with Sal over the future of the home, Marty and Mary go back and forth
on what to do saying:
MARTY. Sweetheart, we discussed this. There’s no way we’ll get the full value.
MARY. I know.
MARTY. You think the government’s really gonna –
MARY. I know, I know.
MARTY. Even half of it. We’d barely have enough to get a place worth living in.
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MARY. We’d make due.
MARTY. Honey, a rental? A tiny place? And where? Off Hylan Boulevard, with the noise
and the garbage? After all these years on a peaceful street? Is that what we
worked for our lives?
MARY. It’d be hard.
MARTY. You’d be miserable. And I couldn’t live with that, seeing you make do.
(Rothstein 22-23)

While they go back and forth on the future of their home, Marty becomes extremely
protective of what they have and the legacy of the family in their community. He recognizes
that he has worked tirelessly to provide for Mary and the boys to live in a quiet home he
inherited, and he refuses to see it washed away and ruin their retirement. He feels personally
responsible for Mary’s wellbeing and refuses to provide anything less than the best for her.
That being said, Marty is a man who is easily angered when his opinions or decisions are
challenged by anyone around him, regardless of relationship. He spends the majority of the
play trying to convince those around him that his opinion is the right one, and it is not until he is
utterly exposed and embarrassed that he will finally listen to anyone else’s point of view.
Marty also speaks from a position of authority, experience, and romanticized wisdom,
preaching to his children about how their home was built, how he will never leave the home he
helped build, but yet he is all but ready to abandon his son at times. Marty speaks to each
character in the show to varying degrees of love, annoyance, and at times, disdain.
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Dialogue Towards Mary Murphy
Marty is of the opinion that his intentions are always the best option for him, his wife,
and his family, and throughout the play he struggles with hearing differing opinions and
suggestions that contradict his views. While there are times when Marty clearly speaks out of
line and escalates tensions with Mary, his strong opinions and pride tend to dominate
relationship, even if Mary can at times ease the situation.
SAL. …I’m just asking you to move farther in. Away from the water.
MARTY. (Pulls his wife close.) This is where we belong, Sal. This is where everyone knows
us: We’re Marty and Mary Murphy. We have history here. Besides, we’ve
survived storms like this before.
SAL. Not like this.
MARTY. We’ve survived plenty.
SAL. (To Mary.) So you’re not afraid? Staying here. You’re not afraid? (Beat. Mary can’t
answer. It might take Marty by surprise, but he recovers quickly.)
MARTY. Of course she’s afraid right not. Look at what we’ve been through. But it’ll fade.
Three months, four months from now. The sun comes out. It’ll go away.
SAL. (An appeal.) Mom…
MARY. (Looks at him, maybe swallowing something back. Maybe warning him.) Let it go
Sally.
SAL. Mom.
MARY. (Tough.) Let it go. (Rothstein 12)
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By the time the show concludes, Marty has gone through a deep transformation on how
he must act and speak to his wife, or more importantly how he should be more transparent
with Mary and tell her exactly what is going on versus keeping her in the dark. Poetically, the
show ends with some remorseful and honest dialogue that caps off an emotional journey for
the Murphy couple, but this time around, Marty is renewing his vows to Mary, committing to
be a more honest, caring, and thoughtful husband and father in the family.
MARTY. I had it in my head, lodged in my head, I kept thinking: I gotta keep this house.
How can I lose this house? Turns out, there’s really only one thing I can’t lose.
(Mary takes his hand. Beat. Trying.) We don’t have to stay here you know, on the
Island. We could go anywhere we wanted.
MARY. Like where?
MARTY. I don’t know. Paris.
MARY. Paris!
MARTY. Tokyo.
MARY. (Laughs.) Mexico.
MARTY. Mexico! Bake in the sun all day.
MARY. Drink margaritas for breakfast.
MARTY. Get ourselves a little place by the water…
MARY. Let’s go for a walk.
MARTY. The beach? (Mary nods.) (Rothstein 53)
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Dialogue Towards Sal Murphy
For most of the play, Marty struggles to hold civil conversations with Sal because of their
strong but opposing opinions on everything from the future of the home to Sal’s involvement in
Brian’s past. Marty endlessly judges Sal and undercuts his success and refuses to relinquish his
long-standing grudge against him for moving away from the family and destroying Brian’s life.
MARTY. [SAL] was always the uppity one. That’s the reason you want us to move. This
neighborhood was never good enough for you. “Staten Island.” You always said
it with a nose-wrinkle. Like it tasted wrong.
SAL. There’s nothing wrong with Staten Island.
MARY. Then why didn’t you move here?
SAL. It’s not for me.
MARTY. Exactly. (Rothstein 12)

Later on, Marty takes another unsolicited swipe at Sal, undercutting his academic and
career ambitions since he disagrees with his father’s opinion on community, morals, and his
personal hopes for a future.
SAL. People move, Mom. It’s something people do.
MARTY. It’s something you people do.
SAL. You’s “you people”?
MARTY. Your generation. You people who only care about your jobs, about climbing
higher and higher. Who have no connections, no responsibilities…Your mother
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and I, we have a community. You don’t get a community handed to you. You
work for it. (Rothstein 21)

While Marty in the end finally tells Sal how much he has always loved him, these
powerful words ease the emotionally strained tensions between father and son dating back
years. While Marty found a way to open up to Sal, it would have been hard to see Marty caring
for his son after spending the entire play and a massive family tragedy constantly arguing and at
odds with each other.
MARTY. Letting us stay here…It’s very generous of you…I know it took courage to do
what you did, saving Brian from himself. It still makes me…But always I knew, it
took great courage.
SAL. I wish you coulda told me that. I really wish you woulda told me that.
MARTY. …I’ve been wanting to tell you for a while, about the house. But how do you tell
somebody you did something…how do you tell somebody you love…
(Sal looks at Marty. It means a lot. It means everything.) (Rothstein 49)

Dialogue Towards Brian Murphy
Contrary to Sal, Marty’s relationship with Brian is significantly more loving and caring
since Marty sees a lot of himself in his son while Brian aspires to one day build a life inspired by
his father. While at times he is quick to point out Brian’s past unless it benefits him to exploit,
Marty wants to see his son rebuild his life and remain close to the Island like he did.
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MARTY. You got another chance here, Bri. Take it from me, you don’t want to screw that
up…What do you want, son? That’s what you’ve got to ask yourself. What kind of
life do you want?
BRIAN. I want…I want the kind of life you’ve got.
MARTY. You can have it. ‘Cause what did I ever do? I got married, had kids, worked my
ass off in three grocery stores. You want a life like this, you can have it. But you
gotta fight for it, kiddo. ‘Cause if you don’t fight for it, it’s not worth anything.
(Rothstein 31)

Dialogue Towards Philip Carter
Marty and Philip are exceptionally close friends beyond the nature of their children
growing up together. It allows for Marty to speak in a blunt and honest nature to Philip;
however, he knows that Philip is aware of his past misdeeds that could ruin him and his
standing in the community should he ever cross him. While he greets Philip and welcomes him
into his home like a friend, their conversations become more confrontational and divisive than
what one would expect of close friends, especially when disaster bailouts and their personal
and financial futures are at stake.

Dialogue Towards Andrea Carter
In a similar manner, Marty and Andrea’s friendship is one of mutual respect for the
other, but they both are stubborn and opinionated people that sometimes puts them at odds
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with each other when they are in a disagreement. Arguments between them are quickly
heightened without home of a resolution and at times lead to each other walking away from
the other in fury.

Dialogue Towards Emily Carter
In their one interaction, we see Marty welcoming Emily into his home for the first time
in probably years, yet he welcomes her in with a warm welcome and a hug. His affection for
After the trauma Brian put her through when they dated as teenagers, Marty always remained
concerned and affectionate towards Emily, protecting her from Brian at times like any father
would.
BRIAN. …Emily told me Andrea and Phil are moving away –
MARTY. You saw Emily?...I’m surprised she still talks to you, Emily. After what you put
her through.
BRIAN. We were young.
MARTY. Not that young.
BRIAN. It was her choice.
MARTY. You sure about that? (Rothstein 30)
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Character Dialogue Analysis: MARY MURPHY
Mary is the calming force within the Murphy family unit. Regardless of the commotion
or the argument, Mary is the one that will always try to calm everyone down and bring them
back to Earth (until she eventually cracks at the end and then becomes the moral and ethical
leader of the family). She bottles in her opinions and emotions and at times allows Marty and
the boys to pull at her heartstrings when it comes to making difficult life decisions, willing to
sacrifice her own wishes for stability in the family. She also speaks to her family as a caring and
loving mother, but she does so in a different way towards each person.

Dialogue Towards Marty Murphy
Mary and Marty have multiple mannerisms that define their interactions as an older
married couple; however, those mannerisms deteriorate as the play progresses and the truth of
Marty’s chaotic errors comes out. As scene one opens the show, Marty and Mary’s playful
interactions portray the origins of a healthy and stable marriage that has lasted over thirty
years.
MARY. I found the Magic Bullet
MARTY. What a relief. (She smiles. He pulls her close. Together, they take in the mess.)
That hole in the wall’s gonna make it hard to be intimate.
MARY. The neighbors could use a good show right about now. (Marty laughs.) If we still
have any neighbors (Rothstein 7).
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That being said, she is definitely shaken by the effects of the storm and spends the play
trying to build up the courage to tell Marty her true thoughts and what she wants in her
life. During an interaction with Andrea as they talk about the Carters moving away from Staten
Island, Mary’s intentions start to come to the surface. While she is afraid to tell her husband
how she really feels, she subtly confides in Andrea what she wants from her future and how she
feels trapped in her marriage.
EMILY. I can’t talk about [my divorce] with the two of you [Mary and Andrea].
You both got married in the womb.
MARY. That doesn’t mean we don’t know what it is to be disappointed, or lonely.
Sometimes the loneliest you can be is in a marriage, isn’t it?
ANDREA. Everything’s okay, with you and Marty?
MARY. Oh yeah. I’m not talking about now. But over the course of thirty-some-oddyears…(Changing the subject.) (Rothstein 34)

After the tumultuous couple months the family had been put through, in particular their
marriage, Mary has found the moment where she needs to make sure her voice is not only
heard in the marriage, but that Marty listens to her and will respond if he wants their marriage
to remain intact.
MARY. No. I’ve been listening to you for thirty-eight years. Listening and listening and
listening. When you wanted to move to this house, I listened. When you wanted
to buy that first store even thought we had no money to do it, I listened. Two
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kids, not three, though I wanted that third one so badly…When times were hard
and you couldn’t make do, I started working at the library. That was listening
too… [It’s] BULLSHIT.
MARTY. (Taken aback by the curse.) Mary.
MARY. What, I can’t say bullshit? Because Mary doesn’t curse? Well Mary’s cursing now.
It’s BULLSHIT. ALL BULLSHIT. (Rothstein 43-44)

Dialogue Towards Sal Murphy
Mary and Sal share a close bond before and during the course of the play because of the
extreme lengths that Sal goes through to help out his mother while Mary tries to protect Sal
from Marty’s rage and hold the family together amidst the turbulence of Brian’s sentencing.
While she playfully press Sal on his marriage and her wish to have grandchildren, she also
remains the only person who will listen to Sal and comfort him when he needs it most, even if
he does not outwardly show it.
MARY. …I don’t know why some parents and some children don’t get along. It was never
easy for you and your dad like it was for him and Brian. But that doesn’t mean he
doesn’t love you. If you ask me, it means he loves you more. Because he’s had to
work for it.
SAL. Wow. I wish I could say that makes me feel better.
MARY. Ask me what the key to life is. Go on, ask me.
SAL. I know what you’re gonna say.
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MARY. You don’t know what I’m gonna say.
SAL. God.
MARY. Chocolate. (Sal laughs.) And kindness. Even when it’s hard. Especially when it’s
hard. (Rothstein 27)

More importantly, she comforts Sal as he is verbally beaten by Marty throughout the
play (and based on the information from previous actions). She remains the sole person that
reminds him of how loved he is and how important he is to the family.
MARY. You’re still here?
SAL. Jenn didn’t want me to come home.
MARY. Oh Sally. I’m so sorry.
SAL. It’s fine.
MARY. It’s not fine. I’ve been taking your money all this time…Trying to protect him, his
“dignity.” I was so busy to protect him, I forgot about you.
SAL. You didn’t forget about me. (Mary looks away, ashamed.) Mom. Ask me what the
key to life is. (Mary looks at her son, grateful. A moment between them.)
(Rothstein 48)
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Dialogue Towards Brian Murphy
Brian and Mary spend a limited amount of time together on stage; however, Mary
always speaks to Brian in a motherly and comforting manner as she hopes to help Brian rebuild
his life again and protect him from his tumultuous past. Her maternal instincts kick in as she
defends his small achievements on his road back from prison.
MARTY. So don’t worry! You [Sal] always worried too much. Brian never worried a day in
his life.
SAL. And that worked out great for him, didn’t it? (Marty glares at Sal. Mary
immediately defuses.)
MARY. He’s doing really good now. That’s all that matters.
(Brian enters.)
BRIAN. Mom, Dad? (He enters the room. Hugs, kisses.)
MARY. Brian! What a surprise! (Rothstein 12)

While she speaks to Brian in a concerned and maternal manner, others in the family
could see the emotional toll she paid while she worried about her son when she watched
Brian’s life fall apart through his own doing. While Brian is thankful for what Mary did for him,
he may not understand exactly what she did for him the entire time.
BRIAN. [MARTY] gave me plenty of talks.
SAL. Yeah. “Talks.” Mom was falling to pieces. You were this close to killing yourself or
somebody else and he was giving you “talks.”
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SAL. …You know how bad it got? She was sick with it. I thought she was losing her
mind…Every time the phone rang she jumped out of her skin. She was talking to
strangers on the street: “My son’s not doing well.” (Rothstein 32)

Dialogue Towards Andrea Carter
Andrea and Mary have an interesting family friendship dating back years thanks to their
kids, in particular Brian and Emily who dated as teenagers. While Andrea is a woman that freely
speaks her mind regardless of who the other person is or what her opinion is, Mary will defend
her own views and that of her husband and family even if it remains unpopular to Andrea. (This
comes before she learns Marty’s financial truths and demands him to be an honest husband).
While Mary conveys how much she values her friendship with the Carters saying, “Andrea. We
need you here!...But think of the people you would lose if you moved away. People are harder
to replace than things,” she is not afraid to stand up to Andrea when it comes to defending her
husband or her conflicting opinions on the home (Rothstein 18-19). In a heated exchange over
Marty’s policies and the Carter’s urging Mary to move with them to Montclair, tensions brew
over the future of their homes, the community, and even their marriages.
ANDREA. You’re thinking about it. Mary Murphy, I’ve known you for thirty-four years.
You’re thinking about it. And if you’re thinking about it, you should tell him so he
can stop this ridiculous campaign he’s on.
MARY. (Taken aback.) Ridiculous.
ANDREA. He’s causing a lot of problems, Mary.
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MARY. It’s something he believes in. Nobody should be bullied into giving up their
home.
ANDREA. Nobody should be bullied into keeping it either…Sweetheart, this is real
money we’re talking about. Money some of us need. Money you may need, you
ever decide to tell him the truth and get out of here.
MARY. (Sharp.) Don’t get involved in my marriage, Andrea. It’s not your place.
ANDREA. I’m not getting involved in your marriage any more than your husband’s
getting involved in my finances.
EMILY. C’mon you two. You’re best friends.
ANDREA. And we’ll stay best friends, forever, once we get out of here. (Loaded.) If we
get out of here. (Rothstein 34-35)

Dialogue Towards Philip Carter
What can be concluded about their relationship is that while they may be close, Mary
feels betrayed by Philip when he arrives their house demanding that Marty give up on his
crusade to save the town. She becomes cold, defensive, and abrasive towards Philip, only
showing her frustration with their strained friendship.

Dialogue Towards Emily Carter
Simply put, Emily plays the role of the “third child” that Mary always wanted but never
got to have with Marty (Rothstein 43). She is outwardly comforting and supportive towards
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Emily, especially after her recent divorce while her own mother (Andrea) berates her during
various conversations. Mary is there for Emily to lean on and seek comfort as she begins to put
her life back together, especially in the face of Andrea’s multiple back-handed comments.
MARY. (To Emily) It’s good to see you, honey. You look good.
EMILY. (Waving it off.) Eh.
ANDREA. She does look good.
EMILY. Mom.
ANDREA. She lost weight.
MARY. I thought so.
EMILY. I gained weight.
ANDREA. Why would you tell people that?
MARY. It doesn’t matter, you look good. You’re gonna get back on that horse, no time.
EMILY. Actually I’m enjoying being alone for a little while.
MARY. Of course you are. (Rothstein 33)

Even while Andrea’s backhanded comments come on the heel of an emotionally
devastating divorce for Emily, Mary remains a calm and maternally supportive voice of reason
in the conversation. While Emily may not be outwardly appreciative of those kind comments
from Mary, it is evident that she is comfortable around her, especially involving a sensitive
subject for her in front of her mother, Andrea.
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Character Dialogue Analysis: SAL MURPHY
Sal shares the strongest characteristics from each of his parents which helps to establish
him as the character that sparks the conflict and arguments in the house. He has his mother’s
ability to be blindly kind and supportive regardless of the situation; meanwhile he has his
father’s abrasiveness and fearless ability to speak his mind without seeing the other person’s
perspective. Throughout the play, Sal speaks from the elevated platform of science over faith
and believes that his opinions and educated opinion should trump everything else. From the
moment he enters the house, he has his opinion on the situation established and will not budge
on his opinions as he asks his parents, “what are you - ? I thought you were just cleaning it
out…You didn’t tell me you were moving back (Rothstein 9).”
That being said, he is often on the defensive side of a conversation between Marty and
Brian, but he also has his moments with Mary when she presses him on the idea of building a
family. While he portrays a strong and opinionated front, Sal has a fragile side to his personality
thanks to years of being disregarded and ignored by the family (in particular by Marty and
Brian).

Dialogue Towards Marty Murphy
His conversations with Marty have a pattern of ending with Sal defending himself from
the onslaught of Marty’s verbal disgust towards him. Sal actively confronts Marty about his
opinions on a situation but will not back down from his opinion. He might be defensive, but he
will stand strong when it comes to arguing with Marty. He shifts from being strong and
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opinionated to aggressive and angry before shifting to frustrated but forgiving. His dialogue
with Marty is extremely complex and rooted in multiple heated arguments that, at times,
dominate the tone of the show.

Dialogue Towards Mary Murphy
Contrary to Marty, Sal’s frustration with Mary surfaces when it comes to her pressuring
him and his wife, Jennifer, about building a family and having kids over starting a business.
Otherwise, Sal closely confides in her, and while he still tries to convince her that abandoning
the house may be the best idea, he speaks to her with not only the utmost respect, but with the
fragility knowing that Mary is the reason the family is still intact.
SAL. Think about what happened when that storm hit…I know Dad wants you to believe
he can rebuild the house so that it never gets hit again, but he can’t. It’s just not
possible. You wouldn’t be here if you didn’t know deep down, that’s the truth.
SAL. …Mom, instead of talking about what you don’t want, why not think about what
you do want? What would that look like? (Rothstein 28)
Unlike with Marty, he walks on eggshells when pitching his ideas to Mary, yet in other
moments, we see Sal’s true fragility and the emotional toll the family has put him through, but
only when speaking with Mary. With her, he speaks a calm truth, but also shows us who he
really is at his core: a man that would do anything for his family.
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Dialogue Towards Brian Murphy
Sal and Brian have a fractured sibling relationship, one where Brian is convinced Sal
betrayed him, while Sal comes from the basis that he would not lie to the police when they
approached him about his brother (i.e. there was nothing he could do). Fast forward to the
events of the play, Brian and Sal have barely spoken in years, and Sal struggles to find words to
break the ice with Brian without sparking arguments about the past. While he initially struggles
to even form sentences in a conversation with Brian, they quickly fall apart and degenerate
towards arguments and emotionally charged comments that defined their past and factor into
their future. Sal struggles to have his side of the story even heard and begs for Brian to listen to
what he has to say, but to no avail.
SAL. [Marty’s] just a dog, barking at the wind. The two of you…You always got each
other’s back. Even when you’re at your worst, stealing shit from little old ladies
so you could get your pills and your H and all the other crap, he was still
defending you…You think what I did to you was so bad? What do you think it’s
like, watching your brother just…disintegrate? What do you think it’s like
watching your kid brother just…(Beat.) Dad wants to stay here. Mom wants to let
him. You’re helping him. Why do I even care? Why do I even care?
(Rothstein 32-33)
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Dialogue Towards Andrea & Philip Carter
Sal has minimal interaction with both individuals, but he remains genuinely kind and
courteous and towards them. While they poke fun at him for moving away or about his
marriage, he brushes these comments off and remains kind to them.
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Character Dialogue Analysis: BRIAN MURPHY
Brian is returning home for the first time since being released from prison for heroin
possession and distribution. Brian struggles with fitting back into the family dynamic after being
separated for so long. Upon his return, he quickly reveals his suppressed anger and frustration
towards his brother, Sal, while trying to gain his parents’ trust again as he battles living with
perpetual shame.

Dialogue Towards Marty Murphy
Brian and Marty share few conversations together but when they do, Brian chooses his
words carefully while trying to remain a helpful member of the family during this turbulent
time. While he indeed feels closest to Marty, he does not want to disappoint him and in turn,
will listen to him and his ideas, no matter what.
BRIAN. (Hesitates.) What’re you gonna do, Dad, if you can’t convince people to stay. If
eighty percent of the town moves away, this place is gonna be a no mans land.
You’re gonna be living out her all alone, just you and Mom.
MARTY. It’s not gonna happen.
BRIAN. But if it does? I don’t agree with Sal. I think it’s your life, your house, you do
what you want… (Rothstein 29)
With that said, he might be the only one that Marty may listen to when it comes to
possibly leaving the home behind and moving elsewhere. He can confide in Marty, and he can
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reveal his weaknesses and vulnerabilities to Marty; however, he also knows he could potentially
sway Marty’s opinion more than anyone else in the family because of how close they are.

Dialogue Towards Mary Murphy
Brian does not speak directly with Mary throughout the course of the play. They share
scenes together, but the most direct interaction with Mary is when he first comes home at the
start of the play. There is an element of shame that he holds within his that possibly prevents
him from trying to talk more. That being said his quiet nature speaks to his shame and fear of
dishonoring the family.

Dialogue Towards Sal Murphy
Brian conversations with Sal range from extreme awkward tension after not seeing each
other in over three years to explosive and emotionally charged arguments that reveal Brian’s
broken and vulnerable core. He struggles to see the other person’s view of a situation (i.e. Sal
being pressured by police on Brian’s whereabouts, not Brian directly turning him in) and that
inability on Brian’s part leads to his polarizing conversations with Sal.
SAL. Who said I’m miserable?
BRIAN. Your face said it. Your fucking shoulders say it.
SAL. I’ve been under a lot of stress, at work.
BRIAN. You sell internet ads.
SAL. I manage people who sell internet ads. And don’t start with me – you’re a short
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order cook at Olive Garden.
BRIAN. And I like it. So you can stop acting like all I do is throw slop on a plate and
add a little parsley. Because it’s cooking. It’s actual cooking, it’s fucking hard
work and I like it. And by the way, some of us, we don’t have that many options.
SAL. Yeah, and why is that?
BRIAN. You oughta know. (Rothstein 15)

While most of the play revolves around Brian’s anger and frustration towards Sal, by the
end of the play they find common ground and eventually see each other as brothers once
again. There are inside jokes they share with one another, and eventually Brian forgives Sal for
what he did and asks for Sal to forgive him, a huge arc from the beginning of the play, saying,
“You know I never really thanked you, for what you did. Mostly ‘cause I fucking hated you, so a
thank you never really felt appropriate, but…(Sal nods, takes it in. They sit for a moment in
silence) (Rothstein 52).”

Dialogue Towards Emily Carter
Brian struggles to find any sense of comfort when he and Emily first meet. Based on his
use of small talk about the storm and about their families staying or moving away, he struggles
to find comfort with someone he used to be emotionally close to. As things progress, he reveals
how his emotions get the best of him, and he then crumbles as lies to Emily (again) and then
tries to cover it up, something that hits the root of their original relationship. After Emily asks
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him if he has been seeing anyone and she reveals that she is still attracted to him in some way,
Brian says,
BRIAN. I’ve been seeing someone
EMILY. Oh. Okay –
BRIAN. I lied to you because – I guess because that’s just what I do.
EMILY. Right.
BRIAN. I’m trying to change that. I am. But…
EMILY. Old habits.
BRIAN. No. It’s because I’m a fuck-up. I’m trying not to be.
EMILY. Well you didn’t have to tell me. Or you coulda told me after. So, I guess
that’s…an improvement or something.
BRIAN. Yeah. (Beat.) We could still…
EMILY. (Laughs, bitter.) Yeah, I’m used to being treated like crap, so why not do
it some more?
BRIAN. I didn’t mean –
EMILY. They’re leaving. My parents. It’s for the best. When things are this
bad…you should just leave. (She stands.) Sorry I didn’t visit you. I guess the
sneakers would’ve been just fine (She leaves). (Rothstein 25)

Later on, it is Brian that reveals his feelings towards Emily, and the conversation
transforms into him trying to convince Emily that they should get back together again and that
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he hopes she can trust him. He finds comfort in Emily, feels as though she could maybe trust
him one day, and sees hope in their collective recovery and future together as they continue to
gravitate towards each other at different points in their complicated lives.
BRIAN. I’d like to make someone happy…
EMILY. It’s a good goal.
BRIAN. I meant it (He looks her in the eye.)
EMILY. Brian…
BRIAN. You gotta give me a shot. You and me, we’re like bumper cars. Our whole lives,
smashing into each other, running away, smashing into each other again and
again…
EMILY. “There’s no such thing as a little addiction.”
BRIAN. It’s not addiction. It’s love.
EMILY. Come on…
BRIAN. What else would it be? You think I wanted to come back here? To help? I wanted
to run away as far as I could. But Sal told me for once I should do something for
somebody else, and what do I find when I get here? You…(Rothstein 42)

Dialogue Towards Andrea & Philip Carter
Brian never speaks to Andrea or Philip, probably because he knows how they feel about
him and his shame for past moments of destructive judgement either in his life or with Emily.
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Character Dialogue Analysis: PHILIP CARTER
Philip comes from a hard-working blue-collar background and has lost everything in his
life due to the storm after finally reaching retirement. He is calm and collected but struggles to
reveal his emotions in a situation, yet the storm and its effects does not stop him from having
moments where he breaks down over the losses from the storm.

Towards Andrea Carter
Like a husband, he knows Andrea’s flaws yet still appreciates and loves her as a wife. He
supports her decisions on what to do next but finds small ways to poke fun at her. On and off
stage, they are two characters that communicate closely with one another and are supportive
of their collective decisions. However, he does get frustrated at Andrea for not being able to
keep a secret and openly comments about how she told everyone about their plans and what is
going on.

Towards Marty Murphy
Philip and Marty are clearly friends within the world of the play, but the storm as well as
the way Marty is handling the bailout situation in the greater community have taken a toll on
their friendship. Philip is quiet but firm when it comes to his opposition for Marty’s approach,
yet he will not back down and will even use blackmail to stop Marty. In their last interaction,
Philip openly says to Marty how he will use his corrupt and dark past to stop him at all costs.
While friendly at first, the storm has caused their friendship to deteriorate.
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Towards Mary Murphy
While friendly, there is a distance between the two that seems to have grown from
previous actions. As he confronts Mary and Marty about the future of their families and what to
do next, there is a growing animosity towards Mary that brews in their final scene together
where Philip believes Mary cannot look beyond what Marty wants and it frustrates him.
PHILIP. Is it just me, or is there a draft in here?
MARTY. Very funny. You want some cake…a soda?
MARY. Why don’t you see what he’s doing here before you offer him the whole kitchen?
(A tense beat as Philip is about to plead with Marty to stop the campaign.)
(Rothstein 36)

Towards Sal Murphy
While interacting only for a moment, Philip is kind and welcoming to Sal even though he
did not hold back a small joke on Sal’s behalf for moving away from Staten Island.

Towards Brian Murphy
Philip never speaks to Brian, but his lack of conversation when he is in the room for a
duration of time only speaks to his disgust towards him after watching his past fall apart as well
as Emily’s life crumble when she was with him. While he may not visually display that disgust
like Andrea would, those feelings are still there.
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Character Dialogue Analysis: ANDREA CARTER
Andrea is the instigator amongst the adults in the play when it comes to sparking
conversations, arguments, or major decisions. She holds nothing back and will stop at nothing
to help her family find comfort and happiness, regardless of how it is done. She is territorial in
her relationships and fiercely protective when the time comes. She is at a loss at the
destruction from the storm but tries to make the logical choices of how to rebuild based on
logic over faith.

Towards Philip Carter
While the two of them communicate and seem to be on the same page, Andrea is much
more comfortable speaking her mind and will cut off Philip if need be. She seems to be the
stronger and more vocal figure in the marriage. She may say something that Philip may not
agree with in terms of timing or how she says it, but she will not back down from it.

Towards Emily Carter
Andrea only wants the best for her daughter, Emily, but when it comes to displaying it
to family or close family friends, Andrea is brutally blunt and showcases Emily’s poor choices in
her married life. She does not hold back on her opinions and to a point, takes pride in bringing
Emily back down to Earth. In a similar way to how Marty talks to Sal, she easily goes after Emily
and actively dismisses her opinions and suggestions, regardless of what they may be. More
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importantly, she openly jumps to conclusions about Emily and Brian and actively assumes the
worst (which to an extent is not shocking at all).

Towards Marty Murphy
Andrea and Marty display a complex relationship that appears as though disagreements
are common between the two of them. While she speaks with respect towards him, she will not
let Marty speak down to her in any regard and actively lets him know it. She demands his
respect in a conversation and ensures that her point his heard, even if it is painful to watch and
hear. In many ways, she is the character that prompts conversations that sadly end in heated
arguments between the characters, leading one to leave the room when it becomes
overwhelming. She brings the truth to Marty and takes no sympathy in how she displays it as
she refuses to let Marty dictate her future.

Towards Mary Murphy
As a friend, Andrea adores Mary and knows that they share a special bond between the
two families and within the town. With that said, Andrea knows that she can use her friendship
with Mary to try and convince Marty to change his mind. Even when Mary notices this, Andrea
continues to be supportive and friendly while still trying to carry out her own agenda.
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Towards Sal Murphy
Andrea sees great potential in Sal as well as stability, something that none of her
daughters found in any of their divorced ex-husbands. She presses Sal on his marriage, if things
are still going well, and even presses him to meet with Emily while she is home. She is blunt
while still preserving the charm of an old family friend and hopeful grandparent.

Towards Brian Murphy
Andrea speaks to Brian only once to ask “how was prison,” but her lack of conversation
when he is in the room for the duration of time only speaks to her disgust towards him after
watching his past fall apart as well as Emily’s life crumble when she was with him (Rothstein
36). She displays a clear cold shoulder towards Brian and does not seem to care that others
notice.
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Character Dialogue Analysis: EMILY CARTER
Emily is a fractured and vulnerable character who we meet after recently divorcing her
husband. She struggles with trust issues with multiple people in her life and has a selfdeprecating side to her life, not seeing her value in life and lost after experiencing so much pain
and emotional loss. She even goes so far to reference how the aftermath of the storm mirror
those in her own life saying, “[this beach] is the physical embodiment of my marriage. Like if my
marriage looked like something, this would be it” (Rothstein 24). She is a character suffering
through a depressive state, seeking comfort wherever she can find it, and looking for any way
out to escape from her immediate and distant past.

Dialogue Towards Brian Murphy
Emily’s various conversations with Brian are drastically different in the sense that
she remains quiet and unsure of how to ignite a conversation. She pries into his personal life to
see if he might give into old emotions and potentially sleep with her, but then abandons that
idea when Brian lies to her about his own love life. She knows his past and their collective past,
yet at times speaks to him as though she is meeting him for the first time. There is an element
of uncertainty that eventually melts away into physical attraction and emotional overload when
she first sees him in scene five. When Brian finally reveals his intentions to be with her, she
panics and tries to use any excuse to deflect giving him an answer. Overall, she remains frail
and vulnerable, and her conversation with Brian displays that in clear detail and yet, she still
gives into him, only because he could be a way out for her from Staten Island.
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Dialogue Towards Andrea Carter
Simply put, it is complicated. Emily is focused on herself and what she needs to do and
does not want to hear Andrea’s overly critical analysis of her life. Similar to how Sal reacts to
Mary’s comments on having children, Emily squirms whenever Andrea brings up her divorce or
her depressed appearance, yet still tries to convince her mother that it might be the best idea
to move to Montclair to finally settle down. While there is not much direct interaction between
the two of them, Emily voices her discomfort and her defiance towards Andrea, especially when
Andrea makes it a point to embarrass Emily in front of everyone when she leaves with Brian in
front of all of the parents..

Dialogue Towards Mary Murphy
Emily seeks comfort in Mary as a way to avoid the critical and sarcastic onslaught by her
mother, Andrea, following her divorce. While Emily seeks comfort and console in Mary, she
does not always side with her. She is more interested in keeping Mary in her life as she
processes through the divorce and Andrea’s onslaught of concern and passive aggressiveness
versus watching their friendship deteriorate.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action (Units, Moods & Tempos of the Play)
Character Scene/Flow Chart
Characters
Marty

Mary

Sal

Brian

Philip

Andrea

Emily

Pro.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

X

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

3
4

X

X

X

Scenes

5

X

6

X

7

X

8

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

9

X

10

X

X

X

11

X

X

X

12

X

X

X

13

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Musical Tempo Terms
To use for the dramatic units breakdown
Term

Beats per Minute

Description

Grave

25-45 bpm

Very slowly

Largo

40-60 bpm

Broadly

Lento

45-60 bpm

Slowly

Adagio

66-76 bpm

Slowly with great expression

Adagietto

72-80 bpm

Slower than Andante, faster than Adagio

Andante

76-108 bpm

Walking pace

Marcia Moderato

83-85 bpm

Moderately, in the manner of a march

Moderato

98-112 bpm

At a moderate speech

Allegretto

102-110 bpm

Moderately fast

Allegro

120-156 bpm

Fast, quick, and bright

Vivace

156-176 bpm

Lively and fast
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Prologue – Media Montage (added moment not in the script)
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Mood

Tempo

1

“What did they

Initial reactions to first

Questioning

Andante

say?”

reports

Where’s Mom

Concerns grow as fears

Concern

Moderato

and Dad?”

become reality

“Maybe we

Elected leaders declaring

Fear

Allegretto

should leave”

evacuation

2

3

4

TRANSITION
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Scene 1
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Mood

Tempo

1

“The Smell”

Marty patronizes Mary

Lonely

Grave

2

“Magic Bullet”

Marty flirts with Mary

Playful

Andante

3

“Staring Out”

Both process

Numb

Andante

4

TRANSITION
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Scene 2
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

4

“Mom? Dad?”

Marty mocks Sal

Shocked

Largo

5

“Hello?”

Sal confronts Marty

Alienated

Adagio

6

“Mary unpacks”

Sal questions Marty/Mary

Surprised

Adagio

7

“Look Around”

Sal pushes the idea of

Critical

Andante

Mary prods Sal

Annoyed

Andante

moving away
Marty deflects Sal
8

“Where’s
Jennifer?”

9

“You know…”

Marty reminds Sal

Distracted

Andante

10

“You’re eating

Mary stun Sal

Confused

Moderato

here?”

Marty deflects Sal

“You’d know if

Mary redirects Sal

Cranky

Moderato

you’d seen him”

Marty agitates Sal

“Surprise!”

Mary/Marty welcome

Hostile

Adagio

11

12

home Brian
Brian sidesteps Sal
13

TRANSITION
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Scene 3
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

14

“Polos & Khakis”

Brian ridicules Sal

Nervous

Adagio

15

“The shrine”

Sal indulges Brian

Nostalgic

Adagio

16

“How’s Jenn”

Brian assures Sal

Calm

Adagio

17

“DeFizz”

Sal uplifts Brian

Confining

Andante

18

“29 Months”

Brian denies Sal

Cautious

Andante

19

“I shoulda

Brian betrays Sal

Betrayed

Andante

known”

Brian accuses Sal

20

“Forget it”

Sal shuns Brian

Futile

Allegro

21

“You think”

Sal outrages Brian

Vengeful

Allegro

22

“I’m sorry”

Brian abandons Sal

Gloomy

Allegro

23

TRANSITION
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Scene 4
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

24

“It’s all gone”

Andrea disheartens Mary

Drained

Adagio

25

“Sally”

Sal cheers up Andrea

Cheerful

Adagietto

Relieved

Andante

Shattered

Andante

Marty ostracizes Sal

Restless

Andante

Andrea pesters Sal
26

“Cat dragged in”

Philip notifies Marty
Andrea stuns Mary

27

“Montclair”

Philip recruits Marty
Andrea consoles Mary

28

“Why are you
here?”

29

“What meeting?”

Philip counsels Marty

Enraged

Andante

30

“We’re you gonna

Sal urges Marty

Deceived

Marcia Moderato

tell me?”

Marty rebukes Sal

Numb

Marcia Moderato

Desolate

Adagietto

Andrea implores Marty
31

“I’m sorry”

Mary protects Marty
Andrea confronts then
leaves Marty

32

“Mr. Figgy”

Philip persuades Marty
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33

“I just can’t”

Marty attacks Sal

Enraged

Moderato

Angry

Allegro

Sal stings Marty
Marty lectures Sal
34

“Human”

Marty insults Sal
Sal rebukes Marty

35

“Out”

Marty exiles Sal

Hostile

Vivace

36

“Get a grip”

Mary restrains Marty

Rushed

Moderato

Determined

Moderato

Mary reassures Marty
Marty persuades Mary
37

38

“Why they’re

Mary presses Marty

wrong”

Marty dodges Mary

TRANSITION
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Scene 5
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

39

“What a mess”

Emily considers her past

Numb

Largo

Interested

Adagio

Brian mends Emily
40

“Prospects?”

Emily stimulates Brian

Playful
41

“You think about

Emily soothes Brian

Nostalgic

Andante

Emily contemplates Brian

Hopeful

Andante

Brian disappoints Emily

Crushed

Moderato

Brian rekindles Emily

Heartbroken

Andante

me?”
42

“You still see
her?”

43

“I’m seeing
someone…”

44

“We could still…”

Lento
45

TRANSITION
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Scene 6
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

46

“Shouldn’t be

Sal assures Mary

Devious

Grave

Mary nudges Sal

Gentle

Adagio

Mary embarrasses Sal

Happy

doing this”
47

“Children”

48

“Work for it”

Mary assures Sal

Loving

Adagio

49

“Thirty foot

Sal supports Mary

Scared

Andante

wave”
50

“That’s the truth”

Sal blocks Mary

Stressed

Andante

51

“Only washers

Sal questions Mary

Curious

Andante

and dryers”
52

TRANSITION
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Scene 7
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

53

“You’re up?”

Marty confides in Brian

Confining

Adagio

54

“What’re you

Brian tests Marty

Empathetic

Adagio

Marty brushes off Brian

Cynical

Andante

gonna do?”
55

“You saw Emily?”

Marty teases Brian
56

“Forget it”

Brian casts-off Marty

Gloomy

Moderato

57

“You sure about

Marty retreats from Brian

Cold

Allegretto

that?”

Brian retreats from Marty

“When’s the

Brian allies with Marty

Uncomfortable

Andante

meeting?”

Sal confronts Marty

“It’s not true”

Sal challenges Brian

Irritated

Allegro

Worthless

Allegro

58

59

Brian dissuades Sal
60

“Talks”

Sal ridicules Brian
Brian ignores Sal

61

TRANSITION
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Scene 8
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

62

“You look good”

Mary comforts Emily

Empathetic

Adagio

63

“This cake”

Andrea recruits Mary

Bouncy

Andante

64

“Thinking about it”

Andrea interrogates Mary

Predatory

Andante

65

“Don’t get

Andrea combats Andrea

Irritated

Andante

involved”

Emily diffuses Andrea

Surprised

Marcia Moderato

Rebellious

Adagio

Bewildered

Andante

Combative

Allegro

Marty crushes Mary

Shocked

Vivace

Marty stuns Philip/Andrea

Scared

Andrea implores Marty

Heartbroken

Emily consoles Mary
66

“It’s a party”

Mary escapes from Andrea
Andrea distracts Marty

67

“The deck”

Brian escapes Marty
Emily escapes Andrea

68

“What’s going

Andrea blocks Marty

on?”

Marty challenges Philip
Philip resists Marty

69

“Not giving up”

Philip scolds Marty
Marty defies Philip

70

71

“Broke”

“Did she know”

Vivace
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72

“Money”

Philip aids Marty

Nauseous

Andante

73

“I can’t”

Philip obstructs Marty

Depressed

Andante

Nauseous

Andante

Marty rebuff Philip
74

“I know”

75

TRANSITION

Philip intimidates Marty
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Scene 9
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

76

“Not the same”

Brian charms Emily

Wishful

Adagio

77

“Actually…”

Brian arouses Emily

Contemplative

Adagio

Emily avoids Brian
78

“No…I got it…”

Emily confesses to Brian

Bewildered

Andante

79

“Toe Nails”

Brian brushes-off Emily

Perplexed

Andante

80

“Rocky Road”

Emily soothes Brian

Melancholy

Moderato

81

“Give me a shot”

Brian convinces Emily

Hopeful

Marcia Moderato

Emily gives in to Brian
82

TRANSITION
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Scene 10
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

83

“You scared me”

Mary scares Marty

Intimidated

Adagio

Mary defies Marty
84

“BULLSHIT”

Mary scolds Marty

Brooding

Allegro

85

“I called Sal”

Mary mortifies Marty

Threatened

Moderato

86

“You know where

Mary cripples Marty

Lost

Allegro

Marty devastates Sal

Aggravated

Vivace

“So I own this

Marty overwhelms Sal

Threatened

Allegro

house?”

Sal exposes Marty

“I’ve been

Sal shames Marty

Humiliated

Vivace

sending Mom

Marty deflects Sal

Alienate

Allegro

we went…”
87

“DAD. What did
you do?”

88

89

money”
90

“I don’t want it!”

Sal sickens Marty
Brian abandons Marty

91

TRANSITION
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Scene 11
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

92

“You’re still

Mary consoles Sal

Remorseful

Lento

Sal stings Marty

Defeated

Adagio

“I’m not making

Sal forgives Marty

Touched

Adagio

you move”

Sal reprimands Marty

“You know

Marty confesses to Sal

Relieved

Lento

here?”
93

“Guess the
campaign’s over”

94

95

why…”
96

TRANSITION
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Scene 12
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

97

“Brooklyn?”

Sal rebuffs Marty

Interested

Andante

Stunned

Moderato

Nostalgic

Andante

Sal deflects Mary
98

99
100

“Not if I marry

Brian shocks Mary

Emily”

Sal stings Marty

“You gonna be ok?”

Brian forgives Sal
TRANSITION
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Scene 13
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

Tempo

101

“You weren’t

Mary startles Marty

Confused

Lento

Marty requests Mary

Nostalgic

Adagio

“We’re gonna be

Mary startles Marty

Excited

Andante

grandparents”

Mary compels Marty

104

“I can’t lose you”

Marty relaxes with Mary

Relieved

Adagio

105

END OF SHOW

there?”
102

“We could walk
to the beach…”

103
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Character Analysis
Character

Marty Murphy
62 years old
Mary’s husband
Brian & Sal’s father
Close friends with Philip

Desire

Marty uses his passionate position to keeping his home and rebuild after the
storm as a cover for the fear of losing his community and watching his friends,
family, and neighbors move away while he stays behind.

Will

Determined, stubborn, and reckless. Marty will stop at nothing to “save” his
community and keep the people he cares about most close to him. He is
relentless and at times, forgets his relationships with others in his attempt to
save the community.

Moral

Marty’s morality is constantly in question after it is revealed that he evaded the

Stance

IRS through tax fraud, shifted the mortgage of the home into Sal’s name
without his knowledge, and only views things through his perspective. He has a
twisted sense of morality as he selfishly tries to keep the community together.

Decorum

A mix between a fierce and loving father with that of a corrupt and stubborn
politician. As a blue-collar community man, he holds a strong position in the
town as a leader through multiple volunteer opportunities and as a man who
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has helped create many of its great institutions, even though some know of his
darker past. He can appear strong, poised, and powerful, but at his core he is
sensitive to his fear of being alone and lacks the discipline necessary to be a
great and loving father to both of his kids. Since he is 62, he should be thinking
about retirement and settling down for the rest of his life but instead, he is still
trying to find ways to work to pay off his debts and his home.
Adjectives

Stubborn, lonely, misguided, charming, terrified, loyal, conflicted, harsh, unfair
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Character

Mary Murphy
60 years old
Marty’s wife
Brian & Sal’s mother
Close friends with Andrea
“Adopted” Emily as if she was her own daughter

Desire

At any cost, Mary is there to protect her family and at times, she puts the family
ahead of her to make sure that they are taken care of. And the family unit
remains strong and intact. She struggles with this trend as well as being able to
speak her mind freely when her voice needs to be heard.

Will

She is a loving mother and a woman of faith that believes what happens is all
through a divine interference (especially with how their home was somewhat
protected). She will diffuse the arguments in the house and be an adopted
mother to any friend of Sal and Brian (like Emily). She is caring and nurturing
and looks past the negative to find the positive elements in people.

Moral

Mary’s moral stance strongly parallels that of her Christian faith. She is

Stance

compassionate and forgiving but does not publicly veer from her husband’s
views. She remains loyal to Marty, where she will defend him and his choices
until Marty’s choices impact her or her children. She is almost blind to errors
until they reach a catastrophic level for everyone.
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Decorum

Mary at times lives in the shadow of Marty’s public strength and his opinionated
views. She struggles to find words that do not conflict with her husband and
others. The emotional toll of Sal turning in Brian, watching Brian go to prison,
and then watching the family collapse has taken a toll on her over time. She
hides it well behind her loving motherly figure, but it is still there brewing until
she erupts.

Adjectives

Honest, caring, compassionate, faithful, devoted, forgiving
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Character

Sal Murphy
34 years old
Marty & Mary’s son
Brian’s brother
Married to his wife, Jennifer

Desire

Sal yearns for his family to appreciate and listen to him versus instantly
dismissing him, especially Marty and Brian. He struggles with being an alienated
member of the family following the events that sent Brian to prison. He is
quietly generous and is undeniably committed to his family and making sure
they are safe, even when he is viewed as quite the opposite.

Will

Stubborn like his father, but in the opposite way. Sal’s convictions are rooted in
science over faith as well as making decisions with his wife in mind. He has
strong convictions regarding the future of the home, the town, and whether to
rebuild or not that only waver when he gets what he least expects: legal control
of the home.

Moral

Sal may stand alone in the family when it comes to scientific fact over religious

Stance

belief. He views the facts, the patterns, and tries to attack a problem using facts
and logic. His convictions are grounded in his marriage with Jennifer and when
it is a decision that needs to be made, he goes to her. He is strong in his beliefs
and his choices, even if they are unpopular and crippling to the family.
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Decorum

Sal is exceptionally hardworking, like his wife, and dresses like someone who
has moved to Manhattan over Staten Island to pursue success. He stands out
against the blue-collar neighbors and is ostracized by Marty because of it. In the
family, he is the one who sticks out in comparison and is attached to his phone
even when there is a crisis going on around him. While he is defensive and
fragile, his past of being blamed for Brian’s downfall and his destroyed
relationship with Marty justify his limited role in the family, even if Mary is the
only one who will listen to him.

Adjectives

Stubborn, practical, fragile, dedicated, law-abiding, generous
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Character

Brian Murphy
30 years old
Marty & Mary’s son
Sal’s brother
Emily’s Ex-boyfriend

Desire

Brian’s complex past comes crashing down around him over the course of the
play, but he is now slowly rebuilding his life from the ground up. His desire is
simple: spend his days rebuilding his character, his trust, and reintegrating back
into his family and society after losing the collective trust of the people around
him.

Will

While he is slow to move towards his goals, Brian is working towards rebuilding
his image and his trust within his family. He is laid back, but remains faithful to
his family, especially Marty, as his parents begin to rebuild their home.
Personally, he seeks out his ex-girlfriend, Emily, and hopes to find a stronger
relationship with her now as adults versus in their teens.

Moral

Brian’s morality is constantly questioned and challenged by those around him

Stance

based on the poor decisions he tries to avoid repeating. He gives into
temptations easily, but he is working on finding ways to cope with his them. He
is a follower instead of a leader, which is what has gotten him in trouble in the
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past. He is trying to change into a man who can make his own decisions, but it is
a struggle.
Decorum

Brian walks with the weight of the world on his shoulders following the multiple
moments of disappointment, grief, and anger. Between destroying his
relationship with Emily, ostracizing Sal, ripping the family apart, engaging in
drug distribution, and putting Marty in a financial position that crippled the
family, he personally takes the weight of all of these situations. All the while he
tries to be supportive of his parents as they try to rebuild while struggling with
how to cope with Sal.

Adjectives

Fragile, easily tempted, quick, irresponsible, impulsive, hasty
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Character

Emily Mancini (Maiden Name - Carter)
30 years old
Philip & Andrea’s daughter
Brian’s ex-girlfriend
Close to Mary
Used to work for Marty in the supermarket he owned

Desire

Emily simply wants to be happy and find herself in a situation where she feels
safe, comforted, and loved. She is coming to terms with the reality of being 30
and divorced and not knowing where to go next.

Will

Between the divorce and the storm, she is lost in a haze of how to move
forward and lacks the motivation to dig herself out of a depressive slump.
Coming home to help her parents begins as a distraction from the storm and its
outcome, however it gives her the gift of a new relationship with Brian.

Moral

Emily’s decisions are based on what she wants, but they end up leading to

Stance

embarrassment or self-deprecating behavior. She attempts to use her parents’
opinions and moral guidelines as a way to make effective decisions, but that
does not always work.

Decorum

Emily is trapped in her own emotions and is quick to go to the comfort of other
parental figures like Mary over her own parents or those her age. Like Brian, she
is impulsive when it comes to emotional decisions and relationships, however
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she lives with true scars from her past that prevent her from taking the leap
forward or believing that she can ever be loved.
Adjectives

Fragile, quick, impulsive, hasty, tormented, hesitant
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Character

Philip Carter
60’s
Andrea’s husband
Emily’s father
Close friend with Marty

Desire

After trying to find a new home with his wife after their home is destroyed,
Philip wants to keep the peace amongst the community so that the best
solution can be reached for everyone both emotionally and financially, but
ensuring that families can receive their emergency insurance bailout that they
desperately need

Will

Philip remains peaceful until he is finally forced to confront Marty as he tries to
convince the town to stay and rebuild versus allowing families to elect for an
insurance buyout. Philip will stop at nothing to make sure that he and others
can get those bailouts, even if it involves blackmailing Marty and his history of
financial problems.

Moral

Philip has an exceptional moral backbone when it comes towards his arguments

Stance

with Marty. Based on multiple instances when Marty broke financial laws,
marital vows, and the trust of the community, Philip is there to not only be a
moral conscious to Marty, but shows he might be willing to break his moral
stance to blackmail Marty with the truth if he goes through with his plan.
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Decorum

Philip is exceptionally hard-working and has been a fiercely loyal friend and ally
to Marty. He is a hardworking mechanic and exceptionally close to the entire
Murphy family. That being said, he has been through a lot through his job but
there is also for helping Marty sort through his problems as a close friend. As a
retired worker, the toll of losing your home and livelihood mixed with watching
your daughter go through her divorce has taken its toll on him.

Adjectives

Loyal, calm, humorous, comforting
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Character

Andrea Carter
60’s
Philip’s wife
Emily’s mother
Close friend with Mary

Desire

After losing their home in the hurricane, Andrea is struggling with where to go
next. She is anticipating moving to Montclair with Philip but does not want to
move away from Mary and Marty. Instead of losing that relationship, she hopes
she can convince the Murphys to move with them.

Will

Andrea’s willpower towards trying to convince Mary and Marty to move to
Montclair motivates her throughout the play. She initially tries to convince Mary
to convince Marty and does not back down from it. Her greatest fear is moving
from her close friends and leaving them behind, but also expects them to
respect their decision and their need for the insurance bailout from losing their
home and everything they owned.

Moral

Andrea shares the same moral backbone as Philip. She knows about Marty’s

Stance

history and refuses to allow him to control the town and their future based on
his financial problems.

Decorum

Andrea appears incredibly positive, glowing, and a true mom, however when
she has a view regarding a situation, she is exceptionally opinionated. She
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refuses to back down when it impacts her family or her immediate circle of
friends and that drives every one of her decisions. She’s skeptical of Emily’s
emotional strength and her tendencies to jump into toxic relationships and is
blatantly open about her opinions regarding Emily’s marriage.
Adjectives

Friendly, opinionated, strong, loyal
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Playwright Biography
Sharyn Rothstein is a Brooklyn-based playwright whose plays include By the Water
(which was produced by Manhattan Theatre Club, fall 2014), All The Days (workshopped by The
McCarter Theater and currently optioned by Jean Doumanian Productions), Queen Bee (Ars
Nova Out Loud reading), March (workshopped at the Bay Area Playwright’s Festival and a
finalist for the Yale Drama Series Competition), Camp Monster (Williamstown Theatre Festival),
Neglect (Ensemble Studio Theatre), For Abigail Who Drowns Men (New Georges Workshop),
and A Good Farmer (3 Graces Theatre Co.), among others.
Sharyn is a member of the inaugural class of Manhattan Theatre Club/Ars Nova Writers
Room, as well as a member of the Primary Stages Dorothy Strelsin New American Writers
Group. She was also a member of the 2011-2012 Ars Nova Playgroup. She is a member of
Ensemble Studio Theatre and holds an MFA in dramatic writing from New York University’s
Tisch School of the Arts.
Sharyn’s plays have been produced and workshopped in New York and around the
country, and her short plays have been published in several anthologies. Her drama The
Invested was published in New Playwrights: The Best Plays of 2013 by Smith & Kraus.

In addition to playwriting, Sharyn recently co-created and wrote an hour-long drama pilot for
Bravo! She also holds a master’s degree in public health from Hunter College, with a
concentration in Urban Health.
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Past Production Reviews & Artistic Responses
The selected reviews used for reference focus on the 2017 Chicago production at the
Northlight Theatre, the 2015 Kean University production in Union, NJ, and the 2014 New York
production at the Manhattan Theatre Club. What seemed to cross all of the reviews and both
productions were Sharyn Rothstein’s powerful writing, the delicate balance between the
tension of the family and the budding romance between Brian and Emily, but also a focus on a
show that was tightly packed into 90 minutes and that possibly deserved a longer story to
encapsulate the larger event of the Hurricane Sandy disaster.
What stood out about these reviews was the powerfully simple idea that in the midst of
a natural, financial, and family disaster, the play revolves around a series of characters
struggling with one personal choice: How (or whether) each person should start over. All the
while, playwright Sharyn Rothstein’s writing makes her audiences sympathetic to each
characters’ personal situation but struggles to forgive their errors.
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Review Responses

The Wrap: ‘By the Water’ Theater Review: Superstorm Sandy Returns, This Time with
Glimpses of Arthur Miller
In Robert Hofler’s review of the 2014 New York City Center production of By the Water,
Hofler compared Sharyn Rothstein’s writing to similar styles and emotional components of
classical American playwright Arthur Miller, going so far as to saying, “If Arthur Miller had lived
to witness and write about Superstorm Sandy, his play might be very much like that of Sharyn
Rothstein’s ‘By the Water’” (Hofler). While Hofler praises Rothstein’s work and sees Miller’s
element of what the characters’ pursuit of the American Dream may look like, he also notes
how the new theatrical format of a 95-minute one act does not do the show justice, not
providing the story or its characters with, “enough [time] to cover the tragedy of the Murphy
family and their neighbors” (Hofler).

The Chicago Tribune: ‘By the Water’ is about homes and lives washed away on Staten Island
Reading this article in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic (and long after the
production was staged) provided an insight to how far we as a society remain in the past.
Chicago Tribune reviewer Chris Jones open up his review of Northlight Theatre’s production of
By the Water with the statement, “According to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York…Onethird of Americans say they would struggle to raise $2,000 in the event they were hit with an
emergency” (Jones). While no one expected the extent of the devastation that Staten Island
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suffered from Hurricane Sandy, this powerful undercurrent needs to motivate the adults (and
the kids) throughout the play because of the emergency bailout opportunity Marty may
indirectly block from the community.
What stood out to me most from this article was the raw humanity Sharyn Rothstein put
into each of these characters. Jones writes, “…New, non-condescending plays about workingclass characters remain rare, especially dramas where you feel like the writer really knows and
cares about the people…It is a work appreciative of human resilience” (Jones). Seeing how
Rothstein cared so much about the characters in the play, it proves the fact that each character
deserves a spot in the story. While at first Emily’s role to me did not seem to have a specific role
in the overall picture, Jone’s review reveals her integral part of the story.
There's also a sweet subplot involving a romance with an air of desperation…
between the recently divorced Carter daughter Emily and Brian, who has just been
released from prison…The pair have about as much chance of making it as a house
rebuilt on Oakwood Beach, especially since Emily says it's just about sex anyway. But
you pull for them, thanks in no small measure to these actors' ability to grasp how we
look for small atolls in the storms of life. (Jones)

While this quote is a testament to the actors strong acting abilities, their role in the
story provide audiences with hope beyond the rebuilding of the destroyed homes but instead,
gives hope that Brian and Emily’s budding romance will lead to a better future for them in the
face of so much tragedy.
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The New York Times: The Murphy’s Don’t Know What to Do with Their House
In a different review of the 2014 New York City Center production, reviewer Charles
Isherwood sees a contrasting view of the play to just an echo of Arthur Miller. Isherwood makes
note of the deep-seeded wounds in the family dating back years that come into focus. While he
notes Sharyn Rothstein’s, “…pungent dialogue [that] is seasoned with salty humor,” Isherwood
identifies the elements that drive the conflicts between the family in subtle ways like Sal losing
his Staten Island accent compared to the rest of the family (Isherwood). While other reviews
have developed a negative opinion to the shows one-act format, Isherwood praises how much
Rothstein was able to pack into the show including how Brian and Emily’s, “budding romance
provides some diversion from the back and forth about the rebuilding issue” and even states
that, “At times, the play felt like a very special episode of a Norman Lear sitcom from the 1970s
(Isherwood). Then again, in making that comparison, I realize how much humor and keenly felt
middle-class life those shows managed to pack into a half-hour of television” (Isherwood). It is a
poignant statement that the length of the play may not be the most important element, but
instead understanding every moment has a specific purpose.

TheaterMania Review: ‘By the Water’: Sharyn Rothstein’s new drama explores the
aftershocks of Hurricane Sandy
Rothstein speaks to her process of creating the story of By the Water, pulling from
immediate research of the hurricane and by visiting Staten Island to understand the magnitude
of the event after the storm. During a visit to the New York City Center Stage II, Rothstein
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describes, “I went in to see the [Stage II] space raw a couple weeks after the storm and
immediately envisioned a destroyed house. I thought that the intimacy would really lend itself
well to being up close and personal to a family dealing with destruction" (Levitt). Coming from
the playwright about her priority of staging the show in an intimate space, it gave me
confidence to produce her play in a similar venue that provided an intimate story-telling
opportunity for performers and audiences alike.
Due to her proximity to the actual event in New York, I strongly appreciated her
dramaturgical instincts to visit the actual location and pull from her real experiences to develop
characters and moments in the story. Rothstein says,
“The first time I went out there by myself, I was walking along these really
destroyed blocks and there was one house with a guy out front tending to his lawn,"
Rothstein remembered. "His house just looked so well cared for and so well loved, even
in the midst of all this destruction. I was really taken by that. I was hoping to capture the
humanity and the truth behind someone who would make that decision. That's not a
decision that comes lightly — to live within all of this ruin. You must have an incredible
history in this place to want to do that or be up against really daunting challenges.
(Levitt)
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TheaterMania Review: Soon After Rocking the Coast, Hurricane Sandy Treads the Boards in
‘By the Water’
While this article by David Gordon has some similar rephrasing of other New York City
Center reviews, his final paragraph spoke volumes about Sharyn Rothstein’s writing, the story,
and the power behind the story and the moment in history.
At a recent performance of By the Water, the notoriously hard to please Sundaymatinee audience gave the production a spontaneous standing ovation and couldn't
stop talking about it on their way out. Warts and all, this new drama strikes a chord —
and says something about the way human beings survive in the face of unspeakable
tragedy — in a way that many other plays currently running in Manhattan do not.
(Gordon)

Review: In ‘By the Water,’ a Search for Calm After the Storm
Two specific components emerge out of Michael Sommer’s review of the 2015 Premiere
Stages production at Union’s Kean University: The Murphy home was damaged long before the
devastation of Hurricane Sandy and playwright Sharyn Rothstein “offers a sympathetic study of
people who must start over” (Sommer). This review also writes specifically about the design
choices of the production in comparison to the 2014 Manhattan Theatre Club production with
guidance about a completely different creative approach to the show.
Sommer points out that the sound design by Karin Graybash includes, “subsiding
thunder and rain, later the distant sound of waves and sea gulls, and brisk acoustic guitar music
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between the scenes [to enhance] these solid performances and the play’s changing moods”
(Sommer). In addition, he writes that this production was, “visually superior to Manhattan
Theater Club’s original staging.” He expands by saying that Anya Klepikov’s scenery utilized a
“dirty high-water mark [smudge against] the white vinyl background of the expansive setting”
that also had the versatility to trip the wall paneling down to the studs mixed in with the
minimal furniture that reflects all the Murphy’s have left.. Sommer also mentions the utilization
of the lighting that, to me, reflected the emotional component of the play and its romance
saying, “the autumnal lighting designed [by Brant Thomas Murray] is streaked in lovely blues
and purples, as an ironic comment, perhaps, upon the natural beauty of living by the water”
(Sommer).
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Student Learning Goals
Department Show Selection Goals
•

Transfer the June drama production and produce it in January to avoid overlaps with
end of year class assignments, department term projects, and final exams.

•

Provide a winter play opportunity for students to either be cast in the January show, the
March show, or the winter One Acts Festival.

•

Allow for each of the winter shows to have smaller casts. This would assist in having a
broader selection of shows as well as providing our actors with more intimate and
beneficial rehearsal and show development opportunities. This is contrary to having a
June show with two separate casts of twenty or more students.

•

Select a production that fits into the mold of a contemporary family drama

•

Select a play that features dramatic elements, places heavy emphasis on conversational
dialogue, and has characters that can be rooted in everyday life.

•

Select a production that has relevant plot elements or situations that can be compared
to real-life events.
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Overall Production Goals
•

Within the department, there has been a growing divide between the acting and tech
students for a variety of reasons. The hope with this production is to develop a close
company of actors and technicians where names and roles are understood and
appreciated for what each student brings to the production.

•

Explore the opportunity to partner with an organization (local or national) to collect
donations or materials for victims of recent natural disasters.

•

In the spirit of Wellesley High School’s goals regarding the social and emotional wellbeing of their students, my objective is to provide the students with a productive
working environment that celebrates achievements and supports the work being done
each and every day.
o In conjunction with that, the stage managers and student director will be
responsible for coordinating planned cast and crew bonding days so that a
strong sense of community can be established amongst the entire company.
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Cast Goals
•

Provide the cast with a performance opportunity that involves a close family unit of
characters with emphasis on the dramatic elements and conversational dialogue (this is
something we have not done within the last five years).

•

Produce and rehearse a production with a small and close-knit cast while also utilizing a
pair of understudies to help progress the learning of blocking and lines during rehearsals
(i.e. first unit, second unit rehearsal setup).

•

Picturization: At the moment, the directing concept of picturization and stage areas is
not instructed in the acting curriculum. During the production, we will be creating
thirteen (13) to twenty (20) stage pictures to define each of the major moments of the
show. In this exercise, my plan is to provide instruction on the concept of picturization
and how directing and blocking becomes how we travel from picture to picture.

•

Voice and Movement: Since most of the actors will be playing (1) characters that are
significantly older than them, (2) they will need a New York City dialect, and (3) will be
trying to portray the real-life emotions of a natural disaster, we will work on voice and
movement techniques to help establish their characters and how they interact with the
space as an older character versus an eighteen year old high schooler.

•

Dramaturgy: For the production, we will be utilizing a student dramaturg to collect
images, research, and character profiles from the actors to develop a mural about the
show, its creation process, as well as its connection to the greater world. The hope will
be to setup a detailed lobby display for audiences to ready when they arrive.
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Crew Goals
•

Establish clear job responsibility lists for each stage manager, designer, and technician
so that way the responsibilities are clear for each person. This would provide everyone
with a working understanding of who is responsible for what and prevent the accidental
but repetitive habit of students “stepping on each other’s toes.”

•

Hold two short production meetings each week to ensure progress is being made in
each department while providing the designers and managers with a set time for them
to meet with me to discuss their needs on the show.

•

Walk the students through each phase of the design process so that there is a clear
understanding of how to develop ideas and process them from page to stage

•

Install a large bulletin board for the designers to visually display their research and work.
This is something that can be left in the rehearsal room to easily reference, while also
being utilized as a lobby display to showcase student work.
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III. Post-Production Materials
Production Journal

Date

Tuesday November 27, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Audition #1
Notes

•

Simultaneous audition day with the festival play (The Other Room)

•

By the Water (BTW) auditions in the auditorium and The Other Room
was in the Little Theater

•

Most of the students that auditioned today were Juniors and Seniors
mixed in with some Freshmen and Sophomores

•

Plan is to audition simultaneously and cast both productions together
once callbacks are completed.
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Date

Wednesday November 28, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Audition #2
Notes

•

Simultaneous audition day with the festival play (The Other Room)

•

BTW auditions in the auditorium and The Other Room was in the Little
Theater

•

Mostly Freshmen and Sophomore girls auditioned today. This was
difficult to pair with a limited number of boys in the audition pool (It
did give the boys ample audition opportunities though).

•

Plan is to call back more from this block to pair them with different
people in the first callback block

•

Stage managers, student director, and I met after auditions to develop
a callback list for Thursday from both audition days. List will include
names and the characters they are being called back for. Sides will be
provided ahead of time.

•

Beginning to develop an initial cast with backups
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Date

Thursday November 29, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Callback #1
Notes

•

Charlie Berger met with me today expressing that he was disappointed
about his audition and felt like his audition partner hurt his
performance (the other student came out and said she only auditioned
because she had to for class).

•

I decided to give Charlie a second chance and have him come to the
callbacks this afternoon.

•

Ran through initial callback pairings for the kids

•

Gave each student sides and their pairings and provided them with 20
minutes to run through the scenes with their pairs

•

Ran through multiple pairings of difference characters.

•

Struggling to find a second Marty. A second cast may not be possible…

•

Have hopes for 3 students to be Mary, but they’re on the younger side

•

No leads on a Brian yet…

•

Hopeful that different pairings on Callback day #2 will help.
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Date

Friday November 30, 2018

Time

N/A

Event/Tasks Callback #2
Notes

•

Callback canceled due to emergency conflict

•

Callbacks #2 moved to Wednesday December 5th to avoid conflicts with
the Choral Concert on the 6th and rehearsals on the 3rd and 4th
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Date

Monday December 3, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Production Prep with the Scenic/Props Team
Notes

•

Met with the scenery and props team to finalize a design for the set

•

Walked through the basic props we will need for the characters.

•

Props is taking on scenic dressing as well…They’ve been warned that
we will have to go hunting for many items at the Wellesley Give-andTake and potentially Savers and elsewhere

•

Biggest challenge was how to orient the set to be most effective and
maximize the most performance space in the Little Theater

•

I wanted a turntable to turn the whole house to see the exterior at
some point, but we quickly abandoned that for something stationary to
maximize playing space
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Date

Tuesday December 4, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Production Prep with the Scenic/Props Team
Notes

•

Met again with the scenery and props team to finalize a design for the
set. We spent some time walking through the space, checking off
where the furniture for each scene and moment would go, and
ensuring we had enough room backstage and could still fit 110 seats.

•

Continued to develop a ground plan and model of the set for the start
of rehearsals.

•

Design is slightly behind, but we have a solid plan to build on over the
course of the One Acts show week to catch up by the time rehearsals
start

•

Once this is completed, I’ll begin looping lighting into the equation to
talk about practicals, light sources, major moments, etc.
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Date

Wednesday December 5, 2018

Time

3-7pm

Event/Tasks Callbacks #2 / Casting
Notes

•

Sent a note out on Monday December 3 reminding everyone of the
callback changes to Wednesday to confirm availability and reminded
them that we may run late in an attempt to finish on Wednesday
versus continuing another day.

•

Provided an early callback slot for some students who needed to go
first due to conflicts (no issues there)

•

Realigned some pairings to try out new actors with characters

•

Sofía read brilliantly as Mary (total accident). She was able to balance
Mary’s complex character elements including complacency, motherly
love for Sal, and complete rage towards Marty.

•

Once Sofía read well for Mary, I had Alexa try out for Emily. Alexa read
the ‘hummus’ monologue and her unique comedic timing with a
sympathetic portrayal of Emily was incredible.

•

Late audition was for Lilly Brenneman reading for Andrea…brought the
house down with zingers towards Brian and Emily! Lilly’s use of sharp
comedy in her scenes were something I did not think about when
reading the play.
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•

Found our Brian in Charlie Berger. Charlie had a dramatic intensity
today when reading opposite AJ as Sal and Keith as Marty.

•

Met after the callback and cast the show with the stage managers,
dramaturgs, and assistant director.

•

Attempted to cast an entire second cast to provide more opportunities
for kids, however we had trouble casting the men, in particular the
role of Marty.

•

Landed on a set of understudies for all of the characters in Kleo and
Andrew.
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Date

Thursday December 6, 2018

Time
Event/Tasks Cast List Posting
Notes

•

Met with Kara in the morning to go over the cast lists for each show.

•

Only overlap was for Alexa Kahn. Kara indicated that it would be ok to
keep Alexa in the BTW cast

•

Posted cast list for the two shows. Posting included the time for a
cast/crew meeting on Friday
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Date

Friday December 7, 2018

Time

2:45pm

Event/Tasks Cast/Crew Meeting
Notes

•

Met with the cast and crew quickly to go over the schedule change
that was originally posted before auditions since there was a delay in
the first rehearsal.

•

Scripts would be emailed out to the cast ahead of time along with
revised schedules, contracts, and conflict forms
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Date

Monday December 10-14, 2018

Time
Event/Tasks Directing Prep
Notes

•

One Acts Festival Tech Rehearsal/Performance Week

•

Working through the show with the designers on each field during
breaks in between tech rehearsals
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Date

Monday December 17, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Potluck Read Thru
Notes

•

Reviewed Calendar with entire cast production team

•

Reviewed Conflict and contract policy

•

Phone and laptop policy (turn them off for three hours and focus when
in rehearsal). Phones could be used only to record scenes when
completed in rehearsal. No resistance on this!

•

Production goals globally and individually were explained.

•

Read Script

•

Determine location of an Intermission as a group. We talked about
where a natural break might land

•

•

Asked the cast the following after the read through:
•

“What are the most powerful moments of the play to you?”

•

“What do you want audiences to take away from this story?”

Each person found individual lines and moments that spoke to them
specifically to their character, but also found emotional connections to
their immediate partners in the show.

•

The cast/crew responses are listed in Appendix N: First Rehearsal
Student Questions
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Date

Tuesday December 18, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Sc. 1-2
Notes

•

Rules for rehearsals (Cast & Crew!)
•

No phones except for breaks and video recording of scenes

•

We will read each scene first and then work through the blocking
second

•

Once we are in a good place, we will record each scene to reference

•

If you are not in the scene, you’ll be working with Leenah and either
Rey or Claire in another room. Leenah will be given guidelines for the
blocking

•

In general, I want the actors to find their blocking and work around the
furniture and each other when there is tension

•

Scene 1 opens the show…It feels like it is missing something. It’s kind
of an abrupt entry into the show...we need something to set the tone
better than just walking into the morning after the storm.

•

Scene 2: Brian and Sal return home to help Mary and Marty

•

Major challenges are going to be working around the furniture and the
debris that needs to be cleaned up in the opening scenes.
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•

Props and scenery need to get the materials for the opening scene for
after the break so we can run the opening effectively and time it out
and/or see what we need to cut

•

While I was working Sc. 1-2, Leenah and Claire were out working on Sc.
3, 4, and 5 on character work and interactions with basic scenic
elements.
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Date

Wednesday December 19, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Sc. 3 & 5
Notes

•

Continued to cruise through blocking.

•

Leenah took the Understudies and others to work ahead on
developing future scenes (part of Leenah’s role as Student Director is
to block some of the scenes).

•

Challenges to keep an eye on including playing profile and cheating
out, in addition to Sc. 3 being set around the kitchen table.

•

Charlie and AJ played for a while without any instructions from me in
terms of developing their own blocking and what felt natural based on
the instructions of “how would you have a conversation with someone
in the kitchen you are actively trying to avoid.”

•

More work on that down the road, but we have some layers to build
on.

•

Sc. 5: Charlie and Alexa started with just reading the scene and then
we spent most of the remaining time dissecting their past history. Not
sure if either of them picked up on it initially, but the characters of
Brian and Emily have a severely complicated history that affected the
rest of the characters in the play.
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•

Both asked if they could spend time together to really dig into the
backstory and bring them to tomorrow’s rehearsal. We agreed and
would start there tomorrow.

•

I want that relationship to be the beacon of hope by the end of the
show that sparks change for the rest of the characters.
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Date

Thursday December 20, 2018

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Sc. 4, 6, 7
Notes

•

Sc. 5: Started with Sc. 5 for the first half hour. Charlie and Alexa came
in prepared with layers of backstory for the two characters and
developed some unscripted backstory that could be realistic for their
stories. They shared it with the cast and I think it prompted the other
actors to do the same amount of backstory homework over the
holiday break.

•

Sc. 4: Got a chance to look at Leenah’s blocking work and it was unreal.
She helped develop different tempos of movement for the different
actors (in particular Andrea) that gave a fresh look at the new
characters in the scene.

•

We did tweak some of the sitting arrangements at the table (and did a
side bar on blocking with a table) to making things more visible for the
audience. We definitely need the props to help give the scene more
dimension, but it’s clear they worked this scene for a while on
Wednesday.

•

Sc. 6: Sent Leenah back out to work Sc. 7 in the auditorium while I
worked Sc. 6 with AJ (Sal) and Sofía (Mary). Similar approach to Sc. 5
where we really needed to dig into their past, but this needed to be a
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turning point in the show since Mary finally admits that looking at a
new home might be their best option.
•

We really worked on playing the opposite emotions in the scene (Mary
lovingly embarrassing Sal and then displaying her cold nature when it
comes to feeling like Judas when looking at new homes).

•

AJ and Sofía already have strong chemistry together so it became a
matter of defining the emotions to what we needed it to be. We
definitely needed to find a way to break Sal a bit from being “stuck in
his ways” and being unwilling to see the other side (aka Sal not
understanding how much the home means to Mary).

•

Sc. 7: Starts with Brian and Marty eating dinner and then Sal comes in,
leading to another blow up between Brian and Sal, displaying how
distraught Sal is regarding Brian’s past and how he feels like he’s been
blamed.

•

Continues to be a challenge where AJ (Sal) and Charlie (Brian) are so
close as friends and yet I need them to get to a point of emotionally
and physically despising each other for different reasons. (Note: I need
to work with everyone to have them figure out who is
“mad/angry/disappointed/hurt” by other characters and what led to it.
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Date

Friday December 21, 2018

Time

3-7pm

Event/Tasks Cast/Crew Bonding – Laser Tag
Notes

•

Meet at the school and then head to Laser Tag for full cast and crew
bonding (first time the department has done this on a show)

•

Mixed the kids into groups of cast and crew and made sure they were
in teams of people they did not know super well.

•

Group outing was a fantastic time. Kids had tons of fun and it set a
great tone setter.
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Date

Sunday December 30, 2018

Time
Event/Tasks Prop & Furniture Hunting
Notes

•

Designers and SM’s met to go furniture hunting at Savers and
Goodwill. We were able to find a significant amount of furniture as
well as props and set dressing items for the show.

•

Everyone held on to the items found and we would drop them off at
the school on Monday morning when the building was open.
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Date

Monday December 31, 2018

Time

12pm

Event/Tasks Move Furniture into WHS after picking up items on Sunday
Notes

•

Crew members from Sunday met to bring items into the school for
rehearsals and performances. Items are a combination of rehearsal
props/furniture as well as actual items to be used in the show.

•

*Need a better kitchen table and set dressing items. The table we had
in prop storage had some wobbly legs and was too big for the set.
Additionally, it is going to take a beating in rehearsal, so we will need
something much stronger.
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Date

Wednesday January 2, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal
Notes

•

Change of plans slightly due to conflicts and Cotillion on Saturday

•

Leenah (AD) suggested she could work Sc. 1-7 with the actors while I
blocked scene 8 and 9 so we could maximize our time with the actors.

•

Scene 8 was a bear! Needed everyone, but it will find its way there
once they’re off book. They weren’t able to find a rhythm while
looking down for their lines every few seconds.

•

Scenes with Emily and Brian are tough, especially scene 9. They’re the
couple I’m rooting for to come out on top in this play even in the midst
of so much individual adversity. I know I spent way too much time
working Sc. 8 today, but it became getting Charlie and Alexa/Kleo
comfortable in the situations and helping them really understand their
backstory.

•

Goals for next week…rearrange the schedule and have the kids come
up with backstories using the text and what they would bring in to it.
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Date

Thursday January 3, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal
Notes

•

Worked Sc. 10. Leenah took the cast to work moments in other scenes
that involved backstories. She and Caroline (our dramaturg) worked
with the groups to develop backstories and apply them to the scenes
we blocked already in addition to how we could apply it to upcoming
scenes.

•

I took Keith and Sofía for the rehearsal to get them really into
understanding the years of pent up frustration that takes place before
the show began (wanting another kid, the supermarket tax fraud, etc.).

•

Challenge number one became Keith and Sofía are close friends to
begin with, so how do you get to a point like this in the play where the
world is crashing down around them.

•

I prepped previous action moments in my script I alluded to during
some table work and wanted to see if they would find them. We found
each of the moments that caused tension in their past and then I had
them improvise those conversations and arguments.

•

This led them to really understand where they needed to be
emotionally by Sc. 10, but also what got them to this point and where
the marriage became compromised.
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•

We eventually added in Charlie and AJ to the scene and found
ourselves in a good place with room to grow going forward.
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Date

Friday January 4, 2019

Time

2:30pm-8pm

Event/Tasks Costume Hunt
Lighting Meeting
Notes

•

Cast met at Savers to search for costume items inspired by their
character research boards.

•

Lizzy and I looked at their boards in tandem with her visions ahead of
the trip. The cast was told what their budget was ($35) and that ideas
had to be run through Lizzy. In addition, the cast only pulled specific
items we did not have in storage or that they did not have at home.

•

We were able to find 95% of our costume needs for the show. Lizzy
said she would search for shoes in costume storage for AJ in addition
to a few missing items.

•

While we were at Savers, the lighting team stayed at the school to
work out a light plot with the scenic team. Their goal was to have a
working draft by the time we returned (7pm).

•

Met with the lighting team after to look at the light plot. Other than
shifting a few things around, they felt ready to begin moving lights into
the theater on Saturday morning (note, they would be leaving early to
get ready for Cotillion).
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•

Remaining lighting questions include powering the many practicals,
where to add color into a show that seemed “grey,” as well as how we
would utilize a “drop pipe” from the grid and what the challenges
would be with setting that up.
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Date

Saturday January 5, 2019

Time

9am-9pm

Event/Tasks Set Building
Notes

•

Large turnout for the morning/afternoon, however many left for the
Wellesley Cotillion.

•

Some of us were blocked into the building due to busses for Cotillion,
so set building went until 9pm while watching multiple NFL playoff
games in the Little Theater. We didn’t plan to be here that late;
however, we stayed productive all night and got the flooring and the
walls of the set constructed.
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Date

Monday January 7, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Finish Blocking
Notes

•

We started out reviewing scene 10 with everyone and then walking
through the rest of the show (Sc. 11-13)

•

Kids were a bit distracted and tired today. Spillover from Cotillion over
the weekend.

•

Regardless, the energy in the room was really good, just need to reign
them in a bit more (specifically Charlie, AJ, and Andrew at times).

•

Cast brought in their character collage images that helped inspired
who they are playing. We posted them on the board so that way they
can reference them when they need to.

•

We finished rehearsal running scenes with the understudies since they
haven’t had many chances to be on stage. It gave Sofía a break (she
looks like she’s getting sick) and Ryan a chance to watch.
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Date

Tuesday January 8, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru
Notes

•

Started at the top of the show and walked through the blocking to
make sure actors are doing what is necessary.

•

Leenah led off with a warm-up to get the actors thinking about their
physical stature on stage going forward (plan to have her do this daily).

•

It became a stop and rework since we didn’t get to work Sc. 1-4 after
the break. Not a bad thing though. We were able to tweak some
blocking to make things less cumbersome and adjust some physical
characterization into their work.

•

Got to Sc. 5. While we were running, Ryan and Lily worked with Kleo
and Andrew on scene work they needed help with. In general, Kleo
and Andrew have been great about working moments with the cast
when they are not on stage. It’s helped everyone get off book quickly.

•

Talked with Props and Scenic after rehearsal…We spoke about getting
all items the actors interact with by Thursday. The actors expressed
challenges with regards to not having everything. Food props would be
incorporated on 1/21.
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Date

Wednesday January 9, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru
Notes

•

Continued working through the show. Slow but steady. The designers
have been watching in rehearsal (so glad they are in the room so early
and we are at a place where they can watch and craft their work)

•

Moments to work on closely and keep an eye on:
•

Brian & Emily moments needs to be softer. Charlie (Brian) needs
to start with an edge to him and then soften when he’s around
her.

•

Keith needs different intensity levels. I sent him home to score his
script to figure out his emotional level across the show and where
I needed him to be so contrast specific interactions on stage.

•

Relationship between Marty and Sal. It needs to come crashing
down to pieces by the end and still be something they can repair

•

SAL. internal conflict between his commitment to his wife,
Jennifer, and his commitment to the family that ostracizes him
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Date

Thursday January 10, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru
Notes

•

Continued the work through with the cast and designers. Got to the
end of the show and then ran the scenes with the understudies again
for repetition.

•

Nervous about the sound team since I have not seen anything up until
this point. I know they are going through hours of videos and music to
incorporate, but I don’t know if they have much at this point.

•

Also concerned about the lighting timeline. Kristin has rescheduled
gymnastics meets that conflict with events on our schedule. Might
need to rely more on Alden and Anson.
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Date

Friday January 11, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru
Notes

•

Ran the show!

•

Kids are off book minus a few moments.

•

This was a major achievement to continue moving forward. We left
with the weekend assignment of continuing to run through their lines
and scoring their scripts in terms of where they
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Date

Saturday January 12, 2019

Time

9am-6pm

Event/Tasks Load-In into the Theater
Notes

•

Sent out a revised Final 2 Weeks schedule to the cast and crew to
reflect some changes and detail the integration with the cast/crew.

•

Sweatshirt orders also went out to the cast and crew today. They
wanted to get sweatshirts for this show since it has been such a cold
winter so much.
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Date

Monday January 14, 2019

Time

3-6pm Tech Time
6-9pm Cast Rehearsal

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

Ran the show on the set. Cast was great adjusting to the set in place
and the changes we had to make regarding the new counter setup we
found and some free furniture.

•

Today became a walkthrough with the new furniture, more props, and
walking thru the transitions so everyone had what they needed or
Props was able to make a list of what was missing.

•

Tedious but badly needed.

•

Crew continues to work incredibly hard to put the show together and
the cast has been quick to compliment them.
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Date

Tuesday January 15, 2019

Time

3-6pm Tech Time
6-9pm Cast Rehearsal

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

Ended rehearsal early. Andrew was sent home sick and many of the
kids in the cast looked exhausted and sick. We worked through some
general notes and walked through some changes on the set, however
it wasn’t a productive night.
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Date

Wednesday January 16, 2019

Time

CANCELED

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

Rehearsal was canceled. I was out sick for the day and I told the cast
and crew to head home after school and rest instead of working
through notes.

•

Gave the option for Lighting to do some programming work after
school. Kara Sullivan offered to be the adult in the room to watch
them.

•

Leenah posted about Spirit week for show week:
•

Mon. 1/21: Pajama Day

•

Tue. 1/22: Actor/Techie Twin Day

•

Wed. 1/23: 2012 Day (dress like you did in 2012)

•

Thu. 1/24: Show Shirts

•

Fri. 1/25: Tech/”Dress like Manimon”

•

Sat. 1/26: Dress Up Day
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Date

Thursday January 17, 2019

Time

3-6pm Tech Time
6-9pm Rehearsal

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

Crew met after school to continue working on the details of the set.
This has been the biggest challenge for them on this show (working on
every small detail versus broad-strokes on the main stage)
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Date

Friday January 18, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal / Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

3-6pm: Cast & swing cast rehearsal

•

6-9:30pm: Tech time in the theater

•

Lighting focus, Scenery notes. Lots of details to finish. Crew and I need
to play catchup on this to help the cast get the props and scenery they
need to run comfortably.
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Date

Saturday January 19, 2019

Time

9am Tech Notes
12-6pm Cue to Cue #2

Event/Tasks Cue to Cue Rehearsal
Notes

•

Crew met to finish final preparations for the show. Building, painting,
set dressing, lighting, sound. Everyone was there (Sound arrived at 8 to
work before everyone arrived to set levels).

•

Cast arrived at 12pm for Cue to Cue. Lizzy had the cast for a chunk of
time to check all the costumes and determine if we were missing
anything. This gave lighting some extra time to set the practicals into
the board since they did not arrive until Friday night.

•

Plan with SM’s was to walk through the show for tech and get the cues
set for lights and sound. In addition, we wanted to find the issues with
transitions and resolve them before moving forward. Cast was told this
rehearsal was a priority for tech and that we would be doing things
multiple times, however we would work acting moments if the SM’s
said there was some time.

•

Concerned about promoting the show. Talked with Wellesley POPS
about running promos for the show to sell tickets.

•

Long day of work, but the show is really coming together. The cast
popped in during the day to bring in costume items from home for the
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show. Costumes setup the dressing rooms for the casts. Props prepped
one dressing room to be shared to prep the food props (note, we need
a 3rd dressing room for the future…)
•

Crew note: Tech shirts or BTW shirts only for transitions. Anything else
doesn’t fit.
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Date

Sunday January 20, 2019

Time

9-6pm

Event/Tasks Tech Notes
Notes

•

Long day of work, but the show is really coming together. The cast
popped in during the day to bring in costume items from home for the
show. Costumes setup the dressing rooms for the casts. Props prepped
one dressing room to be shared to prep the food props (note, we need
a 3rd dressing room for the future…)

•

The set received most of the attention today so lights had the right
colors on everything. Props was also hard at work to track where
everything went in the show.
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Date

Monday January 21, 2019

Time

12-6pm

Event/Tasks Cue to Cue Rehearsal
Notes

•

Cast arrived at 12pm for Cue to Cue #2.

•

Plan with SM’s was to finish Cue to Cue, run the scenes involving the
understudies and stop to work moments, and then run the entire
show. I invited some seniors and alumni to come watch and give
feedback on the flow of the show.

•

Whole show was cued by the time we left. Huge plus moving into dress
rehearsals this week. We still wanted to record the pre-show
announcement this week and determine curtain call music.

•

Caroline took cameo pictures from the rehearsal to put together a
“behind the scenes” album for the cast and crew.

•

Ryan came in with a promo video for the show. POPS posted it on their
Facebook and Twitter pages. It was also sent into the WHS Morning
Announcements for the Friday promo slot.
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Date

Tuesday January 22, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Work Thru & Notes
Notes

•

Keith emailed me in the morning saying he was diagnosed with the flu.

•

Revised plan for Tuesday is to walk Andrew (Male Understudy)
through the blocking and try to run the show as best we can with
Andrew on book so the other actors can get something out of the run.
The Stage Managers figured we could work the non-Marty scenes first
and then do a run to give Andrew some time to prep. (Worried about
prepping Kleo for the Saturday matinee…)

•

Rehearsal was not as bad as expected…Kids weren’t able to dig deep
with the distraction of Keith being out at first, but eventually things
moved forward and we made progress. Group was concerned about
Keith, however we all agreed that Andrew was an understudy to cover
situations like this and we left optimistic.

•

Andrew and I spoke on tonight night to go over the plan which
included him performing on Thursday if Keith was unable to go.
Andrew was planning to meet with Kleo and other members of the
cast to work lines and blocking throughout the school day (no classes
on Wednesday due to Make-Up Day).
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•

Checked in with Keith. He said his fever was starting to break and
there’s a chance he could perform Thursday. Mrs. Robinson and I
spoke via email and I asked her to make the best decision for Keith and
to let us know on his progress. She said she would keep me posted
throughout the days ahead.
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Date

Wednesday January 23, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Rehearsal/Understudy Run with Andrew
Notes

•

Make-Up Day inbetween the semesters. No classes were held

•

Kleo and members of the cast met with Andrew at 9am to work
through blocking and lines so he was ready for the afternoon. Andrew
spent all day working and it showed during the run that afternoon

•

Rehearsal plan was to run with everything and provide Andrew with
help if needed. Andrew did not have any costumes at that point (Lizzy
spent the run pulling options from storage), but we ran with all other
technical elements.

•

Andrew was 90% off book, knew his lines, and tripped up once, but he
was able to backup and start over correctly.

•

Made it through the run. Everyone feels confident going into Thursday
with Andrew if he has to perform. Andrews’ jitters are gone and we
are ready. Cast also feels comfortable with Andrew in the scenes now,
which probably helped alleviate some concerns.

•

Crew stayed late to finish some quiet time notes for lights and sound,
but otherwise it’s ready for audiences.

•

Spoke with Mrs. Robinson as well…Keith’s plan was to go to school and
come right home at 2:30 to rest before call time. Seems like he will
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perform on Thursday night. We planned to set up a separate area for
Keith to prep before the show and that he would have a later call time
so he could rest in between school and the show. I followed up with
Keith on any notes via email that night and that we could walk through
them during his free periods on Thursday.
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Date

Thursday January 24, 2019

Time

2:30 Show Prep
5:00 Call time
7:00 Performance
9:30 End of Show/Dismissal

Event/Tasks Performance #1
Notes

•

Keith was in school for classes today and is eligible to perform in the
show tonight. I spoke closely with Keith and his parents to make sure
he is all set and assured them that we have a backup plan if we need
to do so.

•

Crew & company worked on final notes to make up some lost time
from working with Andrew to cover for Keith should he not be able to
perform. There was some anxiety that brewed over the course of the
day, but the kids went home and rested until 5pm and seemed ready
to go.

•

Keith came in at 5:30 and got ready in another room separate from the
actors as a precaution. We walked through 2 small changes with Keith
at 6pm as well as curtain call.

•

Show was a hit! Full house gave us some great feedback and reactions.

•

I treated tonight as a final dress rehearsal…There were some notes to
fix, but nothing that affected the performance.
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Date

Friday January 25, 2019

Time

5:00 Call time
7:00 Performance
9:30 End of Show/Dismissal

Event/Tasks Performance #2
Notes

•

Cast and crew were ready for show #2. Another full house and more
great feedback afterwards on the Instant Reaction wall

•

Met with Darlene H. and Lauren B. after the show to get their critical
review of the show (We collectively treated Thursday as a “final dress”
due to Keith being out sick and Friday as the informal opening night).
Both gave huge accolades but gave a few important notes that would
help including:
•

More coffee mugs and kitchen props are needed in the kitchen
(we only had a handful)

•

Different jacket needed for Sofía’s character in the final scene

•

Bigger jacket for Keith in final moment to wear over the robe

•

Give AJ more options for shoes depending on the scene (he’s the
fashionable one and doesn’t have the right shoes)

•

Bring back the winter hat for Charlie in Scene 5

•

Rework the ending. The show is scripted in the stage directions
to have Marty and Mary exiting on this rocky relationship, but it
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deflates the final moment as they are scripted to be the only
characters ending on an uncertain future (everyone else is
gaining some stability). Have them walk out to the beach
hopeful together.
•

Notes sent to actors and crew Friday night with the goal of
walking through the changes first thing on Saturday. Call time
would be 11:30 for notes, adjustments with the understudies,
and photos with George from ASA Photographic.
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Date

Saturday January 26, 2019

Time

11:30: Call time/Notes/Photos with George
2:00: Performance
4:30: End of Show/ Pot Luck Dinner
Meet with Emily Rollie for her observations of the show
5:30: Call time
7:00: Performance
9:30: End of Show/Dismissal

Event/Tasks Understudy Performance
Performance
Notes

•

Long Day. Had the METG Festival Host Site Meeting in the morning
followed by a two-show day.

•

Darlene H. and David H. came with extra jackets and mugs to help give
the characters and their home some more depth…lifesavers!
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•

Understudy cast clearly excited to perform (Kleo as Emily and Andrew
as Philip). Main cast was super supportive all morning getting them
ready.

•

2pm show had a great turn out. Not a full house, but ¾ or so
(exceptional for a matinee in Wellesley)

•

Emily Rollie was able to see both casts during her visit. She gave a
lovely review of the show to the kids and reassured them that their
process during the show really played well on stage, even with major
hurdles such as playing characters much older than them and surprise
illnesses in the cast.

•

Closing night became super emotional. Full house, lots of alumni
returned for closing night, and it was my last time working as a
director with some of these kids and couldn’t be prouder of what
everyone on the show accomplished.

•

Mom and Brenda were in the house tonight too. She cried but loved
the show.
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Date

Monday January 28, 2019

Time

3-6pm

Event/Tasks Strike & Cleanup Day
Notes

•

Struck the set after school. Each designer/ “dept. head” was
responsible for cleaning of the stage and various areas. We did not
strike the roof of the set that day due to the school lift being used for
another project. The roof would be struck by the end of the week.

•

Ended strike in a bittersweet circle, the same way we started. We
reminisced about how far we came, our favorite moments, and how
close we became as a cast and crew.

•

Cast and Crew planning on a skating night to celebrate the end of the
show in the next couple weeks.
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Production Performance Evaluation – Dr. Emily Rollie
MA – Theatre Production
Thesis Production Response to By the Water, directed by Mr. Brian McManimon
Wellesley High School (Wellesley, MA)
26 January 2019 @ 2 pm and 7 pm
Thesis Chair: Dr. Emily Rollie
Mr. Brian McManimon serves as the primary technical theater and design teacher at
Wellesley High School. While his plate is often full with designing for the department’s
mainstage season and mentoring his students in their own design processes, he also found
creative ways to balance his design and directing duties for his thesis production, which
Wellesley High School included as part of their spring 2019 offerings. In selecting the modern
drama By the Water by Sharon Rothstein for his thesis production, Mr. McManimon selected a
challenging, contemporary realistic script for his students and a text that allowed him to both
showcase his technical/design skills and facilities as well as to hone his directing skills.
Located in lovely, parklike surroundings, Mr. McManimon’s high school campus also
features two well-equipped performance spaces: a larger proscenium and a 100-seat black box
space, where his thesis production occurred. The black box space was quite cozy with the
inclusion of the realistic house set created for the production, so much so that the booth with
the stage manager and board operators was located right alongside the audience. (Fortunately,
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the student stage managers and board operators were well trained and followed proper
protocols so as not to distract during the performances, although for audience members sitting
closer to the booth, there may have been some potential for distraction.) While the black box
did indeed feel quite full for this production in light of the large set, that coziness and closeness
also contributed to the audience experience, making them feel as if they were in the house with
the family to confront the issues alongside them as well as creating a sense of the house itself
as a large, looming character in the play.
As he noted in his articulately rendered director’s notes, Mr. McManimon selected the
play for his department and thesis production in part because of his own family’s experience
spending summers on the Massachusetts coast and his own memories of Hurricane Sandy. He
also selected it because of his school’s proximity to New York, which allowed the students a
more personal connection to the story and offered Mr. McManimon a pedagogical opportunity
to engage his students in collaborative dramaturgy. Evidence of their group’s work and
exploration of the factual, now historical events of Hurricane Sandy were posted as a visual and
textual timeline along the hallway outside of the performance space, providing audience
members more information about the significance of the event and photos of the devastation
(which they then also witnessed on the set in the theatre). Further, Mr. McManimon noted in
conversations with me that this play also offered his students and the program overall a unique
performance opportunity, as it had been approximately 10 (or more) years since the
department had produced a modern, realistic drama.
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Brian’s primary teaching role at Wellesley High School is in technical theatre and design;
thus, the technical elements of this production particularly shined. The play calls for a realistic
box set of a storm-ravaged New Jersey home, and Brian and his team of student designers and
builders delivered. There was much attention to detail in terms of the construction of the
house, complete with a small porch on stage left and outdoor area downstage as well as
interior kitchen and living room, with stairs to the upstairs. However, the true challenge with
this play isn’t in the realism of the house itself but in the realism of its post-hurricane setting.
Thus, Mr. McManimon not only designed a realistic home but also a hurricane-ravaged home,
with sand and leaves on the floors presumably left by the ocean floodwaters, a large tarp
covering a ragged hole the wall near the front door, and water-stained cupboards. The walls of
the set, in fact, appeared torn away, allowing the audience a view into the home but the jagged
nature of the walls and openings clearly communicated the significance of the disaster that had
just occurred in the world of the play. The muted blue-grey color and overall style of the
house’s visible siding and roof pieces added to the realistic detail of the scene, and it also more
metaphorically reminded me of the brooding nature of the sea and serious emotions and
themes of the show.
Providing additional detail to the set and offering the house a sense of height, Mr.
McManimon chose to hang the frame of a window at the apex of the set. On occasion, the way
the window interacted with the lighting design – initially shining on the window which drew
focus and sometimes shadowing the action – pulled me out of the performance to focus on that
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particular scenic element; however, I did appreciate the way it added height and an additional
looming quality to the set.
The only larger critical observation I would offer in regard to set design is that it
employed primarily right angles, which seemed to flatten things out a bit and challenged Mr.
McManimon in his ability to play strong diagonal movement patterns and crosses with his
actors. However, it should also be noted that part of those right angles were, I suspect,
conscious logistical choices to ensure the set of the house fit in the blackbox space.
The set dressing also offered small details to the location and themes of the show, such
as a painting of large waves on the ocean, which hung prominently on the upstage living room
wall. Admittedly, the set might have benefitted further from some additional set dressing and
props on the shelves in the kitchen and some of the furniture, albeit tipped over and out of
place at the beginning of the show, seemed a bit too clean to have been marinating in ocean
storm water for days; however, as an audience member, I felt there was enough props and set
dressing in place as well as details in the larger design itself to provide a strong sense of realism.
In fact, perhaps the best testament to the impeccable detail and care put into the design of the
set is that I observed multiple audience members taking photos of the set before and after the
performances.
Similar to the detail offered by the scenic elements, the lighting design and moments
also seemed intuitively executed, with subtle shifts to support movement patterns, emotional
moments, and time of day changes. The only lighting moment and choice that seemed
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particularly obvious or quibble-worthy was the aforementioned lighting on and around the
hanging window frame at the front/top of the house.
The contemporary setting and time period of the play made costumes accessible and
perhaps not as challenging as a period piece or a more fantasy-based play; however, even with
contemporary costuming, I was able to see character traits via costume choices, which is
especially important when working with actors of very similar ages and then making distinction
between them in regard to age and relationship (such as aging parents and adult children).
Dramaturgically, a key layer to the conflict of the play is the family’s economic state. In
response to this, the costumes also reflected and supported the family’s blue collar background
and their strapped financial status. The father Marty, for instance, was clad in flannel shirt,
heavy workboots, and worn jeans, while the younger son, who had found success and a job in
the city, sported clean and pressed khakis and a button up shirt. In a few moments the
costumes appeared a bit oversized for the actor – such as the “successful” son’s pants and his
windbreaker, which read as a bit sloppier than expected for a character who was
characteristically precise and well- off – however the suggestion of different characterizations
and financial statuses visually via costume was most certainly evident.
Because this play is grounded in realism, the soundscape played a subtle yet key role in
the performance. As the audience entered the space, ambient sounds of waves and seagulls
greeted them – at an appropriate level, just loud enough to be audible but not distracting for
pre- show conversation. The preshow announcement was prerecorded and professional,
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although I would recommend that the playwright’s name be included in the introduction of the
play, even in the recorded announcement. Between scenes the interstitial and transitional
soundscape included snippets of news recordings from Hurricane Sandy, a creative and
effective design choice that helped the audience link the world on stage with the actual events
of the storm.
The play offered significant acting challenges for Mr. McManimon’s students and his
directorial approach. It is difficult to ask young actors to play significantly older characters than
themselves, and four of the seven characters in the play are described as being in their 60s.
Despite this challenge, Brian cast the show well, selecting actors who had a more mature
sensibility and stage presence for the parental roles. However, even with a greater sense of
maturity, it can be difficult for an 18 year old actor to authentically play a 60 year old person (or
a 30 year old person, although that is much more in range), and at times, it seemed that several
of the young actors overplayed their ages, trying a bit too hard to “perform age” which then
pulled me out of the believable world of the play. For instance, the young man who played
Marty Murphy, who is 62 years old and the stubborn patriarch of the family, logically adjusted
and slowed his naturally quick tempo-rhythm, which was effective, but he also moved hunched
over and as if his feet were too heavy to pick up – a movement trait that made him seem much
older than 62. While this young man did a noble job of depicting a complicated, older patriarch,
his shuffling movement and his tendency to cast his gaze to the floor in moments of seriousness
sometimes took me out of the scene and rendered his performance slightly less authentic.
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It was clear that Mr. McManimon had discussed having clear, active intentions with
them, and in many moments of the play the actors had incredible capacity to find the nuance of
the shifts in power dynamics, especially between the actors who played the two brothers.
However, as is true with most young actors, further attention to letting statements land and
actually processing them before replying would be beneficial. In intimate moments, we lost the
actors’ voices and volume. On the whole, though, the actors all seemed to inhabit in the same
world and seemed aware of the import of playing active intentions and objectives. Similar to
the thoughtful detail provided in the set design, Mr. McManimon also ensured his actors had
and engaged in realistic stage business, which was particularly evident and organic during the
scenes at the kitchen table.
In an effort to offer more students opportunities, Brian also double cast several of the
roles, and I also was able to see both casts perform – one on Saturday afternoon and the
second on Saturday evening. While it can be difficult to ensure both casts are equally matched
and prepared, Brian and his student actors did well to maintain a similar energy and focus with
both casts. Moreover, during the break between shows, I also witnessed the investment both
casts – and all of the students, for that matter – had in the show and in supporting Mr.
McManimon’s vision.
For Brian as the director, the set offered many places to play and obstacles to move
around, especially in its disheveled state. While expansive in size, it accommodated the cast size
well and offered obstacles, some levels, and other picturization opportunities for Brian’s
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direction. There were also many opportunities to use kitchen table – which is always a blocking
challenge for directors and actors – and Brian found ways to open it and his actors up
organically.
In part because of the space/set and in part related to directing decisions, sometimes
the direction seemed to lack the use of strong diagonals. A greater use of diagonal crosses and
counter crosses would have made stronger pictures and offered more dynamic movement
patterns. Because the actors did not work as often on strong diagonals, it also resulted in many
moments of profile, which could not only impact audience sightlines but also limit the weight of
highly emotional moments that require a profile face-to-face confrontation. Because this profile
placement was used so often throughout the show, the impact of those moments felt
somewhat less than if more diagonal crosses and actor positioning had been used.
Overall, Mr. McManimon’s production of By the Water offered an excellent vehicle for
him to demonstrate not only his artistic strengths but also the things he has learned as part of
this MA program. The pedagogically-centered nature of CWU’s MA Theatre Production program
was evident in his clear consideration of the reasons this particular script would serve his
students and his department, and the skills he learned in his MA directing classes were put to
work and challenged in this realistic, serious genre with young actors. Moreover, his extant
technical and design skills served him well, and in our discussions around the performances, he
also astutely noted the ways that he had utilized the skills he had gleaned in his
design/production classes at CWU.
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Self-Evaluation
Brian McManimon
Self-Reflection from By the Water
September 30, 2019
Just over a year ago, I stumbled across the play By the Water while scouring play
services for a story that combines a historical moment and an artistic soul that spoke to me and
the academic challenges involved in the CWU Thesis Project. When I came across By the Water,
I gravitated towards the events of Hurricane Sandy, the aftermath, and rebuild of New York,
New Jersey, and parts of the East Coast, while also relating to the human microcosm of the
show: a family struggling to decide the future of their home in a state of familial and
supernatural distress.
After reading the play for the first time on the plane ride home from Ellensburg in 2018,
I was shocked by the depth of the show, and yet simultaneously wanted to contact the
playwright and beg her to expand the stories of characters like Brian and Emily’s romance or
the future of the Murphy home, especially since to this day, Staten Island continues to struggle
with lingering elements of the rebuilding process. I also wanted to know what happened next
with Marty and Mary? Would they drift apart or find a way back together? While the story gave
us undefined variables to expand upon, challenging character angles in terms of their
motivation, and a story that did not glisten with the happy endings that Wellesley High School
has become accustom to, I felt strongly that we needed a story that featured the human spirit
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that was also emotionally raw and would bring us on a journey with challenging relationships in
an unspeakable circumstance.

Non-Artistic Challenges:
Added Responsibilities, Scheduling, Surprise Illnesses, and a Dedicated Crew
Since I wear many hats when I direct at Wellesley High School including the roles of
Director, Technical Director, Production Manager, Producer and Design Mentor, it has been a
challenge to achieve everything artistically I have conceived in a show without sacrifices or
dedicating twice as many hours to a project. That being said, I started early on By the Water
with developing conceptual ideas for the show beginning in September 2018 and chipped away
at the concept, design, and challenges as the fall progressed. After the closing of our November
musical, Monty Python’s SPAMALOT, I was able to chat with our creative team and technicians
about major visual ideas for the show and began collecting research so we could hit the ground
running in once rehearsals began in December. In addition, I aggressively passed out copies of
the show to our student body to build excitement for a play they had not heard of since it had
never reached a Broadway or strong regional level.
What became an unprepared challenge for me was attempting to prepare the work for
the thesis while being the assigned as the mentor for our new drama specialist at the high
school. This involved mentoring duties and taking on unanticipated additional responsibilities to
keep the transition smooth between the former and new staff members, but a time
commitment that was greater than I expected. In addition, the magnitude of the fall musical,
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Monty Python’s SPAMALOT, did not make things any easier. Looking back, I wish I spent
additional time working on dissecting the script and its characters in August versus chipping
away at it on concentrated areas during the fall, but that being said, August was utilized as a
time for a much-needed break.
The scheduling of major events and productions at Wellesley High School has always
been difficult especially in the face of the extremely high academic standards as well as the
professional-level artistic expectations put on the students. This production found itself in
difficult spots during the course of November and December where we were ready to audition
and begin rehearsals in late November but were forced to delay twice due to my colleague’s
lack of preparation and commitment to a schedule for shared auditions on the two winter
shows. While our schedule was pushed back twice due to reasons out of my control, our team
was prepared enough that were able to adjust our rehearsal plans to include table work and
physical character exercises into later rehearsals.
Out of anyone’s control, illnesses (in particular the winter flu) took its toll on the cast,
crew, and me during this process. Thankfully, our understudies rehearsed daily in each of the
roles and that practice and routine came in handy during final dress rehearsals but almost for a
performance or two since the actor playing Marty ended up being out sick for the entire
production week except for performances. In rehearsals, we used the calling phrase “switch it
up” in rehearsal where we would run scenes multiple times and the understudy would suddenly
(and at times randomly) take over a character in the scene. Not only did it make each actor
extremely prepared, but it let everyone run the scene multiple times and pick up on different
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nuances from the swing performances, and it gave our understudies the chance to rehearse
many of the roles. I honestly found that it helped each actor react uniquely in each moment
and it eventually turned into a rehearsal game between the cast, keeping them loose and
productive even in the midst of some uncertainty with illnesses.
Returning back to the scheduling piece, we also took a hit from a technical side of things
where the delays in the schedule and bureaucratic administrative roadblocks prevented us
from hiring two alumni to assist as Technical Director’s for the show for a three-week stretch,
allowing me to focus primarily on directing versus directing in the afternoon and building the
scenery at night and during the weekends. While not ideal, the crew and I managed the change
in operating schedule, however I could tell it took a toll on me physically by the time we hit
January and I could feel the total exhaustion, especially after we closed. Looking back, I would
not have repeated that schedule again and I wished I pushed back on my time being respected
more by my colleague and administrators when it came to delays in auditions and my rehearsal
schedule due to others being unprepared and behind schedule.

Artistic “Re-Do’s”
Looking back on the entire process of By the Water, I am incredible proud of what we
accomplished during a short rehearsal period and working on a dramatic show that our entire
acting pool of students at the time had never done before. We came in with clear ambitions
and goals and I feel like we surpassed expectations, however I would definitely make some
changes looking back on it when directing again in the future.
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•

Rehearsals and Props: While we tried to run rehearsals with props arriving as the
schedule continues, we found ourselves limited with not knowing what we would find
and finding ourselves modifying blocking late in the process around newly found props
and furniture that were better options. Simply put, we needed the entire furniture and
props list from the start to help the actors sooner with determining timing and blocking
and I would not have changed my blocking so fluidly depending on what we were able
to find through the search process.

•

Change of Location: I would have scheduled the show to take place on our main stage
and set up black box seating on the stage. This would have given us the ability to take in
a larger audience (something that we could have easily accomodated), expand on
scenery details that were built but never installed (the roof extensions), and allowed us
to turn the house on a better angle and open it up from the confines of the black box. It
also would have given us the ability to utilize a cyclorama in the background of the set,
something I desperately wanted to utilize more color, time of day, and emotion but it
just did not fit in the space. This would have given our lighting team the ability to
develop skyscapes to assist in the transition of time of day throughout the show, as well
as convey a world beyond the Murphy home. One idea we had was being able to see the
skyline of the other boroughs of New York both in darkness/without power and later on
when power returned, showing a glimmering skyline while Staten Island suffers in the
dark and on personal home generators.
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•

Make Mary the heart of the story: Looking back at how I directed the show, I gave
emphasis on Marty as the central figure who holds this patriarchal power over the
family and the town. Looking back, I wish I could have found ways to create more
moments where Mary can demonstrate a stronger emotional role in the family instead
of waiting until the very end. She holds the emotional weight of the family on her
shoulders (including Marty’s) and I wish I was able to bring her character to the
forefront more often than I originally did.

•

Projections: In collaboration with our sound designers, I wish I could have integrated
projected video footage that was in sync with the transitional soundscape cues that
could have masked the scenic transitions better than watching the crew on stage. This
would have not only helped mask transitions but give a broader visual as to what took
place on Staten Island and the struggles that ensued through the lens of local and
national news footage clippings.

Major Success Stories: Swing Cast, Collaboration & Bonding, New Artistic Visions, Design &
Technical Achievements
While there were things I would change, I will always stand by the work these students
executed because of the lasting impact the show has had on them, in addition to the many
memories and moments that defined the entire process.
•

Swing Cast: In previous shows I have directed at Wellesley High School, we have
consistently had two casts performing on alternate days (two performances for each
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cast) so the need for a swing or understudy cast was not needed during those
productions. This time around, we initially planned to cast two separate casts for By the
Water, however we decided to cast two students as swings to cover the male and
female roles in the seven-person cast when we did not find enough students to fill an
entire second cast. The students who were not cast in By the Water were ultimately cast
in the festival production scheduled for March.
In rehearsals, one group would work with me on new work while our student
director would run review rehearsals in the auditorium of scenes that had been blocked
already utilizing available cast and teaching the understudies the blocking and character
elements. This way, we were always making progress and building repetition while
giving our student director and dramaturg some directing experience with the cast. Even
after I worked with the cast on a scene for the first time, our student director would
continue to evolve the scenes in rehearsals and through that process, they were able to
implement their own ideas into the direction of certain scenes and moments, most of
which found themselves in the final version of the show.
During show week, our actor playing Marty came down with the flu on Monday
and did not return to school until our opening night on that Thursday. Due to the
extensive work we did with the understudies where they had experience in each of the
roles, our male swing was able to step in for two days of dress rehearsals, allow the cast
to continue finessing their roles, and help bridge the show to opening night where
everyone was prepared. It galvanized our show mantra of “switch it up” into “next
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person up” and gave our show, cast, and crew the preparation and positive energy it
needed to open on time, especially when our male understudy, Andrew, was able to
perform the role of Marty during our final dress off book, in full character and costume,
and convinced all of us that he could perform the role in his own way. Our actor playing
Marty, Keith Robinson, did return that Thursday healthy and ready to go and as a group,
we all acknowledged how incredible our understudy, Andrew, was during the past week
of rehearsals. Although he did not get to perform in the role of Marty (he did perform as
Philip in the understudy performance), the team-first approach worked and got us to
the finish line.
•

New Artistic Visions: To contrast the previous five seasons of shows that were
dominated by musicals, comedies, and self-scripted comedies, our decision to produce
By the Water was one that would allow us to hit the reset button and try to balance the
season with shows to include more dramatic works instead of relying on similar genres.
From the start, our Performing Arts director was primarily concerned with ticket sales,
income, and whether it would attract students and audiences, all of which without
every reading the script. Contrary to that opinion, we saw over 100 students audition
for the show and after the large majority of them were not cast in the show, many of
them came with their families to see the performances of By the Water (some coming
more than once!) It was a confidence builder for me to say confidently that we could
select shows in our season that would not only be timely and relevant, but that we
could draw audiences to fill the seats as well even if it was not commercially well known
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piece and even if there was a smaller cast of students involved. It spoke to the artistic
culture of our audiences, something that I worked extremely hard to cultivate during my
tenure in Wellesley.
•

Design & Technical Achievements: By the Water was partially picked to support the
strengths of the stage crew during the 2018-2019 season, but also provide new
academic and artistic challenges for them to accomplish like creating a realistic
environment based on true events. Featuring a props-dependent interior setting,
realistic environments, natural driven lighting, and a timeline that spanned months, the
crew had its work cut out for them. We spent hours in design meetings throughout the
fall and winter to make sure everything was covered from a design perspective and
troubleshot technical areas that became stumbling blocks such as when Marty would
turn the generator on to power the home, what food would be available, and how to
balance realistic lighting with emotionally driven moments. The crew lead the way on
this dialogue and brought their own intuitive designs to life.

•

Collaboration & Bonding: Departmentally, we have always struggled to develop a
unified show environment between the cast and crew simply due to their opposing
packed schedules and limited opportunities for students to overlap in acting and theater
technology. One of my year-long goals (and in particular on this show) was to foster a
show family, in the spirit of the show’s family unit. The students coordinated laser tag
outings, IHOP trips, a Savers trip to find their costumes and props, and family dinner
days during tech week and in between shows, thank you and compliment books for
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every student involved, hundreds of behind the scenes photos during the entire process,
and a closing weekend ice skating trip in Boston. What we found at the end of the
process was each person in the cast and crew knew everyone on the team by name,
their role, and had tremendous respect for their collective artistic work. This to me was
the most important part of the entire process because the process must be a fun,
welcoming, and memorable experience and without that, why bother?

Periodically, I come across show photos, company members wearing the show
sweatshirts in the hallways, or posters from By the Water and it brings back many
overwhelming memories from that entire journey. As a teacher and as an artist, I am extremely
proud of the work each student did on the production and I am thankful for everything I
learned from CWU to help me produce this piece. Even knowing that there are ways to improve
the process or evolve the design or direction of the piece, it remains a uniquely powerful
theatrical moment for everyone involved.
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V. Appendices
Appendix A: Production Photos

Photography services provided by George Lucozzi of ASA Photographic in Billerica, MA through
a contract with Wellesley POPS (Parents of Performing Students).

Character and actor names will be listed left to right, as well as the actor graduation year. The
cast includes:
o Keith Robinson’20 (Marty Murphy)
o Sofía Ko’19 (Mary Murphy)
o AJ Masiello’19 (Sal Murphy)
o Charlie Berger’20 (Brian Murphy)
o Alexa Kahn’20 (Emily Carter)
o Lilly Brenneman’19 (Andrea Carter)
o Ryan Magrisi’19 (Philip Carter)
o Andrew Stevenson’20 (Male Understudy)
o Kleo Mitrokostas’20 (Female Understudy)

Note: Andrew Stevenson and Kleo Mitrokostas performed at the 2:00pm performance on
Saturday January 26, 2019 in the roles of Phillip and Emily respectively during the understudy
performance.
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The Cast & Crew of “By the Water”

TECH “Album Cover” Photo
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Opening Moment (Unscripted News Montage)

Main Cast

Understudy Cast
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Scene 1

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ‘19) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Scene 2

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19)
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Scene 3

Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Scene 4

Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19), Phillip Carter (Ryan Magrisi ’19), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19),
Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19), Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Scene 5

Emily Carter (Alexa Kahn ’20) & Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20)

Emily Carter (Kleo Mitrokostas ’20) & Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20)
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Scene 6

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
Scene 7

Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Scene 8

Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Emily Carter (Alexa Kahn ’20)

Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19) & Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19)
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Phillip Carter (Ryan Magrisi ’19) & Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19)

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’19) & Phillip Carter (Ryan Magrisi ’19)
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Phillip Carter (Andrew Stevenson ’20) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’19)

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19), Phillip Carter (Andrew Stevenson ’20) &
Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Scene 9

Emily Carter (Alexa Kahn ’20) & Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20)

Emily Carter (Kleo Mitrokostas ’20) & Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20)
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Scene 10

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Scene 11

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19) & Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ’19)

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20) & Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Scene 12

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello’19), Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko’19), Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger’20)
& Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson’20)

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello’19) & Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger’20)
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Scene 13

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko’19)

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko’19) & Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson’20)
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Appendix B: Scenic Design Elements

Scenic Designer/Student Technical Director: Sharon Zhu ‘19
Assoc. Scenic Designer: Connor Gallerani ‘20
Asst. Student Technical Director: Nick Pyzowski ‘20

Items include:
1. Visual Research
2. Conceptual Sketches & Ground Plans
3. Building Drawings & Final Ground Plans
4. Scenic Model
5. Construction Photos
6. Tech Rehearsal Photos
7. Final Scenery Photos
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Initial Scenic Inspiration Research
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Scenic Sketches

Initial Sketch of the Murphy House
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Developmental Ground Plans
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Model & Construction Photos
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The original roof was intended to be
attached to the house façade.
This eventually was cut due to weight, grid
capacity concerns, and lighting obstacles.
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Tech Rehearsal Photos
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Final Scenic Photos
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Appendix C: Props Design Elements

Scenic Designer: Sharon Zhu ‘19
Associate Scenic Designer/Props Designer: Connor Gallerani ‘20

Included are the following:
1. Checklist of prop needs (scripted and requested)
2. Preshow checklist of prop presets
3. Preshow imagery of the destruction of the house

Act/Scene

1-46 Empty mug
1-46 Empty mug

1-47 Stamped envelope

1/13

1-34 E-Cig

1/9

1-45 Cups

1-30 Plates

1/8

1/13
1/13

1-27 Coffee Cake
1-29 Hammers + Posters

1/8
1/8

1/12

1-25 Crumpled Poster

1/7

1-44 Dinner
1-44 Cell phone

1-22 Bag of Olive Garden Food
1-22 Posterboard/Markers

1/7
1/7

1/12
1/12

1-14 Bag

1/4

1-44 Tablecloth

1-12 Bag of Hardware

1/4

1-42 Dug up poster signs

1-7 6 Pack of Beer
1-12 Paper + Pencil

1/3
1/4

1/12

1-3 Framed Photo

1/2

1/11

1-3 Small Cross

1/2

1-37 Hammer
1-37 Can of Nails

1-3 Suitcase
1-3 Suitcase contents

1/2
1/2

1/10
1/10

1-2 Trash Bag

1/2

1-37 Grocery Bag

1-2 Case of Diet Pepsi
1-2 Cell Phone

1/2
1/2

1-37 Car Keys

1-2 Small Notebook

1/2

1/10

1-2 Plastic gloves

1/2

1/10

1-1 Dust Mask
1-1 Magic Bullet (Blender)

1/1
1/1

1-37 Radio
1-37 Grocery Bag

1-1 Broom

1/1

1/10
1/10

1-1 Food

Page Prop

1/1

Dir. Brian McManimon

Wellesley High School

Marty

Mary
Marty

Marty

Marty/Brian/Sal/Mary
Mary

Marty/Mary/Sal/Brian

Marty

Marty
Marty

Mary

Mary

Mary
Mary

Emily/Brian

Mary

Andrea/Emily/Mary
Marty/Brian

Sal

Brian
Marty/Brian

Andrea

Marty

Sal
Andrea

Mary

Mary

Mary
Mary

Marty/Sal

Mary (In kitchen)
Mary

Mary

Sal

Marty/Mary
Mary

Mary/Marty

N/A

Character

Might Have

1 Backpack, starts on stage
1 at start of scene

3 Need
picture
buy shitty
six pack, pour
1 out beer, find replacement
1 Scrap paper

1

2
Clothes mostly

1 Small,
inside?
Empty writing
the cans,
dont
1 open
Flip Phone? Old person
1 2013 phone

1 Non-latex

2
1

2 Old house brooms

1

1

3-4 1 per person? not glass

1 table,
flowery
Assorted
food, small
1-3 2013,
amount,
made
+
flipeasily
phone?
Same
1 phone as scene 2

1 Empty box + scattered
1 Copies
nails of completed
4 Draped
posters over
from the
scene
8
foldable

1 Find a store

1 2013 Era
1 Filled
WithPlus
Groceries
Keyring?
housekeys
1 ect.

1

2 Paper plates

1 Slices plus full cake/plates
1 +
1 per
1 utensils.
Hammer 4-5
per total,
person,
2
posters per person

1 Contains
food
containers
On table at
start
of scene
1-3 used throuhout scene by

Various amounts

2 Hammers, 4
Posters

Notes

Need

1-3 Falls out of fridge

2 empty, 5-10 filled

Quantity

Have

Make

Have
Have

Buy

Have

Have
Buy

Make

Buy
Have/Make

Make

Buy
Make

Have?

Make

Buy/Build
Have

Have

Have (soon)

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have
Have/Buy

Buy/Build/Have

Being Ordered

Make

Have?
Have?

Buy

Styrofoam,
packing peanuts, Make
Have

Dowel, paint

Materials

In Progress

Notes

Preset in suitcase

16$ Needs to be on the
kitchen table w/ cross

~5$

~30$

Price
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Props Checklist
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“Destroy House” Pre-Show Stage Set Checklist
❏ Set books and trash bag for the
books (set on banister)

❏ Silverware out

❏ Set brooms, kitchen plus living room

❏ Cabinets open

❏ Magic Bullet

❏ Living room items

❏ Side table flipped

❏ Fridge items prepped

❏ Drawers open

❏ 1 chair on each side of table

❏ Chair turned

❏ Table and Chairs flipped

❏ Couch flipped back

❏ Pepsi out

❏ Picture frames thrown

❏ Microwave flipped

❏ Towels thrown

❏ Crock pot

❏ Cereal strewn

❏ Trash bags (one for books?)

❏ Sugar containers

❏ Clorox wipes

❏ Boots in oven
❏ Pots + pans

❏ Two filled trash bags by chair (stored
in trash cans)

❏ Teapot

❏ Soak Towels

❏ Coffee Machine

❏ Suitcase

❏ Lamp

❏ Set Sofía’s props

❏ Plate debris

❏ Cabinets messed up
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Pre-Show Reference Images
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Pre-Show Reference Images (Cont.)
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Preshow Reference Images (Cont.)
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Props Run Sheet
Run Crew
--

Act/Scene
whole show

Type
preset

----------rc
--rc
--rc
----rc
rc
rc
---rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
-rc
-rc
-rc
rc
-rc?
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc

whole show
whole show
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1-2
*1-1
*1-1
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/2
*1/2
*1/2
*1/2-3
*1/2-3
*1/3
*1/3
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4-5
*1/5-6
*1/5-6
*1/5-6
*1/6-7
*1/7
*1/7
*1/7
*2/8
*2/8
*2/8
*2/8
*2/9
*2/10
*2/10
*2/10
*2/10
*2/11
*2/11
*2/11-12
*2/11-12
*2/11-12
*2/12
*2/12

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
transition
transition
transition
transition

rc
rc
rc?
rc

*2/12
*2/12
*2/13
*2/13

Prop
x2 phones

Marty/Mary/Sal/
Phillip/Andrea
--

Start Location
pockets

End Location

Description

---fridge

Marty/Mary
Marty/Mary
Mary
Mary
n/a

fingers
-fridge
kitchen/fridge wall
faces
floor infront kitchen counter
kitchen counter
fridge

dresser drawers/scattered papers/books
dinner table
suitcase filled with clothes

Marty
-Mary

infront dresser
DSR
kitchen counter

in dresser
DSR
offstage

fallen over/tipped
flipped over
moved around eventually off stage

hangable picture frame
small cross
coffee table
debree
filled trash bags

Mary
Mary
----

suitcase
suitcase
flipped against wall
kitchen
fridge wall/infront chair

staircase wall
fireplace wall
infront couch
SC
--

Mary moves it
Mary moves it

tarp
plastic gloves
small notebook
case of pepsi
bag

-Sal
Mary
-Sal

?
?
kitchen counter
?
on person

----offstage

transition
preset
preset
preset
preset

hanging trash bag
pizza/pizza boxes
full/empty beer bottles
paper/pencil
hardware bucket

Marty
Sal/Brian
Sal
Andrea
Marty

hook on kitchen counter
kitchen counter
dinner table
?
onstage

-offstage
offstage
offstage
offstage

preset
preset
transition
transition
transition

purse
coffee stuff/donuts
fence
x2 chairs
lamp

Andrea
-Brian/Emily
Mary/Sal
--

on person
counter/dinner table
infront house
SC
dresser

offstage
offstage
SC
offstage
offstage

transition
transition
preset
preset
preset

brochures
trash can
olive garden
poster/markers
crumpled posters

---Marty/Brian
Marty/Brian

dresser
infront kitchen counter
counter/dinner table
dinner table
dinner table

offstage
-offstage
offstage
offstage

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset

coffee stuff/coffee cake
keys in bowl
x2 hardware buckets
plates
e-cig

-Mary
Marty/Phillip
Mary
Brian/Emily

kitchen counter
kitchen counter

offstage
-offstage
---

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset

radio
grocery bag
hammer/can of nails
stool
dug up posters

--Marty
Marty
Marty

infront fridge

preset
transition
transition
transition
preset

whiskey glass/bottle
extended dinner table
rug
plant
table cloth

Sal
-----

coffee table
-under coffee table
coffee table
dinner table

offstage
-----

preset

microwave

--

kitchen counter

--

preset
preset
preset

feast/beer
cups
blue mug/Mary's mug

--Marty/Mary

kitchen counter/dinner table
dinner table
dinner table

offstage
kitchen counter
?

preset
preset
preset
preset

?

x5 wedding rings
oven door
fake food/water
x2 brooms
x2 dust masks
magic bullet
clorox wipes
fridge magnets

Person
Mary/Sal

stamped envelope

--

kitchen counter
Emily's pocket

dinner table
near kitchen counter

--

x3 bands x2 rings w/ "diamonds"
propped open
falls out when Mary opens the door
sweep around debree, etc
wear whilst cleaning up

trash
kitchen counter
-cleaning up
-alphabet/vacation picture of Marty/Mary

turns into a bench
office setting
office setting
trash bag on hook goes inside
pasta w/ red sauce/popcorn chicken

-offstage
----

chicken/veggies/mashed potatoes/
breadrolls/varied beers
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Appendix D. Lighting Design Elements

Lighting Designers: Alden Schmidt ’19 & Kristin Soderholm ‘19
Master Electrician: Anson Chan ‘19

Listed below are the following items:
1. Visual research that inspired the lighting design
2. Lighting Drafting (conceptual and final versions)
3. Lighting Photographs
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Visual Research
“Dusk & Evening”
•

Without power: flood lighting as if it is
far away and bouncing off the clouds

•

Restored power: electrified lighting from
the home or outside
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“Warm Grey”
•

Overcast blending in with warm
sunlight bleeding through the clouds.

•

Pale lighting during midday and
something more saturated in the later
afternoon.
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“Cool/Blue Grey”
•

Neutralizing cool grey tones to match
the overcast skies and leftover storm
clouds.
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“Color & Light Bleeding In”
•

Can have different meaning of either
light bursting through windows or
through the clouds.

•

Balance between the greys and color
coming through the clouds.
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“Dawn & Morning”
•

Slightly Romantic, especially for the
final scene with Marty & Mary

•

Can maybe double for first scene with
Emily & Brian.

•

Use color to display changes in the
emotional journey of the show and
utilize the grey and overcast colors
during conflict.
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Daytime (Various Options)
•

Lighting bleeding in from outside

•

Sunlight out on the porch
(incorporate textures into this)

•

Inside the home should come from
specified sources

•

No electrified fixtures until the
evening (generator power)

•

When will power come from a
generator?
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Lighting Drafting
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Performance “Moment” Photographs

Prologue: “Staring at the Screen”
Not a scripted moment*
While this moment was not scripted in the play itself, we wanted to set the tone at the
beginning of the play by recreating each of the characters’ individual moments when they first
saw the effects of the storm. Our designers wanted something cold, angular, and shadowed to
recreate a spectrum of visuals, but we placed Marty and Marty in the central light, almost as if
they were the metaphoric eye of the storm in their own separate ways.
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Scene 1: “Devastation and Delusion”
Marty and Mary return home to a destroyed house in the morning after the storm. To match
their bleak outlook on the situation, we matched the lighting with a cold overcast grey sky. It is
neither cold nor warm, but somewhere in the middle, unknown of where to go next.
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Scene 2: “Reality Defined”
Marty indicates in this scene that he has turned the generator on, and he is in the process of
“fixing the house to move back in.” There is a combination of daytime lighting bleeding in to
indicate it is later in the same day as scene 1, however we incorporate
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Scene 3: “Who Wants to Talk First”
The scene begins with Sal drinking alone in the kitchen of the home he has all but abandoned
after his fallout with Brian and Marty years ago. The designers illuminated the scene with Sal
completely isolated in the kitchen light (starting with the overhead lamps at first and then filling
in with area lighting) to symbolize his isolation in the family. It also allowed the designers to
utilize the darkness of nightfall to contrast the minimal area of light, similar to the situation on
the island.
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Scene 4: “Friends Escaping”
Another midday scene when Andrea and Phillip come to visit following the complete
destruction of their home. While we showcase Marty’s casual approach to the seriousness of
the situation, we used the practical source lighting around the house combined with outdoor
lighting angles to execute this look. The goal was to provide visual juxtaposition in the sense
that in the midst of a bright afternoon, both families express the horrors of what they lost and
the distress of where they will go next.
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Scene 5: “Trapped in the Past”
We staged this moment where Emily and Brian met again overlooking the shores of Staten
Island and looking at the ocean. We blended a tight pool of light (similar approach we took for
Scene 7) but textured it to display that they were outdoors in this overcast world. We also
incorporated the sound design of crashing ocean waves and seagulls to give the scene
continued dimension.
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Scene 6: “To Move or Stay”
Tight concentrated light in a small pool around the actors (this is one of only two scenes that do
not take place inside the Murphy home, so we had to separate it from the rest of the scenery).
We incorporated a tight pool of light to illuminate the actors as well as a saturated amber from
above them to separate them from the rest of the world.
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Scene 7: “Pushed to the Limits”
While the family continues to divide over what to do with the house and Marty’s ambition to
save the town, we wanted to display the idea that plans were brewing in the middle of the
night. The designers relied heavily on the practicals for unique lighting angles in the scene while
providing a cinematic feel in this moment versus something on stage.
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Scene 8: “Truths Hiding in Broad Daylight”
Meeting during the middle of the day, allowing us to utilize lighting from outside the kitchen
window to light the house. We also decided as a team that Marty was an incredibly stubborn
character and only wanted things to return back to normal, hence running a generator and
turning the lights on.
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Scene 9: “Back Together”
Combination of gobo texture and the main source of light coming from the porch lamp.
The scene becomes incredibly romantic by the end of it (after layers of awkward discussion
about their past. We began with something very realistic on the porch and ended with a
romanticized backlight during their kiss to end the scene.
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Scene 10: “Mary’s Threat”
In another night-time scene, we gave Marty a moment in the kitchen to work on fixing the
broken cabinets in a fully illuminate kitchen. As Mary returns, we opened it up with another
practical during her entrance but gave the moment a visual of any possible home lighting
displaying the worst possible moment. It became less about lighting the emotion but instead
what would that home really look like in that moment.
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Scene 11: “Reconciliation”
Mary reprises her role from scene 6 where she sees the emotional toll that the family has taken
on Sal and once again tries to console him, especially since his marriage is momentarily
damaged. We have him a vulnerable lighting visual, reliant on the blues from outdoors to
illuminate the night and a single practical as he drinks on the couch (this parallels him in Scene
3). We gave him a darker spot to be in to contemplate his thoughts. To display the opposite
however, we kept this same look as Sal and Marty eventually speak and Marty opens up to Sal,
leading to forgiveness and a long overdue embrace between father and son. Once again, we
relied on real lighting found in a home versus fabricating a look.
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Scene 12: “Renewed Family Dinner”
We as a group imagined this was the first family dinner probably in years, so we made this
scene considerably brighter in the kitchen for a nighttime moment. We made the dinner table
to focus of the moment, however we did sprinkle in practicals on the walls of the living room to
make it seem like “home.”
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Scene 13: “Another Day”
Mary wakes early to watch the sun rise and eventually greet Marty in a cold but unknown state.
The designers developed a minute-long cue that allowed the sun to slowly rise on Mary sitting
in the kitchen as if the sun cracked over the horizon. We are able to utilize LED fixtures to
concentrate the saturated light from a single angle (and with a single beam to eliminate
multiple shadows) to recreate the morning sunrise. While it became a beautiful ending visual, it
also spoke to the potential of a hopeful future between Mary and Marty.
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Appendix E: Sound Design Elements

Sound Designers: Alyssa Barré ’19 & Blake Harju ‘19

Final Soundscapes from the performances can be played from the Google Drive link below:
https://tinyurl.com/y9zz4zr2

Screenshots of the QLab show file can be found below.
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Appendix F: Costume Design Elements

Costume Designer: Elizabeth Milano ‘20
Costumes Assistant: Caroline Morrow ‘19

Below are photographs from dress rehearsals of the costumes used in the performances. The
designer and crew found the items through trips to Savers and Goodwill, our costume storage,
and from the homes of the actors and families associated with the performing arts at Wellesley
High School.

The design was inspired by the actors’ character research boards that was conducted in the
early stages of rehearsal, as well as the creative intuitions of the designer. Adjustments we also
made based on what was available and at times, what we were able to find elsewhere.

The photographs below were taken by George Lucozzi of ASA Photographic from Billerica, MA.
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Costume Design Photographs
Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko ‘19)

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson ’20)
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Phillip Carter (Ryan Magrisi ’19 & Andrew Stevenson ’20)

Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman ’19)

Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger ’20)
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Alexa Kahn ’20 & Kleo Mitrokostas ’20)
Emily Carter (Alexa

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello ’19)
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Costumes Timeline/Scene Chart
X = not on stage

[] = what will happen between last and this
this scene
() = leaves early in scene
* = quick change

“---” - no change of clothes
Words = outfit cast will wear
Day

1

Scene

Marty g

Sal g

Brian g

Emily

Philip g

Andrea

1 cleanup

good plaid/sweatshi
rt, boots, pants - jacket, scarf

Mary

x

x

x

x

x

2 meet sal

“---”

“---”

jean shirt,
gray plaid
- green coat,
shirt,
button up, jeans, undershirt,
shoes
jeans, boots x

x

x

3 lonely

x

x

“---”

x

x

x

Coat,
boots,
Plaid shirt, orange
jeans, boots, shirt,
vest
jeans

Beige sweater blue w/ jeans
4 Alzheimer's dad shoes
scarf
2

Fast 5 beach

6 rental
3

x

x

7 olive garden Boxy shirt

“---”

Black vest,
unershirt

x

x

x

x

coat, pink
plaid

big coat,
floppy coat x

x

beige sweater
& coat

Green and white
sweater, khakis
w/ vest
x

x

x

x

x

“---”

Black shirt jean jacket x

x

x

Intermission! Set jacket and purse

8 broke

Grey sweater

Green w/ scarf x

Plaid gray
shirt*

9 porch

x

x

x

“---”

jacket“---”

Button down
dress shoes,
another jacket

“---”

robe w/ yoga
pants (leaves
sort of early)

“---”

x

10 find out

“---”

4

11 don’t leave
hug by the tarp “---”

5

Brown long sleeve***
[Ryan helps]
(leave
X = not on stage
12 dinner
halfway)

6

Blue sweater
w/ scarf

Robe w/ mug
“---” - no change of clothes
13 morning
Robe w/ coat &coat
Words = outfit cast will wear

Wear warm
Impo unless M say
rtant otherwise

Undershirt?

Different
Bluecoat
undershirt,
pink hoodie coat
“---”

Take off button
down shirt and
put on navy
vest***[lily
Red O'Neil
will happen between last and this
helps] [] = whatshirt
this scene
() = leaves early in scene
DONE!
DONE!
DONE!
DONE!
* = quick change
Trim the sides
of the vest

Grey shirt
and coat

DONE!
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Costume Design
Character Idea Collage
General Notes
- For the 60+, baggy clothes, especially for the males
- The clothes (except Andrea) shouldn’t be too bright - lots of grey scale
- No fancy clothes - four of them just had theirs house destroyed, two of which are
broke; one came from jail; one from a break up; and the last wouldn’t want to ruin
his good clothes
- It’s winter so it has to be warm clothes but I don’t want actors to overheat, so look
for light winter clothes
- Long Islanders and New York teams

Timeline
Scene

1

2

Day

1

2

3

4

5

Mary
Marty

Sal2 Brian
Marty
Mary

Andrea, Philip,
Mary, Sal, Marty
Brian, Emily

Mary
Sal
Brian
Marty
Sal?

Mary
Emily
Andrea
Philip
Marty
Brian
Sal

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Mary
Sal

12

13

6

7

Brian
Sal
Marty
Mary

Marty
Mary
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Scene

1

2

Outfit

Warm clothes,
Dust mask

4

7

8, 10, 11

12

13
Pajamas, robe

Marty
Murphy
Keith - 7
48
Broke, the clothes
would be a little torn,
same pants, different
shirts - trying to be
put together, but sort
of failing. Shirts are a
little gross, jacket to
cover up. Worse as
times go on

Scene

1

Outfit

Dust
mask

2

4

8, 10, 11

12

13

Mary
Murphy

Housecoat
28 - Sofia
-8At first at least,
more chillax, and
subdue - not as
flashy as Andrea
Also broke, so a
not the nicest
things

Cross
necklace

Funny
socks
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Scene

2

3

Outfit

Parka, plastic
gloves, boots
(looks like fly
fishing), dust
mask

4

6,7

10

11

12
Relaxed clothes,
something you
wear to dinner at
home

Black
under shirt

Sal
Murphy
43 AJ 6
Put together,
Everything
matches and
looks nicest - he
wouldn’t want to
bring his nicest
clothes because
he thinks that the
house is pretty
gross

Can be three
different
outfits

Scene

3

5

7

9, 10

12

Outfit

Something
warm

Something nice-ish

Somewhat presentable,
ok to look in public came from work

Nicest things he has

Anything really,
only for dinner w/
family

Brian
Murphy

Charlie -5
25.47
Missmatchish,
Not put together
Worn out
Faded jean/leather
jacket (pleather)
Different
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Scene

5

Outfit

Big, floppy hat, dad’s coat

8-9

Emily Carter

Kleo - 2
Alexa
Sort of put
together, but not
really

Scene

4

Phillip
Carter

8

Outfit

Ryan -2
Andrew

Stereotypical
grandpa that is sort
of poor, was
mechanic - sports
team clothes
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Scene
Outfit

4

8

Andrea
Carter
Lilly - 2 13
Brash and out
there. Bright
clothes that
can make a
statement
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Appendix G: Dramaturgy Materials

Timeline for Design Team

Before the Play
•

Hurricane Sandy strikes Atlantic City, NJ, and New York City in the evening on October
29, 2012.

•

Remnants of Hurricane Sandy linger over New York City during the morning of October
30, 2012

•

Flooding in NYC and on Staten Island

Pre-Show
•

Sounds of the ocean waves, wind, and cars/emergency vehicles driving by

•

The morning after the storm hits Staten Island (October 30, 2012)

First Moment of the Play (After the house lights go out)
•

This part is not scripted, but I want to add it to establish the moment

•

We see Marty and Mary the night the storm hits Staten Island

•

Set/Props: TBD (I’m not sure if I want to destroy the house at this point or if we can
make it happen on a destroyed set)
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•

Sound: Heavy wind and rain, waves crashing, sounds of news clips of meteorologists and
news anchors reading the news and warnings, Obama/FEMA warnings, Evacuation
sounds/sirens

•

End sound moment with a wave crashing and sounds of houses breaking and cracking

Scene 1 (Wednesday October 31, 2012)
•

Marty and Mary arrive after the house flooding ceases (probably a day after on October
31, 2012 )

•

Home is destroyed. Marty and Mary examine the damages

•

Mold visible? On the bottom parts of the wall
o MARY. “Your father called in a favor. Mo the Mold Guy” (p.10)

Scene 2 (Saturday November 3, 2012)
•

Time has passed (at least a few days)
o MARTY. “She’s been on hold all week” (p.8).
o It’s a Saturday afternoon
§

MARY. “It’s a Saturday. Isn’t it a Saturday?” (p.10)

§

MARY. “Are you staying for dinner? I’ll make more” (p.11)

•

Marty and Mary were able to sort items into piles, but it is still a mess

•

Couch is gone

•

Fridge survived

•

Walls are down to their studs

•

Tarp is covering the wall that is missing
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•

Crew dressed as neighbors to execute set changes

•

No power

•

Is Mary calling on cell phone or house phone?

•

Have they been living there for the past week?

•

Sal only came when his mom called asking for help
o SAL. “Mom said you needed help clearing stuff out” (p.8)
o What does that say about the relationship

•

They are just moving back in
o MARY. “Married couple moves back home” (p.9)

•

Marty had time to go out and get the tarp, generators, and space heaters

•

Door is still there, just not the wall
o MARTY. “Didn’t you see the sign on the door? We’re allowed back in” (p.10)

Scene 3 (Saturday November 3, 2012)
•

Later that night, but not too late since the Staten Island Ferry is still running

•

Oven is ruined or broken
o BRIAN. “If the kitchen wasn’t a toxic waste site, and the oven was working”
(p.13)

•

Brian has been out of prison since at least December 2011
o BRIAN. “Sorry about Christmas. It was nice of her, you, to invite me. I just, they
were offering time and a half…” (p.14)
o 29 months in prison (Estimated sentencing during the spring/summer of 2009)
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Scene 4 (Monday December 3, 2012)
•

A month later
o PHILIP. “Oakwood Beach, they had a meeting a month ago already – “ (p.19)

•

Philip looking through the debris – still exists in the house

•

Did Marty and Mary come back the morning after the storm?
o PHILIP. “You must’ve been the first person back here.
o MARTY. “Couldn’t sleep not knowing.”

•

It’s a weekday
o MARTY. “Why’s he still here? Don’t you have to work?”
o SAL. “I can work from my phone. They know the situation” (p.19)

•

Andrea and Philip haven’t been back for a while. They’ve been in Montclair long enough
to have made a decision about moving
o MARY. “Of course you are. (Another look between Phil and Andrea. They haven’t
been looking forward to this).” (18)

•

Wall of the house is still missing
o SAL. “Should I go through the door or the wall?” (p.22)

Scene 5 (Monday December 3, 2012)
•

Takes place during Scene 4

•

Philip and Andrea don’t know that Emily is doing this

•

Pile of debris overlooking the beach

•

EMILY. big floppy hat and her father’s winter coat
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Scene 6 (Tuesday December 4, 2012)
•

DeFuzzio real estate office

•

Next day or so. This all takes place while Marty is recruiting people
o MARY. “How does it look, Dad’s out there trying to get people to stay, and I’m in
here, looking at houses – “ (p.26)

•

Sal has been on Staten Island for 4 days (day 1 was during Scene 2)
o MARY. “ Things are okay, with you two? It’s not that I’m not happy having you
here, but four days – “ (p.26)

Scene 7 (Tuesday December 4, 2012)
•

Late at night – same day as Scene 6
o BRIAN. “You’re up? It’s late.” (p.28)

•

Do they have power? Would they use generator gas to power lights?

•

Brian and Marty are prepping for a meeting on the coming Friday
o BRIAN. “So when’s the meeting?” (p.31)
o MARTY. “Friday night.” (p.31)

Scene 8 (Saturday January 5, 2012)
•

Later on
o PHILIP. “Mickey Chrissmann said you told everyone at that meeting to start
calling the press.” (p.37)

•

Wall is still missing from the front of the house
o “Phil knocks on the ‘wall’ and enters.”
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o PHILIP. “Is it just me, or is there a draft in here?” (p.36)
Scene 9 (Saturday January 5, 2012)
•

Takes place during the argument in Scene 8

•

Emily knows a lot about the Sal/Marty relationship
o EMILY. “You know (Sal) and your father didn’t speak for over a year. It was
Christmas (2011) before they could even be in the same room together (This is
news to Brian)” (p.42)

Scene 10 (Saturday January 5, 2012)
•

Later that day (from Scene 8 and 9)

•

They still do not have a working coffee machine

•

It’s now January
o WHERE IS THE JUMP?!
o SAL. “What’s a ‘couple,’ Dad?”
o MARTY. “Three months…Four is you count December…”
o SAL. “It’s January.” (p.46)

Scene 11 (Saturday January 5, 2012)
•

Hours later that night from Scene 10

Scene 12 (Saturday January 12, 2012)
•

A week or so later.

•

Family having dinner around the card table

•

Andrea and Philip moved to Montclair
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Scene 13 (Saturday January 12, 2012)
•

Very early morning – could be the morning after Scene 12

•

Time needs to have passed to justify the awkward tension between Marty and Mary
that is starting to become more comfortable

For All Transitions
•

Use relevant news clippings to establish the passing of time. Things to include would be
o Initial impact of the storm
o Power outages
o Shortage of food, water and gas
o Charity from members of the community (donations of food, water, clothes, etc.)
o Weather changes (Nor’easter the weekend after, winter months, shifting to
January
o Insurance premium updates
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Hurricane Sandy: Staten Island Specific Timeline
Before, During, & After the Storm
Produced by Dramaturg Caroline Morrow ‘19
(To be displayed in the lobby hallway outside the theater)

2012:
-

Storm from October 26 - 31

-

Peak storm tides at Staten Island reached 16 feet (for measure, water at Manhattan’s Battery
Park only reached 11.1 feet)

-

Monitors recorded that storm tide fluctuations happen every 30 seconds, indicating that large
waves repeatedly slammed into the shoreline at a regular rate.

-

“Staten Island is at the end of, basically, a big funnel between New Jersey and New York” said
Andrew Ashton (coastal geomorphologist), explaining why the island was hit so hard.

-

“I’m living here 40 years, never seen the water come up like that.” - Charlie DePrimo

-

24 Staten Islanders were killed
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2013:
-

“Six months later, it’s still in shambles” says Staten Island resident, frank Gonzalez.

-

Everyone is in the process of gutting their homes

-

Burned down buildings, abandoned by their owners, are slowly rotting. They stand as a
reminder of what happen.

-

“You try to make the best of a bad situation… every day is a different issue” -Jean Laurie

-

Beaches are trying to be rebuilt by residents

-

Everyone is struggling to get federal disaster assistance and are “being urged to be patient
just a little longer” (5 months after the storm)

-

At the one-year anniversary of Sandy, manu residents finally decide to relocate, since many
are not enough qualified homes in Staten Island that qualify for financial assistance.

-

Many are still waiting for payouts from their insurance companies.
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2014:
-

First relief checks are finally handed out to most people

-

Mayor still has not responded to repeated requests for comment about homeowner
assistance.

-

Most Staten Islanders have not returned to their homes.

-

Many homeowners are also still living here and trying to rebuild

-

People turn to Federal Emergency Management Agency for help.

-

Helped more than 117,662 New York residents with repairs, replacement of damaged
property, temporary housing, and other sandy-related expenses that were not covered by
homeowners’ insurance plans.

-

New York state finally dedicates money to Sandy recovery effort, but none of it went to New
York homeowners
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2015:
-

Bob Jakob, 69, “I belong here- I’ve lived here since the early 1950s… where else am I going to
go?”

-

People are recovering slowly, finally are given more money from government and insurance

-

Hoping that the final $994 million installment from federal funds will be enough to speed the
recovery.

-

Despite the area’s struggling properties, prices improved.
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2016:
-

Radical change finally, for the better

-

Houses and apartments that used to line the shore are mostly gone, completely
cleaned up.

-

Has cost $122 Million, from the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery, to take down 196
properties.

-

Leaving behind a haven for foraging mammals, birds, insects and plants.

-

Nature has made a dramatic return.

Oddly, New York City has actually moved in tens of thousands of new residents into waterfront
areas that were underwater during Hurricane Sandy.

-

People forget the tragedy and people keep moving to the water- why?

Almost all rummage is cleared. Many of the island, that was once lined with homes, is
now largely shared with animals that made their way back.

-

Only people that refused to participate in the state buyout reside here now.
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2017:
-

People come to visit, and the first thing noticed is that everything is new and renovated.

-

New homes- many extremely large- line the streets. They’re so new that many still have
stickers on them

-

Most houses are now raised high off the ground to avoid rising seas levels and intense
storms- both of which are expected to increase in rates due to climate change.

-

There are few vacant lots around, signaling were homes and buildings used to be.

-

Though this seems very hopeful, there are still many people that have yet to get back to their
homes.

-

Subways have now installed tunnels to help water flow in case of future flooding.
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Death Toll:
-

As of November 1st 2012, there was at least 149 deaths.

-

The confirmed deaths include 42 in New York; 12 In New Jersey; 9 in Maryland; 6 in
Pennsylvania; 5 in West Virginia; 4 in Connecticut; 2 in Virgina; and 1 in North Carolina.

-

1 person died in Canada, and at least 67 people were killed in the Caribbean, including 54
in Haiti.

-

Put 50 million people at risk

-

72 people died from the hurricane as a direct cause; 87 deaths occurred from
hypothermia due to power outages, carbon monoxide, and accidents during cleanup.

Economic Damage:
-

$70.2 billion in economic damage (adjusted for inflation).

-

Damaged at least 650,000 homes, and 8 million homes lost power.

-

Closed the New York Stock Exchange for 2 day for the first time since 1888.

Storm Statistics:
-

The 4th worst storm in US history

-

Storm surges were massive: 8/5 feet higher than normal at Sandy Hook, New Jersey; and
12.5 feet at Kings Point, Long Island.

-

Dubbed ‘Frankenstorm’ by the National Weather Service. It combined an end-of-season
Category 1 hurricane with a cold front and a second storm.

-

Reached 900 miles in diameter. This system, combined with 150 mph winds
pushed the deadly storm north towards Pennsylvania and New York.
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Quotes:
-

“One horrible event did not steal my love for the sea” -Ms. Pellicano (46)

-

“What bothered me what that there was nobody… they just left it here to die” -Jean
Laurie

-

“Strangers come together and embrace each tour like they’ve known each other forever”

-

“It’s her life, anf at 80 what are you going to do? This is all you have…”

-

Response had been lousy… anything from the government or insurance, forget about it…
$250,000 is not enough to rebuild my life here”

-

The insurance money I got won’t rebuild my house… forget about rebuilding, christmas is
coming. What are we going to do?
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Appendix H: Dramaturgical Character Boards
Each actor was tasked with developing character boards of research images that would
inspire their characters. These could be pictures of victims from Hurricane Sandy on Staten
Island, victims from other natural disasters, or images of the event that spoke to them as
performers to help develop their characters.
The actors brought in their research and we kept them displayed in the rehearsal space
on a bulletin board for them to reference when needed.
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Character Research Board | Character: MARTY | Actor: KEITH ROBINSON
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Character Research Board | Character: MARTY | Actor: KEITH ROBINSON
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Character Research Board | Character: MARTY | Actor: KEITH ROBINSON
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Character Research Board | Character: MARTY | Actor: KEITH ROBINSON
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Character Research Board | Character: MARY | Actress: SOFÍA KO
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Character Research Board | Character: MARY | Actress: SOFÍA KO
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Character Research Board | Character: MARY | Actress: SOFÍA KO
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Character Research Board | Character: ALL (U/S) | Actor: KLEO MITROKOSTAS (U/S)
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Character Research Board | Character: ALL (U/S) | Actor: KLEO MITROKOSTAS (U/S)
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Character Research Board | Character: ALL (U/S) | Actor: KLEO MITROKOSTAS (U/S)
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Character Research Board | Character: ALL (U/S) | Actor: KLEO MITROKOSTAS (U/S)
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Character Research Board | Character: PHILLIP | Actor: RYAN MAGRISI
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Character Research Board | Character: PHILLIP | Actor: RYAN MAGRISI
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Character Research Board | Character: PHILLIP | Actor: RYAN MAGRISI
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Character Research Board | Character: PHILLIP | Actor: RYAN MAGRISI
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Character Research Board | Character: EMILY | Actor: ALEXA KAHN
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Character Research Board | Character: EMILY | Actor: ALEXA KAHN
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Character Research Board | Character: EMILY | Actor: ALEXA KAHN
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Appendix I: Stage Management

Stage Managers: Rey Hill ’19 & Claire Homa ‘21

Items include:
•

Audition Form Sample

•

Blocking Page Sample

•

Actor Contract

•

Cast List Posting

•

Technician/Designer Contract

•

Production Calendar

•

Props Run Sheet

•

Final 2 Weeks Modified Calendar

•

Crew Run Sheet

•

Selected Rehearsal Reports

•

Actor Information Cheat Sheet

•

Selected Blocking Script

•

Blocking Cheat Sheet

•

Selected Calling Script
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Audition #:_________

Audition #:___

By the Water and The Other Room Auditions

By the W

Name: ________________________________________________

Name: _________

YOG: ______________

YOG: __________

Pronouns: _____________________

DON’T FORGET!!
1. Fill out TWO copies of this form
2. Fill out the contact information form:
3. Get your headshot with a Stage Manager and WRITE DOWN
your audition number in the space at the top right-hand
corner of this paper.

DON’T FORGET!!
1. Fill out TWO c
2. Fill out the con
3. Get your head
your audition
of this paper.

Are you willing to play a character that is a different gender than
the one you identify with?
Yes
▢
No ▢

Are you willing to
the one you ident
Yes
▢

Special Skills:

Special Skills:

Notes: (To be filled out by the directors)

Notes: (To be fille
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PRODUCTION CONTRACT

By The Water
January 2019

In accepting the following role in By The Water, I agree to the following rules and take
full responsibility for my actions.
SCHEDULE
• I understand that if I am not in school, I cannot attend any rehearsals/performances
after school that day.
• I understand that if I miss 4 rehearsals for any reason I will be asked to leave.
• I am responsible for checking the schedules I have been given. The schedule will be
posted on the Performing Arts Board and the Drama Society Board.
• I will give Mr. McManimon or the stage mangers any conflicts I have a week before the
day in question.
• I understand that Mr. McManimon will make reasonable efforts to schedule around my
conflicts. There will be Saturday rehearsals and rehearsal on Monday January 21, 2019.
•

•

During the final weeks (January 14-26) I will reschedule my own conflicts and make the
show my priority. If I miss any rehearsal within this time period without first clearing the
absence with Mr. McManimon, I understand that my role may be forfeited and I may be
excused from the production.
Any absences from this time period must be presented to Mr. McManimon within the
first week of production.

BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE
• I will have an open mind, a positive attitude, and will respect everyone involved in this
production: my fellow actors, faculty, musicians, and stage crew.
• I understand that a poor attitude/behavior can jeopardize my continued participation in
this production and may impact my being cast in future productions.
• I understand that during the production of this show I am representing the WHS Drama
Society and the Performing Arts Department and will behave appropriately both in and
out of school.
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BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE (Continued)
• I am aware that if I am found to be under the influence of any illegal substances,
including alcohol, at any school-sponsored function I will be asked to leave the
production.
GENERAL
• I will arrive at rehearsals and/or tech times on time and prepared with my materials. If I
am continually late I may be asked to leave the production.
• I understand the performances are on
o Wednesday January 23 – 4:30pm
o Thursday January 24 – 7pm
o Friday January 25 – 7pm
o Saturday January 26 – 7pm
LATE / ABSENCE POLICY
• If I am late to two rehearsals I will be given a warning. Four late arrivals to rehearsal and
I will be given another warning and a call will go home. Six late arrivals to rehearsal I will
be asked to leave the production
• I understand that I must participate in the set strike for this show. NO EXCEPTIONS!
By signing this contract you agree to the above statements.
Name (printed)___________________________________
Signature:________________________________________Date:___________
Parent/Guardian Name (printed)__________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature:_______________________________________Date:_________
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PRODUCTION CONTRACT

2018-2019 Season
In accepting a role in WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL TECH, I agree to the following rules and take
full responsibility for my actions.
SCHEDULE
• I understand that if I am not in school, I cannot attend any rehearsals, performances or
tech meetings after school that day.
• I am responsible for checking the schedules I have been given. The schedule will be
posted on the Performing Arts board as well as posted in the Facebook group.
• I will give Mr. McManimon or the stage mangers any conflicts I have a week before the
day in question to be posted in the conflict calendar.
• I understand that Mr. McManimon will make reasonable efforts to schedule around my
conflicts. There will be Saturday tech days.
• I understand that I have made a commitment to this crew, and I will make every effort
to be present at the recommended number of build days per week (based on a full 5day school week):
o Freshmen and first year tech students: 3 work days/week
o Sophomores: 4 days/week
o Juniors and Seniors: 4-5 days/week
• During the final weeks of a production (dates determined by Mr.McManimon and the
stage managers on the production) I will reschedule my own conflicts and make the
show my priority. If I miss any rehearsal within this time period without first clearing the
absence with Mr. McManimon and the stage managers, I understand that my role may
be forfeited and I may be excused from the production.
• Any un-movable conflicts in those mandatory days must be presented to Mr.
McManimon and the stage managers within the first week of the production period.
BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE
• I will have an open mind, a positive attitude, and will respect everyone involved in this
production: my fellow actors, faculty, musicians, and stage crew.
• I understand that a poor attitude/behavior can jeopardize my continued participation in
this production and may impact my participation in future productions.
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•

I understand that during the production of this show I am representing the WHS Drama
Society, WHS TECH, and the Performing Arts Department and will behave appropriately
both in and out of school.

BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE (Continued)
• I am aware that if I am found to be under the influence of any illegal substances,
including alcohol or drugs, at any school-sponsored function I will be asked to leave the
production and will be suspended for 25% of the entire Performing Arts Season.
GENERAL
• I will arrive at rehearsals and/or tech times on time and prepared with my materials. If I
am continually late or without my required materials, I may be asked to leave the
production.
• Technicians are expected to bring the following personal items when working
backstage (items may be stored in the scene shop for convenience)
o ALL
§ Black shoes, pants, and TECH shirt for performances
§ Notebook
o Scenic
§ Closed toed shoes and/or boots
§ Dust masks
§ Gloves
§ Hard Hat
§ Ear plugs/protection
§ Safety Glasses
§ Paint clothing
o Lighting
§ Crescent wrench
§ Gloves
MISC.
• I understand that I must participate in the set strike for this show. NO EXCEPTIONS!
By signing this contract you agree to the above statements. This contract is valid for the
entire Performing Arts season for events including but not limited to drama productions,
dance productions, music concerts, and additional school functions.
Name (printed)___________________________________
Signature:________________________________________Date:___________
Parent/Guardian Name (printed)__________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature:_______________________________________Date:_________
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Props Run Sheet
Run Crew
--

Act/Scene
whole show

Type
preset

----------rc
--rc
--rc
----rc
rc
rc
---rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc
-rc
-rc
-rc
rc
-rc?
rc
rc
rc
rc
rc

whole show
whole show
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1
*1/1-2
*1-1
*1-1
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/1-2
*1/2
*1/2
*1/2
*1/2-3
*1/2-3
*1/3
*1/3
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4
*1/4-5
*1/5-6
*1/5-6
*1/5-6
*1/6-7
*1/7
*1/7
*1/7
*2/8
*2/8
*2/8
*2/8
*2/9
*2/10
*2/10
*2/10
*2/10
*2/11
*2/11
*2/11-12
*2/11-12
*2/11-12
*2/12
*2/12

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
preset
transition
transition
transition
transition

rc
rc
rc?
rc

*2/12
*2/12
*2/13
*2/13

Prop
x2 phones

Marty/Mary/Sal/
Phillip/Andrea
--

Start Location
pockets

End Location

Description

---fridge

Marty/Mary
Marty/Mary
Mary
Mary
n/a

fingers
-fridge
kitchen/fridge wall
faces
floor infront kitchen counter
kitchen counter
fridge

dresser drawers/scattered papers/books

Marty

infront dresser

in dresser

fallen over/tipped

dinner table
suitcase filled with clothes
hangable picture frame
small cross
coffee table

-Mary
Mary
Mary
--

DSR
kitchen counter
suitcase
suitcase
flipped against wall

DSR
offstage
staircase wall
fireplace wall
infront couch

flipped over
moved around eventually off stage
Mary moves it
Mary moves it

debree
filled trash bags
tarp
plastic gloves
small notebook
case of pepsi

---Sal
Mary
--

kitchen
fridge wall/infront chair
?
?
kitchen counter
?

SC
------

preset
transition
preset
preset
preset

bag
hanging trash bag
pizza/pizza boxes
full/empty beer bottles
paper/pencil

Sal
Marty
Sal/Brian
Sal
Andrea

on person
hook on kitchen counter
kitchen counter
dinner table
?

offstage
-offstage
offstage
offstage

preset
preset
preset
transition
transition

hardware bucket
purse
coffee stuff/donuts
fence
x2 chairs

Marty
Andrea
-Brian/Emily
Mary/Sal

onstage
on person
counter/dinner table
infront house
SC

offstage
offstage
offstage
SC
offstage

transition
transition
transition
preset
preset

lamp
brochures
trash can
olive garden
poster/markers

----Marty/Brian

dresser
dresser
infront kitchen counter
counter/dinner table
dinner table

offstage
offstage
-offstage
offstage

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset

crumpled posters
coffee stuff/coffee cake
keys in bowl
x2 hardware buckets
plates

Marty/Brian
-Mary
Marty/Phillip
Mary

dinner table
kitchen counter
kitchen counter

offstage
offstage
-offstage
--

preset
preset
preset
preset
preset

e-cig
radio
grocery bag
hammer/can of nails
stool

Brian/Emily
--Marty
Marty

Emily's pocket
infront fridge

preset
preset
transition
transition
transition

dug up posters
whiskey glass/bottle
extended dinner table
rug
plant

preset
preset

preset
preset
preset

x5 wedding rings
oven door
fake food/water
x2 brooms
x2 dust masks
magic bullet
clorox wipes
fridge magnets

Person
Mary/Sal

--

kitchen counter

--

x3 bands x2 rings w/ "diamonds"
propped open
falls out when Mary opens the door
sweep around debree, etc
wear whilst cleaning up

trash
kitchen counter
-cleaning up
-alphabet/vacation picture of Marty/Mary

dinner table
near kitchen counter

--offstage
---

Marty
Sal
----

coffee table
-under coffee table
coffee table

-offstage
----

table cloth
microwave

---

dinner table
kitchen counter

---

preset
preset

feast/beer
cups

---

kitchen counter/dinner table
dinner table

offstage
kitchen counter

preset
?

blue mug/Mary's mug
stamped envelope

Marty/Mary

dinner table

?

turns into a bench
office setting
office setting
trash bag on hook goes inside
pasta w/ red sauce/popcorn chicken

chicken/veggies/mashed potatoes/
breadrolls/varied beers
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Crew Run Sheet
BY THE WATER
Run Sheet

Who?

Placement

Cue Line

Action

Act/Scene

Page

DQ#

Last Updated 1/21

0A

Preshow

Destroyed house

0B
ACT 1
1B

Preshow

Food: large plate for coffee
cake

12

1/3 Clean up Living Room

1C
1D

12
12

1/3 Set plates and napkins
1/3 Clear coffee machine

Caroline
Caroline

1E

12

1/3 Clear table and counter

Nick

1F
1G

12
12

Clears plate shards from
1/3 counter
1/3 Bring out beer and pizza

Nick
Nick

1H

12

1/3 Double check

Connor

2A

16

1/4 Bring on coffee supplies

2B

16

1/4 Clear pizza and plates

to OS

Nick

2C

16

1/4 Beer

Escape stairs

Charlie (recieved by
Connor)

3A

23

1/5 Bench

OS to CS

Nick and Kylin

4A
4C

25
25

1/6 Bench
1/6 Coffee supplies

CS to OS
to OS

Nick and Kylin
Caroline and Mia

4D
4E

25
25

1/6 Real estate chairs
1/6 Real estate brochures

OS to CS
AJ's pocket

Sofía and AJ
AJ

5A

28

1/7 Posters and markers

OS to Kitchen table

Keith

5B
5C

28
28

1/7 Olive Garden bags
1/7 Crumpled posters

AJ's pocket

Charlie
AJ

Cabinet to OS
"Whoa, whats for dinner?"

Kylin

"Then I guess I'll just look at them"

"Becasue it's worth it. It's worth it"
"I guess the sneakers would have been
just fine"

"What would that look like?"

Mia

Caroline and Mia

INTERMISS
ION
6A

Set the table

Kitchen table

Connor and Kylin

6B
6C

Coffee cake
water in 3 mugs

Kitchen table
Kitchen table

Mia
Mia and eleanor

6D

Preset Envelope for sc 13

Top drawer - side table

Connor

6E
6F

Grab 4 med plates/1 large
plate
Mary's purse and jacket

Cabinet
Mary's Chair

Mia
Lizzie

6G
6H

Clean up plate shards
Change Trash

White Trash Can

Nick
Kylin

Window

Kylin

preset

Connor

Kitchen

Nick and Kylin

Kitchen table

Connor
Mia

7A

42

2/10 Radio

7C

42

2/10 Tote bags

8A

47

2/11 Clear table and fix chairs

8B
8C

47
47

2/11 Clear screwdrivers
2/11 Clear the mugs

8D

47

2/11 Clear coffee cake

"My mother's gonna kill me"

Brian: "Dad..."

Eleanor
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8E

47

2/11 Whiskey and glass

8F

47

Clear tote bags + mary's
2/11 purse

give to AJ

Connor

8G

47

2/11 Clear radio

Kylin

9A

49

2/12 chicken

9B

49

2/12 whiskey off

9C

49

Plates of food w/ silverware
2/12 already set

Eleanor and caroline

9D

49

2/12 Beer + move chairs

Nick

10A

52

2/13 Mary's Mug

10B

52

2/13 Plates off

Eleanor and Caroline

10C

52

2/13 chicken off

Mia

10D

52

2/13 beer off + chairs back

Nick

"How do you tell sombody you love..."

Mia
to OS

"Yeah I'm gonna miss it. I already do"

Caroline

Mia

Sofía
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By the Water 2018 Actor Cheat Sheet

Welcome to By the Water! Here’s all the information you might need throughout this rehearsal
process.

Important Dates:
Mandatory dates: January 14th through show weekend (including MLK weekend)
Show dates and times: January 24 (7pm), 25 (7pm), 26 (2pm & 7 pm)
Strike: January 28th @2:45

Conflicts:
Please submit conflicts by Friday, December 21st. Conflicts during tech week and show
week are not allowed. If you have a conflict during that timeframe that cannot be
rescheduled, please submit it to Manimon, Leenah AND the stage managers in an email
by December 21st.

Conflict form: tinyurl.com/bythewaterconflicts
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Contact Information:

If you have any questions or conflict concerns, please feel free to Facebook message the
stage managers or Leenah. If you email Manimon, please CC the SMs.
Name

Email

Phone Number

Brian McManimon

Deleted

Deleted

Rey Hill

Deleted

Deleted

Claire Homa

Deleted

Deleted

Leenah Hamdy

Deleted

Deleted
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Stage Management Blocking Key

By the Water
Wellesley High School
Winter 2018-2019
Dir. Brian McManimon
Characters

Actions

Mart

Marty Murphy (Keith Robinson)

ETR

Enter

Mar

Mary Murphy (Sofía Ko)

EX

Exit

S

Sal Murphy (AJ Masiello)

X

Cross

B

Brian Murphy (Charlie Berger)

P

Stnd

Stand up

Philip Carter (Ryan Magrisi)

Sit

Sit down

A

Andrea Carter (Lilly Brenneman)

Lay

Lay down

E

Emily Mancini (Alexa Kahn)

Ln

Lean

Set Pieces/Locations

Trn

Turn

LR

Living Room

Fall

Fall

Kit

Kitchen

XDS

Cross DS of

BP

Back porch (SR)

XUS

Cross US of

FD

Front Door

DnS

Downstairs

Stairs

Stairs

UpS

Upstairs

Cch

Couch

Thru

Through

Trp

Tarp

PU

Pick up

Frg

Fridge

@

At

KT

Kitchen Table

Cntr

Counter

AC

Armchair
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Blank Blocking Page Sheet
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Cast List Posting

Below is the cast list for the January production of BY THE WATER
Performances will be held on:
Thursday January 24 – 7pm
Friday January 25 – 7pm
Saturday January 26 – 2pm & 7pm
Director: Manimon
Student Director: Leenah Hamdy
Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa
Dramaturg: Caroline Morrow
Understudies will perform at the Saturday Matinee.
Thank you all for your incredible dedication, passion, and professionalism through this audition process. I am
extremely proud of all of your performances and thanks to that, you made this process exceptionally difficult
to choose.
Should you have any questions about your audition, feel free to find a time to talk with me.
If you are not in the cast, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help out on the show backstage or in another way! The show
is a story about rebuilding a community and strengthening the bonds between us, so we want your help in any
way possible!
CAST LIST (please initial next to your name)
Marty
Mary
Sal
Brian
Philip
Andrea
Emily

Keith Robinson
Sofía Ko
AJ Masiello
Charlie Berger
Ryan Magrisi
Lilly Brenneman
Alexa Kahn

Understudy
Understudy

Andrew Stephenson (Will perform as Philip at the Saturday Matinee)
Kleo Mitrokostas (Will perform as Emily at the Saturday Matinee)

There will be a 15 minute cast meeting TODAY in the Little Theater at 2:45
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Production Calendar

DEC2018
SUN

MON

16

23

TUE

WED

THU

SAT

17

18

19

20

21

22

3-6pm
Pot Luck
Read Thru

3-6pm
Blocking Sc. 1-2

3-6pm
Block Sc. 3-4

3-6pm
Char. Poster
Block Sc. 5-7

After School
Bonding
(Laser Tag)

9am-3:30pm
Set Build

24

25

26

27

9am-3:30pm
Set Build

30

FRI

31

28

29

9am-3:30pm
Set Build
Boston POPS?

9am-3:30pm
Set Build

FRI

SAT

9am-3:30pm
Set Build

JAN2019
SUN

MON

TUE

1

6

13

20

WED

THU

2

3

4

5

3-6pm
Run Sc. 1-7
6-8:30pm
Tech

3-6pm
Block Sc. 8-9
6-8:30pm
Tech

3-6pm
Block Sc. 10-13
Bonding
(IHOP)

9am-3:30pm
Set Build/Lights
*Cotillion*

7

8

9

10

11

12

3-6pm
Finish blocking?
Run show
6-8:30pm
Tech

3-6pm
Work Thru/Notes

3-6pm
Work Thru/Notes

3-6pm
Work Thru/Notes

3-6pm
Run/Notes

9am-3:30pm
Set Build/Lights

6-8:30pm
Tech

6-8:30pm
Tech

6-8:30pm
Tech

6-8:30pm
Tech

14

15

16

17

18

19

3-6pm
Tech
6-9pm
*Designer Run*
Run Show
OFF BOOK!

3-6pm
Tech
6-9pm
Run Show

3-6pm
Tech
6-9pm
Cue to Cue

3-6pm
Tech
6-9pm
Cue to Cue

3-6pm
Tech
6-9pm
Tech Reh.

9am-12pm
Tech Notes
12-6pm
Tech Reh.

21

22

23

24

25

26

12-6pm
Notes/
Dress Reh. #1

3-6pm
Dress Reh. #2

3-6pm
Dress Reh. #3

5:45pm
Call Time
7pm
Performance #1

5:45pm
Call Time
7pm
Performance #2

12:45pm
Call Time
2pm
Performance #3
(w/ Kleo &
Andrew)
5:45pm
Call Time
7pm
Performance #4

27

28
2:45pm
Strike

29

30

31
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Production Calendar (Adjusments During The Final 2 Weeks)

JAN2019
FINAL 2 WEEKS!

REMEMBER – ALL CAST/CREW IS CALLED FROM HERE ON OUT!
SUN

13

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

14

15

16

17

18

19

3-6pm
Set Building/Painting
Lighting Cable/Focus
Sound Prep
Costume Prep
Prop Prep

3-6pm
Set Building/Painting
Lighting Cable/Focus
Sound Prep
Costume Prep
Prop Prep

3-6pm
Set Building/Painting
Lighting Cable/Focus
Sound Prep
Costume Prep
Prop Prep

3-6pm
Set Building/Painting
Lighting Cable/Focus
Sound Prep
Costume Prep
Prop Prep

3-6pm
Set Building/Painting
Lighting Cable/Focus
Sound Prep
Costume Prep
Prop Prep

9am-12pm
Tech Notes
12-6pm
Cue to Cue
Rehearsal

6-9pm
OFF BOOK!
Cleanup
Blocking/Scene work

6-9pm
Cleanup
Blocking/Scene work

6-9pm
Costume Parade
Hair & Makeup Test
w/ Julianna Tusler

6-9pm
*Designer Run*
Run Show

6-9pm
Run Show

Run TBD

Pizza provided at 3pm

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

OFF

12-6pm
Swing Cast Reh/Notes
Full Dress Reh.

3-6pm
Dress Reh. #2

2pm
Call Time
3pm
Swing Cast Photo Run
4:30pm
Final Dress Reh.
6:45pm
Potluck Dinner

5pm
Crew Call Time
5:30pm
Cast Call Time
7pm
Performance #1

5pm
Crew Call Time
5:30pm
Cast Call Time
7pm
Performance #2

12pm
Crew Call Time
12:30pm
Cast Call Time
2pm
Performance #3

30

31

“Dinner” break at
3:30pm
BRING FOOD!

27

28
2:45pm
Strike

29

5pm
Crew Call Time
5:30pm
Cast Call Time
7pm
Performance #4
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Sample Rehearsal Report #1

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

12/18/18

Start Time:
End Time:

3pm
6pm

General Notes:
Start using the “tippy top tarp” as a vocal warm up! (see page 10)
Today’s Schedule:
Block Scenes 1-2

Next Rehearsal:
Block Scenes 3-4

Set:
Sand all over the floors in the first scene
Try to find a way for food to fall out of the
fridge when Mary opens it @ top of sc 1
Hook for the cross to hang on (fireplace wall)
Porch door needs to open upstage into the
house

Lighting:
No full blackout between scenes 1 & 2
- marty and mary have transition blocking

Props:
TONS of trash bags
Brooms to sweep sand
If we could get rehearsal props (masks, magic
bullet, stuff like that) that would be great
At the top of scene 2, the suitcase needs to be
on the kitchen table (with cross inside)
Mary needs a flip phone (sc 2) - not landline
Framed photos need to be preset in the
suitcase
- one goes by the cross, one goes on the
nightstand, one up the staircase
We need the metal trash cans for ‘outside’
(theyre at fiske)
Small notebook for mary (insurance stuff)
Case of diet pepsi

Costumes:
Mary needs ‘nice socks’ aka funny socks (pg 9)

Dramaturg:
Possible projection montage at the top of the
show of sandy destruction

Sound:
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Sample Rehearsal Report #2

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

12/19/18

Start Time:
End Time:

3pm
6pm

General Notes:

Today’s Schedule:
Block scenes 3 & 5

Next Rehearsal:
Block scenes 4 & 6-7

Set:
Cabinets on the SR wall
Trash can in USL corner of the kitchen
Sink on the USR part of the counter, next to
fridge
Patch of sand in front of the house

Lighting:

Props:
Snacks in the kitchen cabinets
Brian brings in beers when he enters in scene 2
Pizza boxes for transition between scene 2&3
Pizza inside one of them
Paper plates for the pizza
Big water jugs (might have some in the office)

Costumes:

Dramaturg:

Sound:
Scene 3: we’ll need some “noises from upstairs”
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Sample Rehearsal Report #3

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

12/20/18

Start Time:
End Time:

3pm
6pm

General Notes:
We need to plan a bonding pasta party!
Today’s Schedule:
Block scenes 4 & 6-7

Next Rehearsal:
Laser Tag!!!!! (not a real rehearsal, but it’s
important)
(After break) run scenes 1-7

Set:
Magnets for the fridge

Lighting:
Lighting to isolate CS for the real estate office,
sc 6

Props:
Boxes of photos for, sc 4
debris/trash to work with after break
Dunkin Donuts coffee box + cups + donuts, sc 4
(on counter)
Cellphones: iPhone for Sal, but flip phones for
the older people.
Space heater, sc 4 (Philip opening box + setting
it up)
2 nice chairs, 2 side tables + lamp, sc 6 (real
estate office)
Bag of olive garden food (the different food
options) + plastic silverware packs, sc 7
Markers (Super thick sharpies) + Posters
(larger), sc 7
An already made poster (smaller than the ones
they are making) for Sal to bring in, sc7
dunkin coffee cup for Sal, sc 7
Keys for Sal, sc 7

Costumes:
Cross necklace for Mary

Dramaturg:

Sound:
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Sample Rehearsal Report #4

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

1/3/19

Start Time:
End Time:

3pm
6pm

General Notes:
Will there be a dress rehearsal for the understudies?
Today’s Schedule:

Next Rehearsal:

Block as far as we can to the end of the show

Finish blocking/run the show

Set:
Pile of sheetrock/plywood somewhere

Lighting:
Meeting with manimon tomorrow to figure out
the plot!

Props:
Using plates and mugs for Mary Emily and
Andrea + more for giving some cake to Marty
(scene 8)
Silverware (sc 8)
Impact driver/drill + screws for Marty to fix a
cabinet with (sc 10)
Pile of sheetrock/plywood somewhere for
Marty to use to fix the house (pg 45)
Magnetic To do list for the fridge (sc 10)

Costumes:

Dramaturg:

Sound:
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Sample Rehearsal Report #5

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

1/7

Start Time:
End Time:

3:00
6:00

General Notes:

Today’s Schedule:
Finish blocking

Next Rehearsal:
Run the show (with designers)

Set:
Between Scene 11 + 12, put a leaf in the table.

Lighting:
Scene 11 is very late at night
Need to make sure there are lights that hit the
stairs
Scene 13: sun needs to come through the porch
side of the windows
Scene 9: They’re on the porch for the majority
of the scene, but they do come off onto the
area in front of the house, so it’ll need to be lit
as well.

Props:
Sal needs alcohol (scene 11)
Newspaper (pg 50)
Food for dinner in scene 12 (microwave food)
(whole chicken)
Mary’s mug is the blue leafy one, Marty’s is the
navy blue one (scene 13)
Envelope (with address and stamp, preset in
top drawer of the couch side table) (sc 13)

Costumes:
Emily (sc.9) Big winter jacket with a hood
Housecoat for Mary (sc11)
2 bathrobes for Mary and Marty (sc 13)
Should be wearing pajamas (Mary + Marty sc 13)

Dramaturg:

Sound:
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Sample Rehearsal Report #6

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

1/14/19

Start Time:
End Time:

6pm
9pm

General Notes:
The Facebook event has been made! Share it around to fill those seats
Respond to the Facebook post by noon tomorrow if you want to be a part of the candygrams!
Line notes starting on Thursday
Today’s Schedule:
Work scenes

Next Rehearsal:
Work more scenes!

Set:
Lighting:
We need to add a brace to the inside part of the
SR wall (the part by the door)
Scene 10: Marty is fixing the drawer pulls in the
kitchen
Props:
Post scene 10, chairs have to go back to normal
and kitchen reset to normal

Costumes:

Dramaturg:

Sound:
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Sample Rehearsal Report #7

WELLESLEY HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SOCIETY

REHEARSAL REPORT
Show:
Director:

By the Water
Brian McManimon

Stage Managers: Rey Hill, Claire Homa

Date:

1/19/19

Start Time:
End Time:

12pm
6pm

General Notes:
We cued the show! Almost there!
Today’s Schedule:
Cue to Cue!

Next Rehearsal:
Run the show twice! (once with understuds and
one with main cast)

Set:
Baseboards?

Lighting:
Add fresnel to drop pipe to light DSL
Widen ch 62 to hit the whole porch
LQ 15.5 move to LQ 16
Edit LQ 27 to dim practicals
Open up the beach specials to light the
backdrop
Add another beach light (mover?)
Add real estate front special (mover?)
Add movers (see above :)
Add blue light onto porch
Add porch to LX 422 and 43
LX 53, add “house” lights
Fix porch focus
Add mover into LQ 53

Props:
Less clinky debris!
We need the filled trash bags ASAP

Costumes:
Sofia needs to bring in her pants ASAP, might
be a good idea to remind her

Dramaturg:

Sound:
We need cue numbers ASAP
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Blocking Script Sample
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Calling Script Sample
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Appendix J: Production Show Posters
Production poster designed and distributed by Brian McManimon, Wellesley High
School Production Manager.
Production Poster (11”X17”)
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Production Lobby Banner (24” X 36”)

Production Ticketing Icon/Logo
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Appendix K: Playbill

Playbill breakdown includes:
1. Cover Page
2. Director’s Note & Thank You Section
3. Cast & Design Team
4. Production Team
5. Special Thanks to Wellesley P.O.P.S. (Parents of Performing Students), W.E.F. (The
Wellesley Education Foundation) and Wellesley Public Schools
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Playbill Cover Page
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Playbill Page 2

Director’s Note:
Welcome to the new January Drama Society production! We are thrilled to have
you with us for this powerful and moving performance of BY THE WATER featuring
some of the incredible talented students in the Performing Arts Department.
BY THE WATER speaks to me in an all too familiar way. Throughout my childhood,
my family would spend summers at our cottage in Salisbury, Massachusetts and
while reading it, all I could do was imagine that home filled with our family
memories destroyed by something like a Hurricane Sandy.
I remember being trapped in an apartment building during Sandy while in college
in New York City and at the time, the apartment filled with theater majors all
thought that we should write a play about our experience during the storm.
Thankfully that never happened and instead, I found this one.
BY THE WATER is a poignant reminder of how powerless we are in the face of
mother natures might, but it also fills me with hope that in the moments where we
feel lost and abandoned, it is our family and friends who help get us back on our
feet. We may not be perfect and we may not make the right choices, but family
holds us together.
I have been blessed to have worked with such an amazing cast and crew and I’m so
proud to have had the chance to direct this play. I dedicate this show to my family
and friends who have supported me along this journey and I hope you enjoy the
show!
A Special Thanks to…
Dr. David Lussier Superintendent, WPS
Dr. Joan Dabrowski, Asst. Superintendent of Teaching & Learning, WPS
Cynthia Mahr, Asst. Superintendent of Finance & Operations, WPS
Dr. Jamie Chisum, Principal, Wellesley High School
Lynne Novogroski, Asst. Principal, Wellesley High School
Drew Kelton, Asst. Principal, Wellesley High School
Marc Bender, Asst. Principal, Wellesley High School
Michael LaCava, Director of Performing Arts, WPS
Allison Madden, WPS P.A. Department Assistant & Ticketing Coordinator, WPS
Patti Ayer & Molly Coté, President, Wellesley POPS
Heather Schaefer, Wellesley POPS Drama Representative
David Homa, Wellesley POPS Tech Representative
Matt Kelley, School Committee Chair
Melissa Martin, School Committee Vice Chair
Linda Chow, School Committee Secretary
Sharon Gray, School Committee Member
Michael D’Ortenzio, Jr., School Committee Member
The Wellesley High School Faculty & Staff
Tommy Zinck & The WHS Facilities Staff
Wellesley POPS (Parents of Performing Students)
Wellesley Education Foundation
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Playbill Page 3

PR
SCENIC
Student
Technical Director
Asst. Student
Technical Director
Scenic
Carpenters/
Painters/
Stage Crew

CAST
KEITH ROBINSON Marty Murphy
SOFÍA KO’19 Mary Murphy
AJ MASIELLO’19 Sal Murphy
CHARLIE BERGER Brian Murphy
RYAN MAGRISI’19 Philip Carter
LILLY BRENNEMAN’19 Andrea Carter
ALEXA KAHN Emily Carter
KLEO MITROKOSTAS
ANDREW STEVENSON
Scenic Designer
SHARON ZHU’19

Stage Managers
REY HILL’19
CLAIRE HOMA

Food Props

LIGHTING
Lighting Design

CREATIVE TEAM
Lighting Designers
ALDEN SCHMIDT’19
KRISTIN SODERHOLM‘19

Props Design/
Assoc. Scenic Design
CONNOR GALLERANI

Props Master

Female Swing
Male Swing

Costume Designer
ELIZABETH MILANO

Master Electricians
Lighting Operator

SOUND

Sound Designers

Sound Design
Sound Operator

ALYSSA BARRÉ’19
BLAKE HARJU’19

COSTUMES

Student Director
LEENAH HAMDY’19

Dramaturg
CAROLINE MORROW’19

Costume Design

PRODUCERS

Front of House Coordin
Drama Specialist

Production Manager, Technical Director,
& Director
BRIAN MCMANIMON*
Video or audio recording of this performance by any means is strictly prohibited
BY THE WATER is presented with special arrangement with
DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., NEW YORK
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Costume Designer
ELIZABETH MILANO
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Dramaturg
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Playbill Page 4

PRODUCTION STAFF
SCENIC
Student
Technical Director
Asst. Student
Technical Director
Scenic
Carpenters/
Painters/
Stage Crew

Props Master
Food Props

SHARON ZHU’19
NICK PYZOWSKI
ADRIANNA CHASE, ELEANOR FOLEY, CONNOR GALLERANI,
REY HILL’19, CLAIRE HOMA, CHARLIE KENNEDY’19,
ELIZABETH MILANO, MIA MOORE, CAROLINE MORROW’19,
NICK PYZOWSKI, KYLIN ROBERTS, WILL SCHOENFELD,
KRISTIN SODERHOLM’19, SAM TARDIF, ALLIE WORNELL,
BRETT ZAORSKI’19
CONNOR GALLERANI
MIA MOORE

LIGHTING
Lighting Design
Master Electricians
Lighting Operator

SOUND
Sound Design
Sound Operator

ALDEN SCHMIDT’19, KRISTIN SODERHOLM‘19
ANSON CHAN’19
CHARLIE KENNEDY’19
ALYSSA BARRÉ’19, BLAKE HARJU’19
WILL SCHOENFELD

COSTUMES
Costume Design

ELIZABETH MILANO

PRODUCERS
Front of House Coordinator
Drama Specialist

ALLISON MADDEN*
KARA SULLIVAN*

s is strictly prohibited

nt with
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…AND A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR
EXCEPTIONALLY GENEROUS SUPPORT TO THE PERFORMING ARTS!
2017-2018
LED Stage Lighting for the
Katherine L. Babson, Jr. Auditorium &
WHS Little Theater

WELLESLEY EDUCATION
FOUNDATION

2016-2017
General Lighting Needs for the
Katherine L. Babson, Jr. Auditorium &
WHS Little Theater
2016-2017
Permanent Speaker Installation for the
WHS Little Theater
2017-2018
16 Wireless Performer Microphones
4 Wireless Communication Headsets
LED Cyc Lights & Lighting Board at WMS
2016-2017
New Communication Headsets for WHS Tech
4 Martin Rush MH6 Moving Lights
Professional QLab License for WHS Tech
Audio & Video Recording Package for Katherine L.
Babson, Jr. Auditorium
2018-2019
Lighting Ladder for WHS Tech
2017-2018
Grand Piano for WHS Choral Room
Wenger Acoustic Shells for WHS
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Appendix L: Newspaper Articles

Local news articles are from the following sources:
1. Wellesley Hometown Weekly (Local Newspaper)
2. The Wellesley Townsman (Local Newspaper)
3. The Wellesley High School BRADFORD (School Newspaper)
4. The Swellesley Report (Digital News Source)
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Production Article: The Wellesley Hometown Weekly
9/21/2019

Busy winter schedule for Drama Society - Hometown Weekly Newspapers

DELIVERED TO OVER 48,000 HOMES AND BUSINESSES EACH AND EVERY WEEK (/WP-ADMIN/)

(http://www.hometownweekly.net/)

(https://www.middlesexbank.com/personal-banking/banking/checking?
utm_medium=display&utm_source=hometownweekly&utm_campaign=CHECKING%2019&utm_term=FREE&utm_conte

Navigate to...

Busy winter schedule for Drama Society

T he Wellesley High School Moving Company holds a Child Lab Dance Workshop.

By Lisa Moore
Hometown Weekly Correspondent
The Wellesley High School Drama Society has had a busy schedule this winter, with several completed projects
weeks ahead to fill the long winter nights.

and numerous productions planned in the coming
www.hometownweekly.net/wellesley/busy-winter-schedule-drama-society/
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9/21/2019
Starting

Busy from
winter schedule
for Drama Society
Hometown
Weekly Newspapers
off the winter season, students
the Wellesley
High -School
Moving
Company, under the direction
of Janet Sozio, held a Child Lab Dance Workshop. The annual six-week program is designed to bring dance to
the pre-Kindergarten students who attend school at the WHS Child Lab. WHS Moving Company students from
Audrey Wang, Kathleen Segal and Jennie Hourican assisted Director Sozio with the instruction of the Rhythm
Works curriculum, now in its third year. The workshops gave the Moving Company students experience working
with young children and teaching them about the art of dance.

“Working with the children was really fun,” commented Jennie Hourican about the workshop. “I’ve helped
teach dance to younger kids before, and it is always fun to see them first trying out dance. Of course, one
challenge is keeping them focused, but this group was very well behaved. They were so energetic and sweet,
being able to work with them is one of the best experiences I’ve had all year. I learned how to adapt, working
with 3-4 year olds. Depending on their interest level that day, we had to adapt to what they want to do, not
just follow a strict schedule.”
Wellesley’s older
performing
artists,
meanwhile,
kicked off
the winter
performance
season
with the
annual
One Act
Festival.
The festival’s 14
one-act
(http://www.hometownweekly.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Photo-Dec-13-4-01-55plays
PM.jpg)
ellesley’s talented Acting 4 Intensive students put on the annual One Act Festival.
served as
the culminating projects for Acting 4 Intensive students. Drama teacher Kara Sullivan and technical theater teacher Brian McManimon provided guidance and support to the students.
Students in Acting 4 Intensive have taken acting each year in high school, and this annual event gives the budding thespians a chance to get directing experience. The performances combined 12 student-directed one-act
plays and two student-written and directed one-act plays, with the pieces judged by four volunteers. Held in
the WHS little theater, with minimal sets, props and costumes, student directors relied on the lighting and
sound design, created by the technical theater students, to bring the performances to life.
The winning performance, “Geniuses” by Abbey Fenbert, will be performed in the Emerson College Drama
Festival in the spring. “Geniuses” was directed by Alexa Norton and featured Grace Hone and Caroline Russo,
with lighting design by Emma Bowman and sound design by Sophie Laing.
The second place winner was “A Fare Ride” by Matt Thompson, directed by Corynne Strollerman, featuring Lili
Culhane and AJ Sivapala, with lighting design by Emma Bowman and sound design by Elliot Kovacs.
The third place winner was “I Do You Die” by Carrie McCrossen, directed by Sofia Ko, featuring Charlie
Kennedy and Caroline Mack, with lighting design by Claire Homa and sound design by Sam Tardif.
www.hometownweekly.net/wellesley/busy-winter-schedule-drama-society/
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9/21/2019
Now,

schedule
for Drama Society
- Hometown
Newspapers
without a break in the scheduleBusy
andwinter
with
the one-acts
barely
behindWeekly
them,
students and faculty have
been preparing for their next production, “By the Water,” a play by Sharyn Rothstein. This production is Director Brian McManimon’s master thesis project, and he is excited to share his vision with audiences. “By the
Water” takes place in Staten Island, NY, in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. With compassion and poignant humor, “By the Water” reminds the audience that the very powers that tear apart a community can be a force in
bringing together a family.

Performances for “By the Water” are scheduled for Thursday, January 24, at 7 p.m., Friday, January 25, at 7
p.m., and Saturday, January 26, at both 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. All performances will be held in the WHS little theater. Tickets will be general admission and can be purchased through the Wellesley High School Performing
Arts Department at www.wellesleyps.org.
In addition to the winter play, WHS Drama Society will be hosting the Step-Up concerts for band, chorus, and
orchestra. The step up concerts are a collaboration between the high school and middle school performing
arts departments, providing an opportunity for 8th grade students to perform with high school students and
get an idea of what performing at the high school is like. The following performance dates all take place at
the WHS Auditorium and are free and open to the public.
The band Step-Up concert will be held on Tuesday, January 29, at 7 p.m. The orchestra Step-Up concert is
scheduled for Thursday, January 31, at 7 p.m. Finally, the choral Step-Up concert is planned for Thursday,
February 7, at 7 p.m.
For further information about the Wellesley Performing Arts Department, visit
https://wellesleyps.org/performingarts.

Wellesley (Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Category/Wellesley/)
January 30, 2019
Hometown Weekly Staff (Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Author/Hometown-Weekly-Staff/)
A Fare Ride” By Matt Thompson (Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/A-Fare-Ride-By-MattThompson/), AJ Sivapala (Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Aj-Sivapala/), Audrey Wang
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Audrey-Wang/), Caroline Mack
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Caroline-Mack/), Carrie McCrossen
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Carrie-Mccrossen/), Charlie Kennedy
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Charlie-Kennedy/), Child Lab Dance Workshop
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Child-Lab-Dance-Workshop/), Claire Homa
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Claire-Homa/), Corynne Strollerman
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Corynne-Strollerman/), Elliot Kovacs
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Elliot-Kovacs/), Emma Bowman
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Emma-Bowman/), Janet Sozio
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Janet-Sozio/), Jennie Hourican
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Jennie-Hourican/), Kathleen Segal
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Kathleen-Segal/), Lili Culhane
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Lili-Culhane/), Sam Tardif
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Sam-Tardif/), Sofia Ko
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Sofia-Ko/), Wellesley High School Drama Society
(Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Wellesley-High-School-Drama-Society/), Wellesley High School
Moving Company (Http://Www.Hometownweekly.Net/Tag/Wellesley-High-School-Moving-Company/)

Tweet

Like 1

www.hometownweekly.net/wellesley/busy-winter-schedule-drama-society/
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Production Article: The Wellesley Townsman
9/21/2019

Wellesley High School Drama Society to perform ‘By the Water’ - News - The Wellesley Townsman - Wellesley, MA

Opinion

Wellesley High School Drama Society to perform ‘By The Water’
By Wellesley Parents of Performing Students and the WHS Drama Society
Posted Jan 23, 2019 at 12:55 PM

The Wellesley High School Drama Society will present its January production of
“By The Water” by Sharyn Rothstein at 7 p.m. Jan. 24-26 and 2 p.m. Jan. 26 in
The Little Theater at Wellesley High School, 50 Rice St.
Featuring a cast of nine actors and a student-led design and technical team
comprising of 30 students, the winter show will be directed by WHS Technical
Director and Production Manager Brian McManimon.
“By The Water,” set on New York’s Staten Island, brings to light the unfortunate
tragedy, struggle, and hope caused by the destruction of Hurricane Sandy.
The play begins with Hurricane Sandy wreaking havoc on the lifelong Staten
Island home of Marty and Mary Murphy but the storm has ripped apart more
than the walls. With their neighbors, Philip, Andrea and Emily Carter too
devastated to stay, the couple’s community is in danger of disappearing forever.
Determined to rebuild, Marty sparks a campaign to save the home and town he
loves so much but past betrayals and family secrets come to the surface when his
sons Sal and Brian return to help their parents dig out and restore their lives.
The play takes audiences on a roller coaster ride that explores the financial,
physical and emotional toll that families suffered during and after the destruction
of Hurricane Sandy. It is a sobering reminder that family is what keeps us
together and helps us recover and rebuild in life’s worst moments.
The play is rated PG-13 for mature language and themes. The Little Theater is a
black-box venue with limited seating. It is recommended to purchase tickets
early.
To order general admission tickets or for information, visit
http://wellesleyps.org/performingarts.
https://wellesley.wickedlocal.com/news/20190123/wellesley-high-school-drama-society-to-perform-by-water
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Production Article: The Wellesley High School Bradford
9/21/2019

Hurricane Sandy hits high school in Wellesley High School Drama Society's performance of "By the Water" | The Bradford
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9/21/2019

Hurricane Sandy hits high school in Wellesley High School Drama Society's performance of "By the Water" | The Bradford

“Having a smaller cast to work with is a great opportunity,
and allows the cast to have a really tight bond with each
other,” said Masiello. “Having a bigger cast is usually more
dif cult just because there are so many people to keep track
of, so the smaller cast works better [for this play].”
So a Ko ’19, who plays mother Mary Murphy, agrees
wholeheartedly with Masiello that a smaller cast is actually
easier to work with.
“It makes the challenges we have to tackle a lot easier with
such a small cast. It’s an intimate process with only seven of
us and it makes it easier for the process to go on a lot faster
and more ef ciently,” Ko said. “I think it puts people on the
spot more which may put some stress on a person when they
mess up, but it motivates you to x it quicker.”
Ko thinks that it’s important for people to come see the play
because the high school has not performed a contemporary
drama in so long, and because the play has the power to
change a viewer’s perspective on a natural disaster that hit
close to home.
“I would tell someone to come see this play because it puts
you in the shoes of those struck by Hurricane Sandy. It’s
different seeing natural disasters like this on the news or TV,
and then being able to forget about it because it’s not you
who’s affected,” Ko said. “This could happen to anyone, and I
think this show reminds people to be grateful of what they
have because it could disappear in a second like it did for so
many during the storm.”
ANDREW MATEJKA '19

BY THE WATER

DRAMA

PLAY

PREVIOUS
Top Ten Movies of

NEXT
New faces from 2018

2018

https://whsbradford.org/hurricane-sandy-hits-high-school-in-wellesley-high-school-drama-societys-performance-of-by-the-water/
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Production Article: The Swellesley Report
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Appendix M: Cast & Crew Merchandise
Production merchandise was inspired by the production show poster. All artworks and
logos were designed and implemented by Brian McManimon, Wellesley High School Performing
Arts Production Manager.
All merchandise orders, materials and printing were coordinated with representatives at
Custom Ink.
All students involved in the production had the option to order show sweatshirts and/or
TECH crew shirts as a way to develop a strong team spirit and a keepsake for after the show
closes.
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Show Shirts for Cast & Crew

Show Crew Neck

Show Hoodie

Alternate Tech
Shirts
(“Varsity Tech”)

Wellesley High
School TECH
Run Crew Shirts
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Appendix M: Audience Reaction

Audience “Instant Reactions” Cards
Given the previous drama seasons at Wellesley High School that were dominated with
musicals, comedies, and student written comedies for state festivals, we wanted to try and see
what our audiences would react to after seeing a dramatic play produced in a new spot in the
school year.
We asked our audiences to give their “Instant Reaction” to the show following the
performance and post it along the lobby walls as you exit the theater. There were a few goals
with this:
1. Allow the cast and crew to see what our student and parent audiences thought
of the performance.
2. Ask our audiences to think analytically and artistically about the performance
3. Use these Instant Reactions and collaborate with our parent support group,
Wellesley POPS (Parents of Performing Students), to help promote the show
through social media so their followers could see what audiences were saying
about the play.
Attached below are copies of those Instant Reactions. While this was the pilot run of
this idea, we did see some basic reactions, but we did receive some great feedback.
Our remaining drama productions continued the use of the Instant Reaction cards after
our festival and spring performances and we began to notice more analytical and artistic
feedback from students and parents.
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Appendix O: First Rehearsal Student Questions
Following the first rehearsal read through of the show, we discussed as a cast and crew
what the show was really about, what they gravitated towards, and what jumped out to them
emotionally or as a challenging obstacle as an actor, designer, or technician.
Afterwards, I posed two questions to the group:
1. The word “powerful” has come up in the discussion multiple times. Why is the
play powerful to you? Is it a moment, character, the global situation, etc.
2. What do you want audiences to take away after seeing the performance? This
can be a broader idea or something specific.
After the answers were completed, the students mixed them up and we then had to
figure out who wrote each response as an initial bonding activity with many students who had
not worked together closely before.
The cast and crew responses are listed below.
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Appendix P: New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) Slides
The following slides were submitted to the New England Association of Schools and
Colleges (NEASC) committee during the school reaccreditation process during the 2018-2019
academic school year. They are reflective of unique student work in the school driven by
student-led opportunities and specialized skills acquired outside of typical classroom courses.
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Appendix Q: Post-Show Student Feedback

Following the final performance and strike for the production of By the Water, I sent out
a Google Form to the students in the cast and crew to get their feedback on what they learned
on the production, but also how we could improve the rehearsal and production process since
this was the first time we produced a January production.
The cast and crew responses are listed below.
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Appendix R: Producing Materials

Items include:
•

Production Budget

•

Script / Performance Rights Approval

•

Media Release Form
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Production Budget

Ticketing Projections
WHS DRAMA SOCIETY PRODUCTIONS
Production Title:

By the Water

Production Period:

Dec. '18 - Jan '19

Performance dates:

Jan. 24-26, 2019

Ticket Breakdown:
# of Performances
Seats per Performance

4
100

Student/Senior Price

$10.00

Adult Admission

$20.00

Blended Ticket Rate

$15.00

Estimated Box Office (Blended Ticket Rate):

Per Show

x 4 shows

50% houses

$ 750.00

$ 3,000.00

60% houses

$ 900.00

$ 3,600.00

70% houses

$ 1,050.00

$ 4,200.00

80% houses

$ 1,200.00

$ 4,800.00

90% houses

$ 1,350.00

$ 5,400.00

100% houses

$ 1,500.00

$ 6,000.00
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Department Budget Breakdown
Estimated
Production

Budget
Cap

Revenue Job

Vender/Job # WPS PO #

Description/Date

Itemized Final
Cost

Diff.

Expense

Expenses:

Performance

$400.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost

Rights
$100 per
performance
(X4)
$ 400.00
Scenic

$2,000.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Props

$500.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Lighting

$0.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Sound

$0.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Costumes

$500.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Hair / Make-up

$0.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Special Effects

$0.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
$-

Misc.

$500.00

Items

Location/Date Buyer

Cost
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$Custodial OT

$0.00 # Hours

Charges

Custodial OT

Requested Hours

# of

Rate

Custodians

$42/Hr. OT

Date /Time

- $56/Hr.

Requested

DT
8

1 $42/Hr

Total

$ 336.00
$-

Stipends

$2,500.00

Director
$
2,500.00
Donations

TOTAL

$6,400.00

Actual
Expenses

$
2,900.00

Difference
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Brian McManimon <mcmanimonb@wellesleyps.org
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Performance
Rights Agreement

nonpro@dramatists.com <nonpro@dramatists.com>
To: mcmanimonb@wellesleyps.org

Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 12:46 PM

440 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Tel. 2126838960
Fax 2122131539

NONPROFESSIONAL LICENSE
9/14/2018
Brian McManimon
Wellesley High School
50 Rice Street
Wellesley, MA 02481
United States
Tel. 9788463804
Fax

PRINT FOR YOUR RECORDS. INCLUDE A COPY WITH
PAYMENTS SENT BY REGULAR MAIL.
Applicant Type:
School/High School
Postal Code of Venue: 02481
Number of
4
Performances:
License Period:
01/24/2019  01/26/2019
License Number:
web226544
Customer Number:
Purchase Order Number:3019054600
Subtotal Amount Due: $400.00

mcmanimonb@wellesleyps.org
Final Total Amount Due will be reflected on your invoice.
Payment Due Date:
1/10/2019
All fees must be paid in U.S. Funds. You may pay by check,
money order or cashier's check or by credit card online at
www.dramatists.com
Title:
BY THE WATER
Author(s): Sharyn Rothstein
The above Subtotal Amount Due does not include shipping and handling fees for required or optional scores, sheet
music, CDs, DVDs or other items. For more information see the paragraph entitled BILLING REQUIREMENTS.

The nonexclusive nonprofessional stage performance rights to BY THE WATER are hereby granted to Brian McManimon
for the period 01/24/2019 through 01/26/2019.
I, the applicant, individually and on behalf of any corporate or partnership entity, do hereby agree to comply with
Dramatists Play Service, Inc.’s terms and conditions set forth below for the nonexclusive nonprofessional stage
performance rights to BY THE WATER.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. The play(s) must be presented only as published in the Dramatists Play Service, Inc. authorized acting edition(s),
without any changes, additions, alterations, or deletions to the text or the title. These restrictions shall include, without
limitation, not altering, updating, or amending the time, locales, or settings of the play(s) in any way. Furthermore, the
gender or race of the characters may not be changed or altered in production in any way, and the characters are to be
performed by actors who match the specified gender or race, unless the author has indicated flexible casting
possibilities.
Requests for permission to make any changes to the text of the play or in the casting of the play must be made in writing
to Dramatists Play Service for review and consideration by the author or copyright holder.
2. All playbills and programs must include the following on the title page: “[TITLE] is presented by special arrangement
with Dramatists Play Service, Inc., New York.”
3. You must adhere to any additional terms set forth in the license under the paragraph entitled BILLING
REQUIREMENTS.
a. If there are no additional acknowledgment requirements set forth in the license under the paragraph entitled
BILLING REQUIREMENTS, adhere to the following standards: The author(s) shall receive credit as sole and
exclusive author(s) of the play in all programs distributed in connection with performances of the play(s) and in all
instances in which the title(s) of the play(s) appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or otherwise exploiting the
play(s) and/or a production thereof. The name(s) of the author(s) must appear on a separate line in which no other
name appears, immediately beneath the title(s) and in size and prominence of type equal to 50% of the largest letter
used for the title(s) of the play(s).
4. Performances must take place on the dates specified on the license and in the location designated. Any proposed
changes in the dates, venue, or number of performances must receive prior written approval from Dramatists Play
Service, Inc, in order to be effective.
5. Payment should be received in full by the due date. As permitted by law, should my/our account need to be placed
with a collection agency or attorney by Dramatists Play Service, Inc., I/we agree to pay any and all costs and expenses
of no more than 30% of the total licensing fee(s) past due, including but not limited to all actual attorney fees and court
costs incurred by Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=1bf6ecaf77&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1611602145788584772%7Cmsg-f%3A1611602145788584772&simp…
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6. If you cancel any performances you must notify us in writing via the cancellation application on the DPS website and
state the reason for the cancellation.
Refund Policy:
a. If you submit your cancellation request before the first performance, a full refund will be processed.
b. If you submit your cancellation request after the first performance, but within 14 days after the last performance, a
$25 cancellation fee will be applied.
c. If you submit your cancellation request later than 14 days after the last performance, your licensing fees will not
be refunded.
7. This authorization applies to nonprofessional stage performance rights only. All other rights of every kind and nature,
including but not limited to television, video or audio, in whole or in part, or any other form of mechanical or electronic
reproduction, such as information storage and retrieval systems, recording, web pages and photocopying, are reserved
by the author(s) and are not included in this authorization. Reproduction of any kind, including for personal use, is also
strictly prohibited.
8. In addition, amateur leasing rights for this production or for any of the plays listed in our Catalogue may be withdrawn
by the Play Service at any time. Any fees previously paid will be promptly refunded, and Dramatists Play Service, Inc.
shall have no other financial or legal responsibility with regard to such withdrawal.
BILLING REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL NOTE
Anyone receiving permission to produce BY THE WATER is required to give credit to the Author as sole and exclusive
Author of the Play on the title page of all programs distributed in connection with performances of the Play and in all
instances in which the title of the Play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play
and/or a production thereof. The name of the Author must appear on a separate line, in which no other name appears,
immediately beneath the title and in size of type equal to 50% of the size of the largest, most prominent letter used for
the title of the Play. No person, firm or entity may receive credit larger or more prominent than that accorded the Author.
The following acknowledgments must appear on the title page in all programs distributed in connection with
performances of the Play:
BY THE WATER was commissioned by The Writer’s Room (Manhattan Theatre Club, Ars Nova) and received its world
premiere at Manhattan Theatre Club (Lynne Meadow, Artistic Director, Barry Grove, executive Producer) in association
with Ars Nova (Jason Eagan, Artistic Director, Renee Blinkwolt, Managing Director) on November 4, 2014.
Additionally, all licenses issued hereunder by the Play Service for professional productions of the Play shall require
licensees to include in all programs a biography of The Manhattan Theatre Club similar in length to the biographies of all
creative personnel.
web226544.pdf
184K
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Media Release Form
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Appendix S: Production Video

•

By the Water was filmed during the evening performance on Saturday January 26, 2019
at Wellesley High School thanks to the Wellesley Media Corporation

•

The VIMEO link to the filmed performance is listed below:
o https://vimeo.com/314149860

•

A Behind-The-Scenes video was created by Wellesley Media as well on Closing Night
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jtYU68cK4A

•

A Promotional Trailer was made by the cast to advertise the show ahead of its opening
o https://youtu.be/pe6WfAmsUss
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Appendix T: Script

By the Water was licensed as a non-professional/educational production through DPS
(Dramatists Play Service).

Attached is a copy of the script used by the performers and technicians.
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